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Following a select committee investigation, Victorian Hansard was conceived
when the following amended motion was passed by the Legislative Assembly
on 23 June 1865:
That in the opinion of this house, provision should be made to secure a more accurate
report of the debates in Parliament, in the form of Hansard.

The sessional volume for the first sitting period of the Fifth Parliament, from
12 February to 10 April 1866, contains the following preface dated 11 April:
As a preface to the first volume of “Parliamentary Debates” (new series), it is not
inappropriate to state that prior to the Fifth Parliament of Victoria the newspapers of the
day virtually supplied the only records of the debates of the Legislature.
With the commencement of the Fifth Parliament, however, an independent report was
furnished by a special staff of reporters, and issued in weekly parts.
This volume contains the complete reports of the proceedings of both Houses during the
past session.

In 2016 the Hansard Unit of the Department of Parliamentary Services
continues the work begun 150 years ago of providing an accurate and complete
report of the proceedings of both houses of the Victorian Parliament.
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BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Wednesday, 9 November 2016

ASSEMBLY

Wednesday, 9 November 2016
The SPEAKER (Hon. Telmo Languiller) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Notices of motion
The SPEAKER — Order! Notices of motion 1 to
11 will be removed from the notice paper unless
members wishing their notice to remain advise the
Clerk in writing before 2.00 p.m. today.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Ormond railway station

Domestic animals legislation
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents of Victoria draws to the attention of
the house their collective concerns with respect to the
proposed amendments to the Domestic Animals Act 1994.
We are passionate about animal welfare. We do not believe
the proposed changes will solve the problems they are
intended to address; however, we do believe that these
changes will negatively impact both animal welfare and the
pet industry.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria not support the aforementioned changes
to the Domestic Animals Act 1994 and instead call for the bill
to be referred to a parliamentary inquiry or the relevant upper
house committee to review so that an evidence-based
approach to issues around animal welfare and the pet industry
can be achieved.

By Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (928 signatures).

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly:
We, the undersigned citizens of Victoria, call on the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria to note:
the foundation deck for the development of an up to
13-storey residential tower above the Frankston railway
line on North Road above Ormond station has been
constructed without informing or consulting the local
community;
established low-rise suburbs should not be destroyed and
permanently scarred by the construction of
inappropriate, high-rise overdevelopments on railway
land, particularly in the absence of community
consultation; and
the local community does not support or consent to the
construction of a residential tower of up to 13 storeys
above Ormond station.
We therefore demand the Andrews Labor government
abandon its plans for the inappropriate overdevelopment of
the Ormond station site and instead proceed with a
development that is smaller in scale and more in keeping with
the low-rise village atmosphere of Ormond.

By Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) (224 signatures).

Equal opportunity legislation
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of residents in the state of Victoria draws to the
attention of the house their concerns that the Andrews Labor
government is removing the rights of Victorian faith-based
schools to employ staff that share the values of the school
community.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria call on the Andrews Labor government
to withdraw the Equal Opportunity Amendment (Religious
Exceptions) Bill 2016.

By Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) (62 signatures).

4267

Synthetic drugs
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Bayside and metropolitan
Melbourne note with alarm the tragic death of a 33-year-old
very fit Victorian elite sportsman who had ingested the drug
Kronic acquired from a metropolitan Melbourne business
only to die a few hours later.
The petitioners therefore respectfully request that the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria calls upon the Labor
government to immediately legislate to proscribe in more
general terms the supply and sale of drugs such as Kronic and
chemical variations and make vendors and manufacturers
personally liable for the harm arising from the use of such
products.

By Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham)
(224 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petitions presented on 8 November
and this day by honourable member for Hastings be
considered next day on motion of Mr BURGESS
(Hastings).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Caulfield be considered next day on
motion of Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Evelyn be considered next day on
motion of Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Sandringham be considered next day
on motion of Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham).
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critical support for families who have a child who is
born with this very challenging condition.

Victorian government report 2016
Hawthorn Historical Society
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Aboriginal Affairs),
by leave, presented report.
Tabled.

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Auditor-General:
Financial Systems Controls Report: 2015–16 —
Ordered to be published
Security of Critical Infrastructure Control Systems for
Trains — Ordered to be published
Judicial Entitlements Panel — Own Motion
Recommendations to the Attorney-General
Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 — Government
response to the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee’s
Report on the Inquiry into the 2013–14 and 2014–15
Financial and Performance Outcomes
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under s 15
in relation to Statutory Rule 131.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Noah’s Hope
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — On
Saturday evening I was very pleased to attend a second
fundraising event in Bendigo organised by a group
called Noah’s Hope. Noah’s Hope is the initiative of
Chantal Morrison and her partner, Josh, whose
youngest son, Noah, was born with a congenital
diaphragmatic hernia. This condition, also known as
CDH, is a very challenging condition for parents and
families of children born with this disease; indeed there
is only a 50 per cent survival rate for babies born with
this illness.
The fundraiser Noah’s Hope is raising funds for
CDH Australia, which is a volunteer-run support group
that, as you can imagine, provides critical support to
families, both prenatal and postnatal, and ongoing
support that is needed for families whose babies survive
and go on in life and indeed for families whose babies
become angels of the CDH family. It was a really good
event. It raised over $5000 and comes off the back of
the inaugural event last year. I am very proud to stand
with the organisers of the Noah’s Hope foundation as a
strong supporter of the work they are doing to provide

Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — On Saturday,
22 October, I was very pleased to attend the annual
general meeting of the Hawthorn Historical Society. I
am the patron of that organisation, and very proudly so.
It does fantastic work. I wish to take this opportunity to
congratulate the incoming president, Elizabeth Love,
who undertakes a great amount of work on behalf of the
society, and to acknowledge the vice-president,
Elizabeth Yewers, who is the outgoing president and is
equally very devoted to the work of the society. I also
acknowledge the committee’s secretary, Andrae
Talarico; treasurer, Pamela Carter; and committee
members Ramona De Niese, Jenny Bowen and Oriel
Flewell-Smith.
The Hawthorn Historical Society undertakes fantastic
work on behalf of our local community, whether it is
assisting the Boroondara council with designing
wayfinding signs to acknowledge the history of
precincts in our area, running guided tours at the former
Hawthorn town hall for the Melbourne open house
weekend, reviewing council’s plaque policy or even
assisting residents in the local area with various
planning matters. Heritage is of course a significant
matter in our local community. I note that Elizabeth
Yewers and Elizabeth Love have both undertaken an
educational role, attending local schools in our area to
talk to young students about local history projects. I
encourage all people in my electorate to get involved
with the Hawthorn Historical Society. It undertakes
great work, and I congratulate the new committee.

Aboriginal affairs report
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs) — Earlier I tabled the Victorian Government
Aboriginal Affairs Report 2016, and I would like to
make a few comments in regard to that. First of all, this
report shows that there are some improvements for
Aboriginal Victorians in some areas. Unfortunately
there has not been a lot of progress in other areas. In
particular there have been significant gains in
Aboriginal kindergarten participation, high school
retention rates are also improving and year 12
attainment continues to improve. These have the
potential for a long-lasting impact on young Aboriginal
people in Victoria, leading to better outcomes in all
areas of their lives.
Improving outcomes for Aboriginal Victorians will
always be a joint effort, and I appreciate the
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bipartisanship shown in this house. If we are to achieve
the long-term change we have committed to, it is vital
that every tier of government works in partnership with
Aboriginal communities. I am pleased that this
government has committed to self-determination in all
of the programs it delivers in Aboriginal affairs, that it
has achieved the establishment of Victorian Aboriginal
Heritage Council’s amendments and further powers and
the establishment of the Aboriginal Economic Board to
drive Aboriginal employment and business
development. I am also pleased with the outcomes that
we have committed to around Aboriginal families and
the co-design work being done in the space of family
violence. All of these will contribute to better outcomes
for Aboriginal Victorians.

Hazelwood power station
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — The shock of
Hazelwood power station closing in less than five
months continues to bite in the Latrobe Valley
community, particularly when the expectation was that
a gradual closure would occur, which was the Labor
government’s policy. The many workers, contractors
and businesses that will be directly or indirectly
impacted upon by this closure have raised many
legitimate concerns about what the future will hold.
Most pressing is the massive loss of jobs and how those
affected will find a new job locally, particularly with
unemployment rising dramatically in these past two
years. Despite some media outlets suggesting all
workers at Hazelwood will do very well financially,
this is not the case. In particular some younger workers
with young families have contacted me expressing
concern over their financial and employment situation.
Many have significant mortgages and other financial
commitments, yet in less than five months they are
likely to not have a job or income to meet those
financial commitments. We need to find real jobs for
these workers and quickly.

John Paulet
Mr NORTHE — I want to acknowledge one of our
community’s unsung heroes, John Paulet. John has
volunteered his time and effort towards the sport of
basketball and recently retired from official duties with
the Traralgon Amateur Basketball Association. John
served as treasurer for 40 consecutive years and quite
rightly is a life member of the association. John has
been a committee member, a high-performing player, a
coach at domestic and squad level, a referee and has
had a passion for mentoring younger players and
referees. He has been a key player in necessary
fundraising activities whilst also overseeing major
upgrades to the Traralgon basketball stadium. I
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congratulate John on his amazing service to basketball
and to our community.

Calder Highway Ravenswood interchange
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — It was great to
have a site visit at the Ravenswood interchange project
last Friday to see the delivery of the first bridge across
Bullock Creek, an important milestone in the delivery
of this project. The installation of six large beams was
an exercise in precision engineering — each weighing
60 tonnes and measuring 36 metres in length; each one
heavier than a Melbourne tram. Importantly these
beams were manufactured right here in Victoria at
Westkon Precast in Melton. Also important to note is
that 90 per cent of the contractors and workers at this
site are local, because under this government local
projects equal local jobs.
The Ravenswood interchange will fix a notoriously
dangerous junction of two highways where too many
lives have been lost over the years. It will improve
safety by creating safer access from the highway to
local residential areas, separating heavy vehicles from
fast-moving highway traffic and reducing the need for
drivers to find a gap and enter fast-moving highway
traffic. It will also deliver vital infrastructure for
agriculture and freight businesses that keep our regional
economy strong, and freight traffic on the Calder is
expected to double by 2025.
Construction of the Ravenswood interchange
commenced in May 2016 and is on track to be
completed by late 2017. Extensive preparatory
works — a new culvert at Ravenswood Creek and a
large retaining wall on the eastern side of the
interchange — have been built in recent months. After
the wet winter there is a big program of earthworks
planned to occur over the summer months, with the
new Calder Highway and sections of the elevated
circular road set to take shape — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

Budget debate
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I wish to express my
concern about the manner in which the 2016–17 state
budget has been dealt with by the Parliament. Debate
has been truncated and limited, and this is the first time
in my 24 years in Parliament that I have seen debate
truncated on the budget bill. The clerks have provided
me with a list. So far there have been 55 speakers on
the appropriation bill and the take-note motion, so there
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are 32 members of this chamber still to speak on the
budget — including ministers, I might add.
My starting point on this is that the most important bill
that any government brings to this chamber is in fact
the budget bill, and every member of Parliament should
be given an opportunity to speak on the budget bill.
This year there has been no attempt whatsoever to
allow members of this chamber to debate the budget in
toto. I sat in this Parliament when Peter Batchelor was
Leader of the House, and I think of all managers of
government business he was the one who subjugated
the interests of the Parliament to the interests of the
ALP more than any other. But even he gave every
member of this house the opportunity to speak on the
budget; he gave every member that right, as we should.
I wish to express my absolute disgust that this year the
manager of government business has not even delivered
the house the courtesy of fully debating the budget.

Norma Medawar
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — Norma Medawar
arrived in Australia last year from Syria and has since
been granted asylum. She is one of approximately
11 million people who have fled Syria in the past year
since the civil war erupted in her beloved homeland.
She and her family were unlucky enough to have to
witness firsthand the atrocities of war; Norma’s uncle
was kidnapped in 2012, and one of her cousins was
killed. I am now fortunate enough to have her as a
constituent of mine in the electorate of Niddrie.
Norma and Susan Dirgham of Adult Multicultural
Education Services have worked together to create a
magazine titled Beloved Syria, which aims to present
the rich culture of Syria and convey the strength of its
people. Before the civil war, Norma was a tour guide
and an English tutor, passionate about sharing her love
for Syria and its people with others. Today, as a
Melbourne resident, she uses the quarterly magazine
Beloved Syria as a vehicle for sharing her passion.
Beloved Syria features poetry in English and Arabic
translated by Norma, as well as photos of life in Syria
before the conflict — taken by Susan when she lived
there — and interviews with Syrians about their lives
before and after the conflict. The contributors come
from a variety of faiths and are now spread across the
world. Some of the interviewees have sought refuge in
countries including Italy, Sweden and Germany. Others
remain trapped in Syria as war continues to ravage the
country.
Yesterday Norma Medawar visited Parliament to tell
her story to me and my colleagues. She enjoyed a great
deal of support from all those in attendance, and we are
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looking forward to working with her going forward to
help her promote her magazine, Beloved Syria. Thank
you, Norma. You are doing very well in your new
home of Australia.

Mornington Peninsula Shire Council
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — I congratulate the newly
elected councillors of the Mornington Peninsula Shire
Council, of whom 8 out of the 11 were not part of the
previous council. I hope all the councillors work
together cooperatively to protect and enhance the
community, infrastructure and environment that make
the shire so special. Personality issues and vendettas, I
am sure, will now be a thing of the past. A major issue
on the planning front that will need to be tackled by
council is a commonsense approach to a number of
anomalies regarding green wedge regulations.
For example, there are a number of landholders with
blocks of less than 100 acres who bought or inherited
the land in good faith prior to restrictive regulations that
were subsequently introduced that forbade them from
building on those blocks. Dozens of landholders have
been left with useless sites that they cannot build on, yet
they have to pay rates on them. The retrospective nature
of the regulations must be amended or at least
compensation must be paid to the landholders.
Another example is the restriction on farm-gate sales,
which needs to be lifted or at least amended. If that
happens, we could see small farms become more
viable, employ more people, enhance the peninsula’s
tourism offering and, most importantly, protect our
green wedge areas from becoming unviable,
weed-infested paddocks. I wish the councillors well in
their deliberations.

Sussex Neighbourhood House
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) — On
19 November I attended the annual general meeting of
Sussex Neighbourhood House in Pascoe Vale. The
annual general meeting acknowledged the tireless work
of the neighbourhood house committee over the
previous year, in particular chairperson Claire Martin,
deputy chair Donalee Weis, secretary Eleanor Lindberg
and treasurer John Watson, as well as house manager
Vic Issell. The neighbourhood house annual general
meeting also acknowledged the amount of work that is
going into the new building which will house the
neighbourhood house in Cumberland Road, Pascoe
Vale. This is particularly exciting for the local
community, as this will be a multipurpose facility that
will include maternal and child health and a men’s
shed.
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The annual general meeting also took the opportunity to
acknowledge the contribution of the chairperson, Claire
Martin, over a long period of time and to make her a
life member of Sussex Neighbourhood House. Claire
has been involved with Sussex Neighbourhood House
for a decade. She commenced volunteering as a support
person in administration two days per week, and within
a year she was a member of the committee of
governance. She has fulfilled roles as assistant
secretary, secretary and now chairperson. She is
certainly always on hand to help out wherever she can,
including with her famous lemon butter, which I can
well and truly attest to. Prior to her involvement with
Sussex Neighbourhood House she spent her working
life in private secretarial roles and office administration
in the mental health sector of the Victorian health
system, from where she retired from full-time work in
2007.

SPC Ardmona
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) — I rise to raise my
concerns regarding the deal struck between SPC and
Woolworths in 2014. It was distressing to learn that the
supermarket giant was reviewing its agreement with
our local homegrown company, a company which has
been an icon in the Shepparton district since 1917. It is
an agreement being disregarded only two years into
what was a five-year, $70 million handshake, making it
well beyond a huge disappointment, with ripples across
the Goulburn Valley. A Woolworths spokesperson was
quoted in the Herald Sun yesterday stating the company
regularly reviews its sourcing agreements to ensure it is
getting great produce at the best value for its customers,
but at what cost? The headlines alone drive uncertainty
through the fruit-growing community, as orchardists
hear the echo of 2012, when SPC was forced to axe
contracts just as orchardists were preparing trees for the
next season.
The supermarket deal was struck in 2014 when SPC
was in dire straits. The then Napthine government
financed $22 million, with SPC’s parent company,
Coca-Cola Amatil, investing a further $78 million to
ensure the icon would remain. The Australian
community rallied, the social media campaign
#SPCSunday took off and sales of SPC products soared
by more than 50 per cent in one week. People want
Australian produce. When they pick up a can of fruit
they want to know that it is clean, quality fruit, and the
best way they can ensure that is by buying smart and
buying local. Here we see Woolworths failing to stand
by a five-year deal when it should be securing future
contracts for Australian-made produce.
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Felicitation ceremony
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) — It was with great
pleasure that I represented the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs at the felicitation ceremony for
Chief Sanganayake Venerable Akarawita Sangananda
Thero last week. The most venerable chief prelate of
the Asgiriya chapter of the Siam sector, six other
venerable theros and the honourable Diyawadana
Nilame of the Temple of the Sacred Tooth Relic flew
over from Sri Lanka for the event. The delegation was
here to formally appoint the Venerable Akarawita
Sangananda Thero as the Chief Sanganayake of the
Asgiriya chapter in Australia with a new title,
Wimalakeerthi Sri Devananda.
The 2011 census ranked Buddhism as the sixth largest
religion among Victorians, with 168 637 followers. In
the 1996 census just 62 784 persons identified as
followers of Buddhism. The priests’ dedicated work,
like that of the Venerable Akarawita Sagananda Thero,
would have contributed to this rapid growth. Now in
the City of Casey Buddhism is the fourth largest
religion. I am sure this appointment was made in
recognition of the great service the Venerable
Akarawita Sangananda Thero has rendered to the
Buddhist community, as well as for his work to uplift
Buddhism in Victoria.

Diwali festival
Mr PERERA — Diwali is one of the biggest
festivals for Hindus, celebrated with great enthusiasm
and happiness in India and all over the world. The
festival is celebrated for five continuous days, and the
third day is celebrated as the main Diwali festival —
the festival of lights.

Kaniva drinking fountain
Ms KEALY (Lowan) — The completion of the
#KanivaWater ‘Yes, you can!’ project means you can
now get free drinking water right in the main street of
Kaniva, helping the environment and supporting local
tourism and the economy. Thank you to the many local
organisations and locals of Kaniva that helped support
this project, and well done to Louise Hobbs and Jaden
Henry from Kaniva College for all their hard work to
initiate and implement this project. You should be very
proud.

Regional and rural roads
Ms KEALY — Great work by the Glenelg Shire
Council to highlight how bad our local roads are in the
‘Fix our key freight roads’ film. Labor must reverse
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their drastic cuts to the country roads management
budget and immediately match the $40 million funding
commitment by the federal Liberal-Nationals to fix our
country roads in south-west Victoria — enough is
enough.

Horsham-Lubeck–Murtoa-Glenorchy roads,
Lubeck
Ms KEALY — Darren Schultz is one of many
residents fighting to upgrade the intersection of
Horsham-Lubeck Road and Murtoa-Glenorchy Road at
Lubeck. This intersection has been the site of many
fatalities and near misses over the years, with the most
recent being a fatality in August of this year. I urge the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety to urgently
prioritise and fund an upgrade to this intersection to
ensure no more lives are lost.

Paul Carracher
Ms KEALY — Thank you to Paul ‘Carrots’
Carracher for his fantastic photojournalism career at the
Wimmera Mail-Times over the past 29 years. Best
wishes for the next challenge at the Weekly Advertiser,
where I am sure he will thrive and continue to capture
the best images of our wonderful local people and
region.

Western Victoria roads
Ms KEALY — What an incredible disappointment
that Labor’s roads funding announcement yesterday for
‘out west’ is actually for roads between Werribee and
Footscray. It is infuriating and insulting that Labor
continues to ignore the appalling road conditions in true
western Victoria, putting local lives at risk and costing
motorists a huge amount in vehicle repairs. This is yet
another example of a city-centric Labor government
that continually neglects the 400 kilometres beyond
Werribee to the South Australian border. For the sake
and safety of our local people, Labor must immediately
return the hundreds of millions of dollars that they have
taken from the country roads budget.

Local government elections
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) — I congratulate the
successful candidates in the recent local government
elections throughout my electorate, in Glen Eira,
Kingston and Bayside. I would like to say it was a
completely clean campaign, but sadly the usual Peulich
dirt sheets were flying around the City of Kingston.
After bullying the immediate past Kingston mayor,
Tamsin Bearsley, herself a Liberal, Paul Peulich then
turned his sights to north ward with a dirt sheet full of
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lies and mistruths about Crs Steve Staikos and Tamara
Barth.
The only accurate part of the dirt sheet is that
Cr Staikos works for the Community Housing
Federation of Victoria. To most people, working to
address homelessness is a noble cause, but to
Mr Peulich and his mother it is a point of derision used
to sully the good name of a political opponent. The dirt
sheet is potentially in breach of section 55A(1) of the
Local Government Act 1989, ‘Misleading or deceptive
matter’, which states:
(1) A person must not—
(a) print, publish or distribute; or
(b) cause, permit or authorise to be printed, published
or distributed— any matter or thing that is likely to
mislead or deceive a voter in relation to the casting
of the vote of the voter.

It may also contravene section 76D(1), which states:
A person who is, or has been, a Councillor or member of a
special committee must not misuse his or her position—
…
(b) to cause, or attempt to cause, detriment to the
Council or another person.

Unlike previous dirt sheets, this one was, and I quote,
‘Authorised by Cr Paul Peulich’. After nominating,
Mr Peulich withdrew his nomination. His father
nominated that same day and barely attracted enough of
a vote to have his deposit refunded. Despite the
Peulichs’ best efforts, Crs Staikos and Barth were
resoundingly re-elected to passionately serve their
communities.

Vermont Secondary College
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) — It was a pleasure to
recently attend the Vermont Secondary College
Vision — Arts and Technology Exhibition 2016. Once
again it was a fantastic display that showcased the
outstanding creative work from students throughout the
college. I congratulate all the students involved on their
work, as well as the teachers who organised the
exhibition and who have overseen the students’ work
throughout the year.

UnitingCare East Burwood Centre
Mr ANGUS — I recently had the pleasure of
attending the UnitingCare East Burwood Centre
(UCEBC) annual general meeting and presentation
night. As always, it was a great night to recap on the
work done by the organisation during the previous year
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as well as looking to the future activities. I congratulate
and thank all the staff, volunteers and supporters from
UCEBC for their great work in our community, in
particular for the important practical assistance that has
been provided to local families and individuals.

Livingstone Primary School
Mr ANGUS — I was pleased to recently attend the
Livingstone Primary School inaugural Living Arts
Festival. It was an outstanding showcase of student
creativity, including art, craft, drama and music. I
congratulate all the students and their teachers on their
contributions to the festival. During the evening, I was
delighted to be present for the unveiling of the new
year 6 mosaic art project, now permanently on display
at the front of the school. Congratulations to the year 6
students, arts coordinator Belinda Treseder and
artist-in-residence Deborah Amon-Cotter on this
fantastic mosaic.
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Giuliano. While I wish them all the very best of luck in
their future endeavours, I would like to single out the
contribution made by Jan Chantry to our community.
Jan served on council for 13 years and was mayor for
two terms. She also played a really important role on
the Essendon Airport Community Aviation
Consultation Group overseeing the humble beginnings
of the expansion by Linfox and Essendon Fields
Pty Ltd, which now boasts a vibrant employment and
business hub for over 4000 employees. She has
represented the concerns of the residents of the
Strathmore and Strathmore Heights areas.
Jan worked on the establishment of the Strathmore
Men’s Shed and played an important role in obtaining
funding for the pavilion for the Essendon Maribyrnong
Park Ladies Cricket Club. Above all, Jan was a
passionate representative of our community, and she
should be very pleased with all her achievements.

David and Eileen Pearson
Camelot Rise Primary School
Mr ANGUS — Last weekend I had the pleasure of
attending Camelot Rise Primary School’s medieval
festival and 40th anniversary celebrations. Despite the
very windy conditions, it was a great day of fun and
activities, including a combined school reunion and the
unveiling of a new medieval sculpture. I congratulate
principal Kirrily George together with the festival
organising committee and all the other volunteers, staff
and students involved with the day.

Hazelwood power station
Mr ANGUS — The state Labor government has
finally got its wish with the decision to close the
Hazelwood power station. This closure will have a
devastating effect on the workers involved as well as
the local residents and community. All Victorians will
also pay the price for this decision through increased
power prices, which is yet another attack on household
budgets and a major contributor to the cost-of-living
pressure being faced by all Victorians.

Moonee Valley City Council
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — As members would
know, the Moonee Valley City Council elections have
recently been completed. I would like to congratulate
newly elected councillors Samantha Byrne, Rebecca
Gauci Maurici and Richard Lawrence. I look forward to
working with you all over the course of the next four
years as we build a better community.
Moonee Valley saw the departure of three
councillors — Jan Chantry, Shirley Cornish and Paul

Mr PEARSON — Today is my parents’
48th wedding anniversary. To Dad: thanks for choosing
to marry Mum rather than do two years of national
service with the option of spending 12 months in
Vietnam; and Mum, thanks for saying yes. I hope you
both have a magnificent day.

Love Our Local — Union Road
Mr PEARSON — It was great to attend the Ascot
Vale Florist on Friday night for the Love Our Local —
Union Road local stories street exhibition about Union
Road, Ascot Vale. The event celebrated the lives of
people who live and work in and around Union Road,
Ascot Vale. I was particularly taken with the story of
Pat, who has lived in the area since 1953 and talked
about what Union Road was like in the 1950s.
Congratulations to the City of Moonee Valley for
arranging the event.

South-West Coast electorate roads
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) — The
Minister for Roads and Road Safety must be
overwhelmed by what he has seen in his social media
pages in the last few days, mostly from people in my
electorate. Last week Glenelg shire released another
video highlighting how bad the roads are. It is truly
shocking. The RACV has now confirmed that the roads
in the west of my electorate are the worst in the state.
The video features footage of trucks and cars
navigating around giant holes and having to cross
double lines to do so. The roads in Moyne and Glenelg
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are deathtraps. Accidents have already happened, and it
is only a matter of time before somebody is killed.

or sex can connect with the piece and make it their
own.

Despite constant lobbying from the Glenelg shire and
the public, the minister has sat on his hands. Rather
than taking action, the minister lies and says he has
increased road maintenance funding, when figures from
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee show it
has decreased under this government and local councils
themselves say they are $1 million worse off. He is
trying to shift the blame to councils, trying to make
people believe they have been irresponsible with the
money he has apparently given them. He is trying to
shift the blame to the federal government, saying he
wants their money to help fix roads that the state is
responsible for. The buck stops with him. He is in
charge of these roads, he is responsible for funding
them and he is doing nothing. He is failing. If the
minister cannot do his job, then he should resign.

The figure in the work holds a box behind its back.
Inscribed on the box are the date the market first began
operation and the year it moved to its current place. My
favourite part is the mysterious letters ‘GG’ inscribed
on the back of the box. I am sure many passers-by will
wonder what they mean over the years ahead, and
thanks to a tip from Anne I can now answer that
question. They stand for Gateway to Gippsland, which
of course is a significant part of Dandenong’s history,
purpose and value in times past, and many would say it
remains the case today.

This government is rolling in cash. There are billions in
surplus and billions from the port of Melbourne. It is
time to stop playing political games. It is time to govern
for the entire state and make a commitment to fix the
roads that are the worst in Victoria. If the minister
cannot, then it is time for him to step aside and allow
someone with an understanding of the importance of
rural and regional roads to take over.

M is for Market
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — I rise to celebrate
the unveiling of a new addition to Dandenong
Market — an addition that celebrates the
150th anniversary of this wonderful market and,
through this, celebrates the past 150 years of the
Dandenong community. Last week I had the great
pleasure of unveiling the new sculpture called M is for
Market, which is a creation of well-known artist Anne
Ross. Anne has works around Australia and also in
Hong Kong, so we were very fortunate to secure her
talents for this project.
Anne was telling me that she was reluctant to take on
more work, but when she found out that it was for the
Dandenong Market, one of her two favourite markets in
Victoria, she just had to throw her hat in the ring. Her
design was selected in no small part because of its sense
of fun and its clever tip of the hat to Dandenong’s
history and its diversity. M is for Market is a sculpture
of a human — sex unknown and, quite frankly,
irrelevant — in animal costume. The animal itself is
unknown. In fact it is for the viewer to decide. It could
be a mouse, it could be a rabbit or maybe even a bilby.
It is designed so that anybody of any race, religion, age

To the Minister for Creative Industries for his funding,
to the market board and to the City of Greater
Dandenong I say thank you.

Great Ocean Road
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) — A room full of small
business operators and community members gathered
in Apollo Bay last Thursday to discuss the huge
economic toll caused by the uncertainty around the
condition of the Great Ocean Road. Many
accommodation providers spoke of 40 to 60 per cent
reductions in bookings and trade. The meeting called on
the government to do more to safeguard the condition
of the Great Ocean Road and to provide better and
clearer alternative signage and driver advice for times
when the road is closed for either planned or unplanned
events. More interestingly there is a growing call for a
single Great Ocean Road manager. Currently the
overlap of three local governments, three foreshore
managers, the Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning, VicRoads and others is creating a
bureaucratic coleslaw that is holding back overall
management of the Great Ocean Road experience.

Local government elections
Mr RIORDAN — Polwarth’s six local council
areas have settled their 2016 election results. I would
like to congratulate all candidates on putting their hands
up and having a go. Across Polwarth we have many
new candidates. One shire, Corangamite, leads the state
with a majority female council, and I congratulate
Crs Jo Beard, Ruth Gstrein, Lesley Brown and Bev
McArthur. In my own home town the Colac Otway
shire’s new councillors Joe McCracken, Kate Hanson,
Chris Potter and Jason Schram were elected in a wave
of change.
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Mount Elephant interpretive centre

Hume City Council

Mr RIORDAN — The iconic Mount Elephant, the
beacon of the Western District, shone last Sunday when
the Derrinallum and district community gathered to
open the much-anticipated Mount Elephant interpretive
centre, a fantastic legacy of the previous government’s
support for regional areas combined with huge
community support in cash and kind for a facility that
will do much to promote the uniqueness of the Western
District volcanic plains. I encourage all travellers along
the Hamilton Highway to visit.

Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — Recent Hume City
Council elections produced some fantastic results
across three wards: Jacksons Creek, Meadow Valley
and Aitken. I want to congratulate those who were
re-elected, Crs Ann Potter, Drew Jessop, Geoff Porter
and Jack Medcraft, and the newly elected councillors,
Jana Taylor, Carly Moore, Leigh Johnson, Jodi
Jackson, Joseph Haweil, Karen Sherry and Naim Kurt.
I especially want to acknowledge the service,
dedication and hard work of Cr Drew Jessop, who has
served his community for many years and was on
Monday night elected Hume City Council mayor.
Cr Ann Potter was also elected as deputy mayor, a
fantastic result given that Ann lost her mum, Fran,
during the election campaign. Ann has been a great
advocate for Sunbury for a very long time and will
continue to be so for the next four years.

Frankston railway station precinct
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — After decades of
waiting, the Young Street development has begun in
Frankston. I encourage residents, commuters, workers,
business owners and shoppers to drop into the
Frankston transit precinct redevelopment hub to get the
news on the $63 million works. It will be staffed by
VicRoads, which is managing the Young Street
redevelopment, the Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, and
Frankston City Council employees. In November the
hub will be open on weekdays from 10.00 a.m. through
to 3.00 p.m or by appointment.
The state government and Frankston City Council are
teaming up to make Frankston a better place — better
than ever. Station Street mall is set to be transformed
and become Frankston’s new eat street under a bold
new plan to attract restaurants and hospitality outlets to
the area. Frankston City Council and the Victorian
government are offering grants of up to $50 000 to
transform tenancies into bustling hospitality outlets
with outdoor dining down the centre of the pedestrian
mall. Additionally, the council will be opening a
temporary pop-up park in Station Street mall to be
launched to the public on 17 November.

Latrobe Valley economy
Mr EDBROOKE — It was with great
disappointment that this morning I read in the Herald
Sun an editorial by Jeff Kennett, giving a bit of grief to
our government about what we are doing down in the
valley. As someone who actually grew up in the
Latrobe Valley, I found it absolutely disgusting to find
someone who killed the valley actually talking about
how other people are going to grow the valley and
ensure that the people down there are looked after.

I want to also acknowledge the hard work of previous
councillors Casey Nunn, Chandra Bamunusinghe, Alan
Bolton, Adem Atmaca, Vic Dougall and of course the
former mayor, Helen Patsikatheodorou.

Northern Community Legal Centre
Mr J. BULL — On another matter, I was extremely
pleased to recently announce a grant for the Northern
Community Legal Centre in Gladstone Park. This
funding was made possible thanks to the Community
Legal Centre Family Violence Fund grants program,
which was part of a $4.6 million funding package in the
Victorian budget allocated for family violence-related
legal services. The Andrews Labor government
provided $1.2 million to 23 community legal centres for
family violence duty lawyer services, which will help
victims of family violence with legal proceedings in the
Magistrates Court. I am extremely pleased with this
grant — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire) —
Order! The time for making statements has now ended.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS
Electoral Matters Committee: conduct of 2014
Victorian state election
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I wish to make some
observations in relation to the government’s response to
the Electoral Matters Committee’s report, Inquiry into
the Conduct of the 2014 Victorian State Election, which
was tabled in May 2016. The Electoral Matters
Committee, which I had the privilege to chair, made
23 recommendations in its report. A number of them
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were recommendations to the Victorian Electoral
Commission (VEC) and there were
10 recommendations to government, with 9 related to
proposed changes to the Electoral Act 2002.
We have now seen the government respond to the
Electoral Matters Committee report, as it is required to
do within six months under the Parliamentary
Committees Act 2003, and I have to say, depending on
how the support-in-principle issues arise, that I am very
pleasantly surprised by the government’s response to
the Electoral Matters Committee report.
The government has indicated that it supports 6 of the
10 recommendations to it. They are recommendation 2,
which recommended that the maximum allowable
period for early voting be limited to two weeks, and I
am sure the members for Polwarth and South-West
Coast, who had to endure a much longer period than
that in their by-elections, would be pleased by the
government’s support of this recommendation.
The government also supported the recommendation of
the Electoral Matters Committee that early votes in an
elector’s home electorate are counted on election night.
That means, of course, that if you cast an early poll vote
in Brighton, that vote would be counted on election
night, which currently does not occur. Again, the
government said that it supported a greater overall
number of votes being counted on election night, and I
look forward to an amendment to the Electoral Act to
effect that particular change.
The government indicated that it supports early voting
commencing on the Monday after the final nomination
day. At the moment some early voting is allowed on the
Friday when nominations close, which has presented
considerable difficulty, not only for candidates but also
for the VEC itself, so again I welcome that support.
The government also supported the Electoral Matters
Committee’s recommendation around postal voting —
for example, applying for a postal vote online —
contingent on the VEC providing parties with a data file
of electors who have applied for postal votes. Finally,
the government supported a recommendation that
means that witnesses for postal votes do not have to
state their status; they can just be the witness. I was
very pleased that the government supported those six
recommendations outright.
The government then said that it wished to support in
principle a number of recommendations,
recommendations 9 and 10 in particular, on which the
government indicated it wished to consult further with
the VEC. I can assure the government that the Electoral
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Matters Committee consults with the VEC, but I
understand why the government wishes to consult
further on these particular matters. Again, I welcome
the support in principle for recommendation 9 in
relation to postal voting and postmarking and the like.
Indeed the government has also indicated that it wishes
to consult with Australia Post on its own efficiency or
lack thereof. Recommendation 10 related to registered
political parties. The government wants to consult
further, and I welcome that.
Recommendation 19 to the VEC, and the government’s
support thereof, had me very pleasantly surprised
because this relates to the public sector code of conduct.
The government has indicated that it supports the
committee’s recommendation that government property
should not be used for political purposes in election
campaigns. I note that the Special Minister of State, we
are advised, has written to the public sector
commissioner to draw her attention to this and
obviously I would be very interested in hearing the
results of that. Again, it was a pleasant surprise to me
that the government supported that one.
On recommendation 23 in relation to independent
candidates lodging their sources of funding the way
parties have to do, the government has indicated that it
wishes to consult through the Council of Australian
Governments. I look forward to amendments to the
Electoral Act coming before this Parliament.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2015–16
Ms WARD (Eltham) — I rise to speak on the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee report on the 2015–
16 budget estimates. In particular I want to talk about
the acquitting of Labor’s campaign policies that we
took to the last election. I refer to the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs, who spoke about how his
commitments were funded in his evidence on page 3 of
the transcript. What he put forward was a 17 per cent
increase from 2014–15 to a total of $28.5 million, so
that is an extra $4 million over four years. This
comprised $1.76 million for initiatives that strengthen
social cohesion and promote community harmony,
$1.55 million for projects to build and improve
community infrastructure and enhance cultural
precincts, and just under $1 million to increase the
capacity of community organisations to meet
community needs.
These were electoral commitments, but as the minister
said, they were not bipartisan, they were nonpartisan. In
saying this, he is referring to the fact that
multiculturalism in this state and in this country is
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bipartisan. It is accepted by everybody in the
community. Multiculturalism is an important part of the
fabric of the country that we live in, of the state that we
live in and especially of the city that we live in. That
brings me to what happened in my community on
Saturday, when people belonging to groups like the
Sons of Odin and people belonging to a variety of
far-right organisations put forward what they claimed to
be the ‘Battle for Eltham’. In their battle for Eltham
they wanted to, in their words, ‘protect the aged’. They
protected the aged by standing outside an aged-care
facility complex in their black gear with their hoodies
on, in their sunglasses and with little maps of Australia
wrapped around their faces. There was no support there
for multiculturalism and no support there for the fabric
of our community, just support for their own base and
disgusting motives to divide communities, separate
communities and make communities monocultural.
My community stood up to that. My community
produced butterflies. Butterflies might seem completely
insignificant, but they were not. The butterflies were
deeply significant because they symbolised the things
that were important to my community. People in this
place may recall that the copper butterfly was protected
by the late Pauline Toner, who represented my area a
few decades ago. She and the local community worked
hard to protect the copper butterfly because we value
beautiful things in our community. We value precious
things in our community — —
Mr Dimopoulos interjected.
Ms WARD — That is exactly right, member for
Oakleigh, things like harmony. These are precious,
beautiful things that we value. These are the things that
our communities overwhelmingly support across this
state but also in my community of Eltham. The
Welcome to Eltham people plastered Eltham and
Andrew Park with butterflies early on Saturday
morning to show my community’s belief in
multiculturalism, in acceptance and in working with
each other. It was a beautiful gesture, and it took the
fire out of the bellies of those bigots who came from
New South Wales to tell my community how they
should live. They had no right to come into my
community and tell us how we should live.
The people in my community do quite well and know
exactly how they want to live. They want to live in
harmony and they want to embrace diversity and they
want to embrace people. They want to look after
people. They care about people.
My community has a high incidence of volunteerism.
My community looks after the environment. My
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community looks after each other. My community is a
community that absolutely cares, and this is exactly
what was demonstrated on Saturday. These bozos came
in by bus and in their cars from New South Wales,
stood around, waved a few flags and went to the pub.
That was their protest. That was their battle for Eltham.
I want to acknowledge the Victorian police force for the
terrific work that they did on Saturday. While their
presence was quite overwhelming — Eltham has never
seen anything like the number of police cars and police
that were there and I hope we never see anything like it
again — they were fantastic in not only supporting my
community but making my community feel safe and
ensuring that there were peaceful protests on Saturday
in my community. What these bigots who came down
into my community do not realise is that they do not
just hurt the people they are trying to hurt. They do not
just hurt immigrant or refugee communities, they hurt
actual communities. They hurt my small businesses.
They hurt my traders who were trying to make a living
on the busiest day of the week on Saturday. They hurt
the Eltham Tennis Club, which had to change their
tennis games because these idiots staged a mock
beheading in the park the week before.
Mr Edbrooke interjected.
Ms WARD — No, I am not kidding.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2015–16
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — I too would
like to speak on the report of the 2015–16 budget
estimates process, in particular the economic forecasts.
It refers on page 49 to Australia transitioning away
from mining investment, which the government
indicated was one of the challenges the Victorian
economy faces. It is an overall national picture, but it
has become particularly pertinent in the last couple of
days with the decision by Engie to close the Hazelwood
power station.
This is an issue that is close to my heart, both as a
member of Parliament in Gippsland and also as
someone who grew up in the Latrobe Valley and who
understands exactly the importance of the power
industry to that area. My electorate of course is not
directly in the Latrobe Valley, but businesses do rely on
it. Plenty of people work in the power stations, whether
they are from Sale, Rosedale, Mirboo North or even
Leongatha or Korumburra, so it is critical to my
electorate. But also, as I said, it is personal. I have got
family and I have got friends who work in the power
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industry and at Hazelwood, and I certainly feel for
them.
But there is no doubt that this will be a very, very
disastrous outcome for the valley, and there is a sense
of bewilderment, notwithstanding the fact that most
people knew that this decision was coming at some
stage. Yes, the government has come up with a package
of measures to assist, as it should, of course, but let us
have no doubt that this is Labor policy. It was Labor
policy to close Hazelwood in 2010, and it continues to
be the policy that the government actually wants to
achieve. We have had all sorts of crocodile tears in the
last few days, but the reality is the government has got
what it wanted.
We saw this year the government introduce a
$252 million coal royalty increase. The government
says it has nothing to do with the closure; the
government said at the time of the budget earlier this
year that the companies will easily absorb this because
it is not really that much. A spokesperson from Engie at
the time said:
… this government decision takes $20 million a year straight
out of the Hazelwood business.
That is a significant additional cost that has to be found at a
time when we are already experiencing very difficult
electricity market trading conditions.

That was from the Latrobe Valley Express of 28 April
2016. For the Premier to stand there yesterday and say
that decision — the tripling of the coal tax royalty —
had nothing to do with Engie’s decision just beggars
belief.
We have now got the Labor package. It was a package
of apparently $266 million. That can be juxtaposed with
the $252 million royalty increase that the government
has ripped out of the Latrobe Valley just this year. The
government gives with one hand; it takes with the
other. The government says that the royalty increase is
just bringing it in line with the other states. That is a
fallacious comparison. New South Wales and
Queensland have black coal, and it is predominantly
exported. They export their coal. We use it for our own
supplies and our own industries, so putting an
additional tax on it only taxes Victorians and Victorian
businesses — a $252 million tax.
So what did the government do to prepare for this? The
previous coalition government had a Latrobe Valley
transition committee, it had a Latrobe Valley industry
and employment road map which set out the future
strategic directions for employment and jobs in the
Latrobe Valley and it had a Latrobe Valley industry and
infrastructure fund which helped auspice 1100 new
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jobs — and I say ‘helped’ because of course it is the
private sector that creates those jobs. It was 1100 new
jobs. What did Labor do on coming to office? It
scrapped every one of those initiatives. We had two
years of vacuum when the government did nothing for
the Latrobe Valley and suddenly realised, ‘Actually,
that idea we had of closing Hazelwood — that might
happen one day. Maybe we should do something’. So
this year we had a $40 million plan in the budget, but
that, as I have said, is well and truly offset by the
$252 million coal tax grab.
We have got a new Latrobe Valley Authority —
another new government authority to help — but that is
five years after we established the road map which set
those things in train. We now have the government
saying, ‘We will give the shires in the region a new
planning flying squad’. We had a rural planning flying
squad. That was also scrapped by the Labor Party.
Not content with scrapping all those projects and not
content with actually closing Hazelwood, the
government has turned its back on this region. We only
heard yesterday that the Premier did not fight to keep
the jobs at Hazelwood, and we know why. The facts are
that the only jobs he cares about are those of his
colleagues who are threatened by the Greens in the
inner city. The Premier has as good as admitted that he
did not do anything to stop the closure, because, as I
said, that is one thing the Labor Party actually wanted.
We have seen that the jobs will be lost. We know that
this will be a threat to the security and stability of cheap
power. Of course, yes, we have a surplus at the
moment, but things will change very quickly. The
Latrobe Valley’s advantage lies in coal. We should not
be turning our back on it, either in the interests of the
valley or the interests of a secure, reliable baseload
power supply.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2015–16
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) — Following in
the steps of the member for Eltham, my contribution
also relates to the report of the 2015–16 budget
estimates and specifically in relation to the evidence
given by the Minister for Multicultural Affairs. I too
refer to his statements in relation to the budget
commitments on page 3 of the transcript, where he talks
about the increase of funding in this government’s first
year in office to a total of $28.5 million in that very
important portfolio. I acknowledge that as the member
for Broadmeadows, Acting Speaker, you have a keen
interest in this area as well.
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I just want to really make a couple of points about the
spirit of bipartisanship in multicultural affairs. I think it
largely still exists in Victoria. The federal scene in this
country unfortunately is in a very unhappy and
desperate situation in terms of the number of people
who have seen fit to criticise what has been a
longstanding acceptance of a humane and socially
cohesive stance, which is that you do not single out an
entire group for the actions of a few.
There was an article in the paper recently — in fact I
think it was last week. It is rare for me to quote
opposition members in a positive way, but the federal
member for McMillan, I think it is, Mr Broadbent —
and I am reading from a News Daily article:
said he was ‘appalled’ by a recent speech from
Mr Christensen —

someone from his own side of politics in Canberra —
which ‘appealed to fear and prejudice’.

He went on to say, after having talked about having a
sense of goodwill in the first couple of sitting weeks
after the election:
My spirit of good humour evaporated when I listened to the
member for Dawson deliver what amounted to a diatribe
about the rise of Islam in this country.

The article continues:
The McMillan MP regretted controlling his tongue at the
time, saying he wasn’t proud of not speaking out earlier.
But he explained that he didn’t do so sooner because those
attacks were not personal to him.
‘I didn’t act as I should have because I’m not Muslim,
Chinese, Afghan or Greek-looking’, he said.
…
Mr Broadbent said while he understood the fear of
Islamic-based terrorism, it was unfair to brand Muslims for
the actions of a few.
‘Australia, we’re better than this’.

I want to commend Mr Broadbent for those comments.
In terms of the message it sends to the broader
community, I think it is far more powerful when it
comes from a member of a community that is not the
community under attack, whether it be a white Anglo
male or a Jewish Australian or somebody else
defending or standing up for Muslims or a Muslim
standing up for a Jew. It is a message about leadership.
It is a message of, ‘Don’t default to the lowest common
denominator in attacking fellow Australians’.
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In terms of the Victorian context I want all of us to take
a bit of a look at the leadership Mr Broadbent offered
and not to start stereotyping violence and crime as
relating to a specific group in terms of race or religion. I
think it is far broader than that. That is a very
unsophisticated way of looking at those issues.
In concluding I just want to commend the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs and frankly the government for its
leadership in relation to increasing funds to this very
important portfolio, the multicultural affairs portfolio.
Also there was a recent allocation of funds to undertake
research around social cohesion and extremism. I think
it was a $500 000 bucket of money, and the grants I
think were around $150 000, if I am not mistaken, over
two years. The research project will help the
government to address gaps in knowledge, identify
ways to strengthen community resilience and prevent
the growth of racist or religious extremism in our
community. I think that is important, because it is
research as well — it is empirical evidence — that we
are relying on for some good policy in this area. That is
what we should be steering our energy towards rather
than quick assumptions that are invalid and that cause a
world of pain for upstanding Victorians and
Australians.

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee:
budget estimates 2015–16
Mr T. SMITH (Kew) — I rise to speak on the
report on the 2015–16 budget estimates, specifically the
Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) responses to
the committee’s 2015–16 budget estimates specific
questionnaire and the department’s new objectives to
create stronger links to outputs and objectives. I
particularly want to talk about the DPC’s output with
regard to the provision of ministerial chauffeurs. It
would appear this morning that another one has bitten
the dust — another minister has gone. It is no. 3.
Mr Battin interjected.
Mr T. SMITH — He has already moved down. The
bloke in the blue suit is already on the front bench. He
has promoted himself — there he is!
Mr Pearson interjected.
Mr T. SMITH — Don’t take it personally.
Mr Herbert has resigned for rorting his ministerial
chauffeur by ferrying around two dogs.
Mr Foley — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
ask that the honourable member be brought back to the
issue that in some vague way might relate to the
committee report, rather than making an attack on the
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now former minister. I do not think this is anywhere
near relevant to the matters before the house, and I
would ask that the honourable member be directed back
to dealing with the substance of this matter — and the
substance of this matter is the committee’s report. This
honourable member is deliberately flouting the forms of
the house so as to make cheap political points, and there
are plenty of other forms and opportunities before the
house should he wish to use them. I would ask the
honourable member to be brought back.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire) —
Order! Thank you, Minister; you have made your point
of order.
Mr T. SMITH — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, there has been since my time in this place a
great brevity given to speaking on committee reports.
The member for Essendon quite regularly will speak on
all manner of subjects with a small basis in fact on a
committee report. I was referring to the DPC general
output. I was referring specifically to the provision of
ministerial chauffeurs and the rorting thereof by the
former Minister for Corrections — the rorting by
chauffeuring his pets around the state of Victoria in an
outrageous fashion. He should have been sacked, but he
is in the right faction so he was not sacked. That is the
simple fact. It is an outrageous slur against the people
of Victoria and he should have been sacked by the
Premier.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire) —
Order! Thank you, member for Kew; you have had a
fair say and you have had a fair go. I will make a ruling
now. I call the member back to the committee report.
Mr T. SMITH — I refer to the DPC output, which
makes provision for ministers, not their pets, to be
chauffeured around the state of Victoria.
Ms D’Ambrosio — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member is defying your ruling, and I ask
that he be brought back to the actual topic.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire) —
Order! I bring the member for Kew back to the
committee report.
Mr T. SMITH — I will make a broad observation
with regard to the use of ministerial vehicles. Broadly
speaking they ought not to be used for chauffeuring
pets around the state.
Mr Carbines — Acting Speaker, I direct your
attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
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Mr T. SMITH — In my final 10 seconds, I beseech
the government to not ferry people’s pets around
Victoria.

Electoral Matters Committee: conduct of 2014
Victorian state election
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — My contribution in
relation to statements on committee reports is on the
Inquiry into the conduct of the 2014 Victorian state
election, a report tabled in May 2016. What I would
draw the house’s attention to in particular in relation to
that matter is my extreme disappointment with the way
the Victorian Electoral Commission went about its role
at the 2014 election, particularly in relation to
accessibility at polling stations and particularly early
voting centres in the Ivanhoe electorate.
I draw the house’s attention to the fact that in 2014 the
early voting centre at Burgundy Street in Heidelberg
did not have accessibility for people with disabilities.
There was a very significant step on which many
people tripped over the two weeks that I was stationed
outside that pre-poll centre, and I think it was
particularly inappropriate as a venue for the election.
Mr Battin — I raise your attention to the state of the
house.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire) —
Order! I am advised we have just had a quorum called,
so the member for Ivanhoe has the call.
Mr CARBINES — I do not know how long some
people think they have been here in this house, but it is
clearly not long enough to know the rules of this house
and the way it works. I continue to make my
contribution and to stand up for people with disabilities,
which the member for Gembrook seems to not want to
hear about.
Mr Battin — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
in relation to raising your attention to the state of the
house, a ruling was put in place by the Speaker in the
last Parliament that continuous quorums were in
relation to quorums that were ongoing, not two
quorums in a row and not one from the opposition and
then one from the government. The ruling of the time
was made so the opposition could not continuously call
quorums one after the other while there was still a
quorum remaining in the house. The rules at the
moment still state that the opposition can call a quorum.
The opposition have not called a quorum at all today;
the only people who have are the government on
themselves. We still have a right to call a quorum to
make sure there is a quorum available in the Parliament
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at a time that we desire without doing them
continuously. As you said then, this is the first time we
have called for a quorum.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire) —
Quorum not present. Ring the bells.
Quorum formed.
Mr CARBINES — As I was saying in standing up
for people with disabilities, the Victorian Electoral
Commission failed in their duty to provide an
accessible early polling centre at the 2014 state election
in the Ivanhoe district. We know now that early voting
makes up a substantial proportion of voters in
electorates, and it is very clear that the electoral
commission failed in its duty to provide an accessible
voting centre for early voters in Burgundy Street,
Heidelberg, in the Ivanhoe district. Many, many people
tripped on the step at the point of entry at Burgundy
Street. The new venue that was chosen for the federal
election held this year was slightly more appropriate,
but the entry point was outside the Sycamore Tree cafe.
It disrupted that business and was very unfortunate for
them. It was not, again, a very appropriate place to have
an early voting centre.
I also express my disappointment in the local council
elections, with electronic voting and marking people off
the voting roll seeing significant queues outside
Heidelberg Primary School in Heidelberg. That is
disenfranchising people who seek to cast their vote in a
council election. To have 30-metre queues because of
electronic voting mistakes and delays due to electronic
registers to mark people off the roll is not appropriate. It
is not acceptable. It should be about the commission
ensuring people are enfranchised, not disenfranchised,
when they go to vote. I will have more to say on this
matter the next time I have the call.

CREATIVE VICTORIA BILL 2016
Statement of compatibility
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Creative Industries)
tabled following statement in accordance with
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Creative
Victoria Bill 2016.
In my opinion, the Creative Victoria Bill 2016, as introduced
to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with human rights
as set out in the charter. I base my opinion on the reasons
outlined in this statement.
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Overview of bill
The main purpose of the Creative Victoria Bill 2016 (the bill)
is to recognise the role and value of culture, art and the
creative industries to the state of Victoria. The bill sets out the
functions of the Secretary to the Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, and those of
the chief executive of Creative Victoria. The bill establishes
clear principles relating to the arts and the creative industries
and provides for the preparation of an arts and creative
industries strategy every four years.
Human rights issues
Human rights protected by the charter that are relevant to
the bill
The Creative Victoria Bill 2016 does not limit any human
rights. However, a number of rights are relevant to the bill
and are promoted.
In particular, the bill promotes cultural rights under section 19
of the charter, including supporting and promoting the
practice of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts in
Victoria. The bill also promotes the section 15 freedom of
expression.
Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)
As the bill does not raise any human rights issues, it does not
limit any human rights, and therefore it is not necessary to
consider section 7(2) of the charter.
Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the charter because
it does not raise any human rights issues.
Martin Foley, MP
Minister for Creative Industries

Second reading
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Creative Industries) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
Introduction
This bill is explicit recognition and support of the Parliament
of Victoria for the arts, culture and creative industries in
Victoria.
It recognises the enduring role and value of culture, art and
the creative industries and ensures that government support of
the creative industries remains current and effective.
Role of legislation
The existing Arts Victoria Act has been a symbol of the
Victorian Parliament’s appreciation of arts and culture since
1972. While aspects of that legislation are now well out of
date, its symbolic function remains of continuing importance.
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We know that human expression, through arts and culture, is
fundamental to the unique development of societies and
economies. It provides us with a source of inspiration and
pride and contributes to a unifying culture for communities,
states and countries. Engagement in the arts and cultural
activities enriches individual lives and brings greater cohesion
to communities. It is important for the full participation of
every citizen in public life.

They refer to the role, contribution and value of the creative
industries in the Victorian community, culture and economy.
And they reflect the views and values expressed during
extensive public and industry consultation on the
government’s first creative industries strategy, Creative State.

The combined effect of expression through art and culture has
helped to define human identity for thousands of years, from
the earliest Aboriginal communities of Australia to the
present day.

the intrinsic value of the arts and creative industries and
their contribution to Victorian life;

In addition to these critical cultural and social qualities, arts
and culture and the creative industries have a wider impact on
our economy, health and wellbeing, and education. From
research undertaken in 2015, we know that the creative
economy is worth $23 billion to Victoria and that it employs
around 220 000 people. We know that it provides the state
with more than $1 billion in cultural tourism every year.
The proposed legislation will provide new recognition for the
private and public benefits of the arts and creative industries.
It will be an important, formal acknowledgement of their
value and the central, ongoing role they play in the life of
Victorians and the Victorian community.
The bill also provides the opportunity to recognise in
legislation the centrality of Aboriginal culture and art to our
cultural life. The bill recognises the fundamental importance
of practising and revitalising artistic and cultural customs to
the ongoing vitality of Aboriginal cultural life, community
resilience and community voice.
The Arts Victoria Act 1972 has fulfilled some of these roles
over the last 34 years but it is no longer a close enough
reflection of government policy and activity in relation to the
arts, culture and the creative industries. It does not take
account of contemporary views about the role and value of
the creative industries, for example, as an instrument for
improved social outcomes. Nor does it acknowledge their
economic contribution.
In addition, the Arts Victoria Act 1972 does not comprehend
current administrative arrangements, principally the creation
of Creative Victoria by this government to promote and
support the creative industries in this state. The act also
contains redundant provisions providing for an arts fund trust
and the establishment of the Victorian Council of the Arts,
neither of which are actively used or needed.
Purpose of the bill
The purposes of the bill, which are both symbolic and
functional, are set out in clause 1. It will establish principles in
relation to the arts and creative industries in Victoria, as well
as describing the role and functions of public service
office-holders.
Principles relating to arts and the creative industries
The principles recognise the importance of arts and culture to
Victoria and to Victorians. As the Parliament has previously
done in the Multicultural Victoria Act 2011, the principles are
an expression of the enduring relevance, importance and
impact of arts and culture.

The principles express the Parliament of Victoria’s
recognition of:

the significant contribution of the arts and creative
industries to Victoria’s wealth and prosperity; and
the arts and creative industries as a means to improve the
quality of life of individual Victorians and Victorian
communities.
They also recognise that ‘all Victorians are equally entitled to
participate in and contribute to the arts and creative industries
in Victoria and that they are free to express themselves
through art’.
These principles are a critical high-level statement about arts
and culture, without creating any formal rights or obligations
or giving rise to any civil cause of action.
Functional provisions
The main functional provisions in the bill describe functions
of the secretary of the department relating to the arts and
creative industries and formally recognise Creative Victoria
by establishing the role of chief executive, and setting out
applicable functions and objectives.
The bill also requires that the Minister for Creative Industries
prepare a strategy for the arts and creative industries every
four years. This will ensure that the government’s key
priorities for the arts and creative industries in Victoria are
reviewed and that it is most effectively achieving the
objectives set out in this bill.
The bill will repeal the Arts Victoria Act 1972.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 November.

HERITAGE BILL 2016
Statement of compatibility
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (charter), I make this statement
of compatibility with respect to the Heritage Bill 2016.
In my opinion, the Heritage Bill 2016 (the bill), as introduced
to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible with the human
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rights protected by the charter. I base my opinion on the
reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The bill repeals and re-enacts with amendments the Heritage
Act 1995 (the 1995 act). The bill follows a comprehensive
public consultation resulting in the publication of the policy
paper Review of the Heritage Act 1995 which included a
number of proposals to improve the 1995 act.
The bill seeks to improve the processes and protections under
the 1995 act by:
providing simpler and more transparent processes for the
registration of places and objects, and applications for
permits to carry out works under the bill;
ensuring higher protection for state significant cultural
heritage;
improving governance arrangements for the Heritage
Council;
modernising and clarifying the protection of
archaeological sites and archaeological artefacts, and
underwater cultural heritage; and
making other general amendments.
Human rights issues
Equality before the law (section 8) and equality of access to
public office (section 18(2)(b))
Section 8(3) of the charter provides that every person is equal
before the law and is entitled to the equal protection of the
law without discrimination. Discrimination in relation to a
person means discrimination within the meaning of the Equal
Opportunity Act 2010 on the basis of an attribute protected by
that act. This includes discrimination on the basis of race.
Section 8 of that act provides that direct discrimination occurs
if a person treats, or proposes to treat, a person with an
attribute unfavourably because of that attribute.
Section 18(2)(b) of the charter provides that a person has the
right, and is to have the opportunity, without discrimination,
to have access, on general terms of equality, to the Victorian
public service and public office.
Clause 10 of the bill prescribes the constitution and
membership of the Heritage Council, which will consist of
ten members appointed by the Governor in Council on the
recommendation of the minister. The functions of the council
include advising government on matters relating to the
protection and conservation of places and objects of cultural
heritage significance, promoting public understanding of the
state’s cultural heritage and managing the Heritage Fund.
Clause 10(2)(c) of the bill requires that one of the members of
the council must be an Aboriginal person who has relevant
experience or knowledge of cultural heritage.
Clause 10 therefore requires differentiation between potential
council members on grounds that include race, which may
appear to constitute direct discrimination. However,
section 8(4) of the charter provides that measures taken for
the purpose of assisting or advancing persons or groups of
persons disadvantaged because of discrimination do not
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constitute discrimination. In my view, the differentiation
required by clause 10 is clearly such a measure, with
Aboriginal persons having been historically excluded or
unrepresented in relation to decisions of relevance to their
cultural rights.
To the extent that clause 10 amounts to a limit on the right in
section 18(2)(b) of the charter to have equal access to public
office, in my view any such limit is reasonable.
The aim of the differentiation is to achieve a legitimate
purpose, which is the effective and efficient fulfilment of the
council’s functions by ensuring that its membership includes
relevant experience or knowledge of cultural heritage issues
that arise in Victoria, including those that relate to Aboriginal
cultural heritage. Further, only one of the 10 positions is set
aside for this purpose, which is clearly proportionate to the
purpose. The provision also furthers the purpose of protecting
the cultural rights of Aboriginal persons, in accordance with
section 19(2) of the charter.
Section 19(2) of the charter provides that Aboriginal persons
must not be denied the right to enjoy their identity and
culture, and maintain their distinctive spiritual, material and
economic relationship with the land and water and other
resources with which they have a connection under traditional
laws and customs.
The bill promotes this right through the requirement to
include an Aboriginal person in the council. While the bill
does not apply to places or objects which are solely related to
Aboriginal tradition, there are some forms of cultural heritage
which will be covered under the bill and the Aboriginal
Heritage Act 2006, such as former Aboriginal missions,
reserves and massacre sites. Including an Aboriginal person
with relevant experience or knowledge of cultural heritage
acknowledges that many places and objects have both
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultural heritage values.
Property rights (section 20)
Section 20 of the charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of his or her property other than in accordance with
law. This right is not limited where there is a law which
authorises a deprivation of property, and that law is
adequately accessible, clear and certain, and sufficiently
precise to enable a person to regulate their conduct.
International jurisprudence supports a view that a ‘deprivation
of property’ may not be confined to situations of forced
transfer of title or ownership, but could include any
substantial restriction on a person’s control, use or enjoyment
of their property. The property right in section 20 of the
charter is relevant to many provisions in the bill; however, in
my opinion is not limited by any of these provisions.
Acquisition of property by the Crown
Several provisions of the bill may result in an actual
deprivation of property. Clause 65 provides that
archaeological artefacts within a registered archaeological
place are taken to be property of the Crown. Clause 128
permits the Heritage Council — for the purpose of protecting
and conserving a registered archaeological artefact and on
behalf of the Crown — to purchase or otherwise acquire a
registered archaeological artefact, and to purchase land upon
which a registered archaeological artefact may be present.
Clause 73 provides that where a registered shipwreck, historic
shipwreck, registered shipwreck artefact or historic shipwreck
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artefact is removed from the state in contravention of that
provision, that item is forfeited to the Crown. Clause 82
provides for the minister to declare any registered shipwreck
or registered shipwreck artefact to be vested in the Crown, if
the minister is of the opinion that it is necessary to do so in
order to protect the public interest.
The acquisition of property rights by the Crown pursuant to
the bill are governed by provisions which clearly and
precisely formulate the circumstances in which the
deprivation of property will occur. The provisions generally
serve an important purpose of protecting places and objects of
significance to the Victorian community, and to ensure that
their cultural heritage significance is conserved and protected
for current and future generations.
By deeming archaeological artefacts within a registered
archaeological place to be the property of the Crown, the bill
recognises the importance of protecting these artefacts in
increasing our understanding of past activity in Victoria. In
addition, together with the offence of knowingly buying,
selling or possessing archaeological artefacts without consent
in clause 129, clause 65 is intended to act as a deterrent for
individuals profiting from the trade of archaeological
artefacts. The ability of the Heritage Council to purchase, or
otherwise acquire (such as by agreement), registered
archaeological artefacts and land under clause 128 will
facilitate the protection of significant archaeological artefacts.
In the case of the acquisition of registered shipwrecks or
registered shipwreck artefacts under clause 82, a person who
would have been entitled to their ownership has a right to
compensation on just terms, and the lawfulness of an
acquisition may be tested through a Supreme Court
proceeding. As such, in my view there is no limitation of the
property right under section 20 of the charter, because any
deprivation of property will be in accordance with law.
Restrictions on the control or use of property
The heritage register records places or objects which are
considered to have state-level cultural heritage significance.
The Heritage Council determines what places and objects are
included in the Heritage Register, and the effects of
registration are set out in the bill.
A number of provisions in the bill restrict the manner with
which a person may deal with their property. In particular,
unless an exemption applies, owners of places or objects
included in the heritage register must apply to the executive
director of Heritage Victoria for a permit to carry out works
and activities in relation to the registered place or registered
object, and are subject to various other restrictions, notice
obligations and oversight by the executive director in respect
of dealing with the place or object. These include the ability
of the executive director to issue repair orders, rectification
orders, and stop orders in relation to registered places or
registered objects. Clauses 87, 88 and 89 of the bill contain
offences for carrying out certain activities (such as
demolishing, damaging, developing or altering et cetera) in
relation to registered places and registered objects.
Clause 157, 163 and 168 create offences for failing to comply
with a repair order, a rectification order and a stop order,
respectively. If the owner of a registered place or registered
object has been convicted of an offence against clauses 87,
157 or 168, clause 227 provides for the Governor in Council
to declare that the place or object to which the offence related
must not be developed or used during a period of up to
10 years.
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Restrictions and obligations also apply prior to a decision
being made to include a place or object in the register,
including where there is a nomination for registration, or a
recommendation of registration, under the bill. For example,
clauses 36 and 48 render a contract of sale as voidable at the
option of the purchaser, where the owner has failed to comply
with the bill’s requirement to inform the purchaser that there
exists a nomination or recommendation, respectively, that the
place or object should be included in the heritage register.
Further, the bill also provides for the issuing of interim
protection orders, the effect of which is that a place or object
that is not yet registered will be taken to be included in the
heritage register for the period of the order.
The bill imposes other restrictions in respect to archaeological
sites or archaeological artefacts. The bill prohibits certain
activities that may damage or disturb archaeological sites and
archaeological artefacts, unless consent has been issued by the
executive director authorising the person to carry out the
activity. The bill also prohibits a person from buying, selling
or possessing archaeological artefacts without a consent
obtained under the bill.
Where the bill imposes restrictions on a person’s control, use
or enjoyment of their property, in each instance the
circumstances and procedures by which this will occur are
clearly set out in the provisions of the bill. I am satisfied that,
to the extent that this could be said to amount to effective
deprivation of property under the charter (which, although
supported by jurisprudence relating to international
instruments, is not a settled position with respect to the
charter), such deprivation will occur both in accordance with
law and for a legitimate purpose, namely the effective
protection of the state’s cultural heritage. As such, these
provisions will not amount to a limit of the property right in
section 20 of the charter.
Enforcement powers of inspectors: powers of search and
entry, seizure and forfeiture
Part 10 of the bill provides for the appointment of inspectors
for the purposes of the bill, and provides for their powers of
enforcement. The right in section 20 of the charter is relevant
to a number of powers which provide for inspectors to enter
certain premises, and to seize or take items. These powers are
discussed in detail below, in relation to the right to privacy.
I consider that the right in section 20 will not be limited by
these powers, because any deprivation of property will occur
in accordance with law. The circumstances in which
inspectors or authorised persons are permitted to seize or take
items or documents are provided for by clear legislative
provisions, and the powers are strictly confined. The items
that may be taken or seized are relevant to and connected with
enforcing compliance with the bill. For instance, where a
magistrate issues a search warrant, only things named or
described in the warrant are permitted to be seized, except
where (in some cases) the thing seized is connected with the
offence or another offence under the bill, and seizing the thing
is necessary to prevent its concealment, loss or destruction. A
magistrate will only issue a warrant in circumstances where
he or she is satisfied there are reasonable grounds for
suspecting there may be on the premises evidence of the
commission of an offence against the bill or regulations, or an
item is being held in contravention of the bill.
The powers of inspectors under the bill include, at clause 210,
the power to impound and detain an archaeological artefact
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where the inspector has reasonable grounds to believe that an
offence has been or is about to be committed in relation to the
artefact. Similarly, clause 214 provides inspectors with
powers in relation to registered shipwrecks, historic
shipwrecks, registered shipwreck artefacts or historic
shipwreck artefacts, which include the power to seize and
detain any ship, vehicle, equipment or artefact that the
inspector reasonably considers to have been used or otherwise
involved in the commission of an offence against the bill or
the underwater cultural heritage regulations. The right in
section 20 of the charter is relevant to both of these
provisions, particularly because where a person is convicted
of a relevant offence, the court may order the forfeiture of that
property to the Crown.
In my opinion, clauses 210 and 214 do not limit the right in
section 20 of the charter because they are sufficiently
confined and structured, accessible and formulated precisely
such that any deprivation occurs in accordance with the law.
Further, these provisions guard against any permanent
interference with property where no offence has been
committed.
For the above reasons, in my opinion the provisions of the bill
are compatible with the right to property in section 20 of the
charter.
Privacy and interference with home (section 13)
Section 13(a) of the charter provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
Section 13(b) provides that a person has the right not to have
his or her reputation unlawfully attacked.
Notice requirements
A number of the provisions in the bill impose obligations on
the owner of a place or object to notify the Heritage Council
or the executive director of Heritage Victoria of certain
matters. These notice requirements may require a person to
provide information relating to their personal affairs, and
therefore the right in section 13 of the charter is relevant. For
example, where a place or object is being considered by the
Heritage Council to be included or not be included in the
Heritage Register, clause 42 imposes obligations on its owner
to advise the executive director in writing of certain matters
relating to proposed works and activities in relation to the
place or object, and advise the executive director of any
proposal to dispose of the whole or any part of the place or
object. Similarly, once a place or object is registered,
clause 59 of the bill requires the owner of the registered place
or registered object who enters into a contract of sale relating
to the whole or part of the place or object to give notice to the
executive director about the existence of the contract.
Clause 60 requires a person who purchases or acquires a
registered place or registered object to give notice to the
executive director of their name and address, and, if relevant,
whether they intend to occupy the building that is the
registered place. They also must notify of any change to the
information provided. Similar notice obligations apply in
respect of registered shipwrecks, historic shipwrecks,
registered shipwreck artefacts or historic shipwreck artefacts.
Clause 70 requires a person who obtains possession of such a
shipwreck or artefact to notify the executive director within
seven days after obtaining possession of it. Clause 71 gives
the executive director power to require, by written notice, a
person to provide certain information relating to the
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possession and whereabouts of a registered shipwreck,
historic shipwreck, registered shipwreck artefact or historic
shipwreck artefact.
Not all of the information required to be provided to the
Heritage Council or executive director will be of a private
nature. However, to the extent that the notice requirements
under the bill may result in an interference with a person’s
privacy, any such interference will be lawful and not
arbitrary. These provisions do not require that a person’s
personal information be published, and only require the
provision of information necessary to achieve the purpose of
ensuring the effective administration of the heritage register
and compliance with the bill. Accordingly, in my view they
do not limit the right to privacy.
Applications for permits or consents
A number of provisions of the bill set out the process by
which a person may apply for a permit to carry out works or
activities in relation to a registered place or registered object,
or for a consent authorising them to do certain activities in
relation to archaeological sites or archaeological artefacts.
These processes may require the provision of personal
information to the executive director for the purposes of
determining those applications.
Although the right to privacy is relevant to the provisions
governing applications for and issuing of permits and
consents, applicants who are seeking to carry out activities in
relation to sites or objects that are heritage protected are likely
to have a diminished expectation of privacy. The information
that will be sought by the executive director is only
information that is necessary for or relevant to the
determination of the applications, and will be provided by
applicants voluntarily. As such, in my opinion there will be
no limitation on the right to privacy or reputation where the
relevant information is obtained, reviewed and used within
the confines of the relevant provisions.
Enforcement powers of inspectors
As noted above, part 10 of the bill provides for the powers of
inspectors appointed by the executive director and persons
authorised by the Heritage Council for the purposes of
enforcing compliance with the bill. A number of the
enforcement powers may interfere with the privacy of
individuals, including:
the ability for an inspector to require a person to give
their name and address to the inspector if the inspector
reasonably considers the person has committed, or is
committing, an offence against the bill or regulations
(clause 197);
the general power of an inspector or authorised person to
enter any building or land (other than a residence, unless
written consent is given), without a search warrant for
the purposes of investigating the cultural heritage
significance of a place or object, or determining whether
or not the bill has been complied with in the case of
registered places or registered objects (clause 201). This
general power of entry can only be exercised either with
the written consent of the occupier or, in the case of a
building or land which is not a residence, with two days’
clear notice;
the power of an inspector to apply to a magistrate for a
search warrant in relation to any premises, including a
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residence, if the inspector believes on reasonable
grounds there is or may be on the premises a particular
or thing that may be evidence of the commission of an
offence against the bill or regulations. The search
warrant may authorise searching for and seizure of
things named in the warrant, or other things connected
with an offence, the seizure of which is necessary to
prevent their concealment, loss or destruction. Upon
execution of the warrant, the named inspector and
assistants may carry out activities including recording
information and taking photographs and samples
(clauses 202 and 205);

authorisation of a search warrant or court order issued by a
magistrate. Where entry under warrant or pursuant to court
order occurs, inspectors or authorised persons must announce
their authorisation prior to entering the premises, produce
their inspector cards or authorisation and provide copies of
the warrant or court order. There is also a broad
confidentiality obligation contained in clause 231, which
prohibits inspectors from giving to any person, whether
directly or indirectly, any information gained in the exercise
of the inspector’s powers, except in certain specified
circumstances connected with the inspector’s powers and the
administration of the bill.

the power of an inspector or a person authorised by the
Heritage Council to apply to a magistrate for a court
order permitting entry to a residence, other than a
registered place, for the purposes of investigating the
cultural heritage significance of the residence, or an
object at the residence, where the occupier refuses to
give written consent or the residence is unoccupied.
Upon entry under a court order, the inspector or
authorised person may carry out activities including
recording information and taking photographs and
samples (clauses 206 and 208);

Accordingly, to the extent that these enforcement powers
could interfere with a person’s privacy, any interference
would not constitute an unlawful or arbitrary interference.

the power of an inspector to, for the purpose of the
administration and enforcement of the bill in relation to
registered archaeological artefacts, request information
from any person in relation to the situation of any
registered archaeological artefacts, or inspect or examine
such an artefact; and to require any person in a registered
archaeological place who is damaging, suspected of
damaging or being likely to damage, an archaeological
artefact, to leave the place (clause 209); and
the power of an inspector to take various specified
actions concerned with the protection of registered
shipwrecks, historic shipwrecks, registered shipwreck
artefacts or historic shipwreck artefacts and other
underwater cultural heritage, where the inspector has
reasonable grounds for believing that it is necessary for
the purpose of ascertaining whether an offence against
the bill or the underwater cultural heritage regulations
has been or is being committed, or that by doing so
evidence in relation to the commission of such an
offence may be obtained (clause 211). These powers
include the power to stop and board a ship, to open or to
require cargo holds, compartments or containers to be
opened and their contents inspected, to require persons
to produce any permit in their possession, to stop and
search any vehicle, to search any parcel, basket, bag, box
or other receptacle, and to search any premises that are
not a residence.
In each provision that permits inspectors to exercise powers
of entry, the powers of inspectors and other authorised
persons are clearly set out in the bill and are strictly confined
by reference to their purpose. They are also subject to
appropriate legislative safeguards. For instance, in the
absence of a search warrant or a court order, the general
powers of entry may only be exercised in relation to a
residence with consent, or — in relation to other premises —
with consent or clear notice, and must only be exercised at
any reasonable time for specific purposes connected with the
enforcement of the bill.
In the case of residences, unless written consent is provided
by the occupier, powers of entry may only occur with the

Powers of publication for contravention of the bill
Clauses 229 and 230 of the bill expressly provide for an
interference with a person’s privacy, in circumstances where
a person is found guilty or convicted of an offence under the
act. These provisions enable a court to order a person to take
any action specified by the court to publicise the offence.
Further, where a person fails to comply with a court order in
respect of contravention of the bill or is in contempt of court
for doing so, the executive director may publicise the failure
of the person to comply with the order.
These provisions are intended to act both as a deterrent for
persons carrying out unauthorised works or activities in
contravention of the bill, and to ensure compliance with
orders made that remedy or restrain contravention. Although
publicising the offending and the non-compliance with court
orders in accordance with these provisions will interfere with
offenders’ privacy, the interference serves a legitimate
purpose for enforcing the provisions of the bill, and is
therefore both lawful and not arbitrary.
For the above reasons, I am of the opinion that the bill does
not limit the right to privacy.
Presumption of innocence (section 25(1))
Section 25(1) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law. This right is relevant
where a statutory provision shifts the burden of proof onto an
accused in a criminal proceeding, so that the accused is
required to prove matters to establish, or raise evidence to
suggest, that he or she is not guilty of an offence.
The right to be presumed innocent may be considered
relevant to a number of provisions in the bill which place an
evidential burden on a defendant.
First, the bill contains several provisions which require the
accused to raise evidence as to their knowledge or belief in
respect of certain matters, in order to rely on a defence. In
each case, the defences impose an onus on a defendant that
operates in regard to an excuse, rather than an element of the
offence:
clause 70 of the bill contains a number of offences
against a person who possesses a registered shipwreck,
historic shipwreck, registered shipwreck artefact or
historic shipwreck artefact, and fails to notify the
executive director within seven days. Under
subclauses 70(4) and (5), the offence provisions do not
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apply if the person did not know, and had no reasonable
grounds for believing, that the item was included in the
heritage register or that the item was, or had become, a
historic shipwreck or historic shipwreck artefact;
clause 73(1) of the bill creates an offence for a person to
remove any registered shipwreck, historic shipwreck,
registered shipwreck artefact or historic shipwreck
artefact from the state, otherwise than in accordance
with a permit issued by the executive director. However,
that offence does not apply if the person did not know,
and had no reasonable grounds for believing, that the
item was a registered shipwreck, historic shipwreck,
registered shipwreck artefact or historic shipwreck
artefact;
under clause 74, it is an offence to carry out certain
activities, without lawful authority, in relation to
registered shipwrecks, historic shipwrecks, historic
shipwreck artefacts and registered shipwreck artefacts.
However, clause 74(5) provides that the offence
provisions for some of these activities do not apply if the
person did not know, and had no reasonable grounds for
believing, that the item that is the subject of the offence
was a registered shipwreck, historic shipwreck,
registered shipwreck artefact or historic shipwreck
artefact;
clause 80(1) of the bill creates an offence for a person
who finds a shipwreck or shipwreck artefact, to fail to
give the executive director written notice within seven
days setting out certain information. Under clause 80(4),
the offence in clause 80(1) will not apply in certain
circumstances, including if the person did not know and
could not have reasonably been expected to know that
the thing which they found were a shipwreck or
shipwreck artefact, or if they had reasonable grounds for
believing that a notice was given by some other person
in respect of the shipwreck or shipwreck artefact before
it was practicable for the first mentioned person to give
the notice;
clause 79 creates a general exception for the offences
contained in clauses 73, 74, 75 or 76 of the bill, if the act
constituting the offence was done for the purposes of
saving human life, securing the safety of a ship that was
endangered by stress of weather or by navigational
hazards, or dealing with an emergency involving a
serious threat to the environment.
Although these provisions require a defendant to raise
evidence of a matter in order to rely on a defence, I am
satisfied that the provisions impose an evidential, rather than
legal burden. In my view, these provisions do not transfer the
legal burden of proof because, once the defendant has
adduced or pointed to some evidence that would establish the
excuse on balance, the burden then shifts back to the
prosecution to prove beyond reasonable doubt the absence of
the excuse raised, as well as each element of the offence.
Furthermore, the burdens do not relate to essential elements
of the offences and are only imposed on the defendant to raise
facts that support the existence of an exception, defence or
excuse.
Courts in other jurisdictions have generally taken the
approach that an evidential onus on a defendant to raise a
defence does not limit the presumption of innocence. The
defences and excuses provided relate to matters within the
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knowledge of the defendant, which is appropriate in
circumstances where placing the onus on the prosecution
would involve the proof of a negative which would be very
difficult. Further, I note that the defences are included in the
bill to enable a defendant to escape liability in circumstances
of being genuinely unaware of the nature or significance of
the places, shipwrecks and artefacts in question. The inclusion
of the defences reflects the need to minimise the risk that a
person may be convicted of an offence when they are
innocent of the conduct at which the offences are aimed.
The right to be presumed innocent may also be relevant to
clause 225 of the bill, which provides that evidence that a
person had possession of a registered shipwreck or registered
shipwreck artefact at a relevant place without a permit under
the bill is evidence, and in the absence of evidence to the
contrary, is proof that the person took the item in
contravention of the bill or the underwater cultural heritage
regulations. For the purposes of this provision, a ‘relevant
place’ means: in or near a registered shipwreck or protected
zone; in or on a vessel or vehicle on or in proximity to
Victorian waters, or on a jetty, dock, wharf, beach, landing or
similar place or in an area next to such places.
In my opinion, clause 225 does not create a reverse legal
onus, as it only requires a defendant to raise evidence that
contradicts the presumption that they possessed the item in
contravention of the act or the underwater cultural heritage
regulations, after which the prosecution would still be
required to prove the essential elements of the offence. The
evidential onus in section 225 recognises that a person
possessing a registered shipwreck or registered shipwreck
artefact without a permit, and at a relevant place (as defined in
clause 225) is a very strong indication that the person has
unlawfully come into possession of the item. Further, it is
necessary to address the difficulties associated with detecting
a crime being committed in an underwater environment, in
apprehending people in the act of removing or possessing a
shipwreck or shipwreck artefact, and in determining the
provenance of an item in someone’s possession.
Further offence provisions in the bill require a defendant to
raise evidence as to the existence of a relevant consent issued
under the act for their conduct, that they have ‘authority or
reasonable cause’ for their conduct, or that they have a
‘reasonable excuse’. Again, these provisions may be
considered to engage the right to be presumed innocent by
creating evidential burdens on an accused. However, these
offences do not transfer the legal burden of proof. Once the
accused has pointed to evidence of those matters, which will
ordinarily be peculiarly within their knowledge, the burden
shifts back to the prosecution who must prove the essential
elements of the offence. As discussed above, I do not consider
that an evidential onus such as the ones contained in the bill
limit the right to be presumed innocent, and to the extent that
a different view may be taken as to this, any such limitation is
justified.
Finally, the right to be presumed innocent may be also
relevant to clauses 80 and 219 of the bill, which contain
averment provisions. Clause 80(6) applies in prosecutions
against a person for failing to notify that they have found a
shipwreck or shipwreck artefact or concealing the remains.
These prosecutions may only be maintained if the executive
director has certified that a shipwreck or artefact is of cultural
heritage significance to the state. Clause 80(7) provides that
such a certificate signed by the executive director is
conclusive evidence of the facts stated in it. Clause 219(6)
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provides that a statement in a notice by an inspector that
certain steps have been taken to expiate an offence that has
been dealt with by way of infringement notice issued under
the bill, is for all purposes conclusive proof of that fact.
Clauses 80 and 219 operate to treat matters that are certified
by the executive director or stated by an inspector as evidence
of the matters certified or stated. As these are evidential
provisions that assist the prosecution, they may be viewed as
engaging the right to be presumed innocent by placing a
burden on the accused. However, these provisions do not
create a legal burden on an accused to disprove the matters
certified so as to limit the right to be presumed innocent. The
prosecution must still prove the essential elements of the
offence to a legal standard. The purpose of the provision is to
streamline prosecutions under the bill, and to reduce cost and
delay by avoiding the necessity for evidence to be led about
those matters. The matters that can be certified are
non-controversial given the statutory context and a defendant
may still lead evidence to the contrary challenging the
certified evidence, and I am of the view that there is a
negligible risk that this provision would allow an innocent
person to be convicted of an offence. I am therefore of the
view that clauses 80 and 219 are compatible with the right to
be presumed innocent.
For the above reasons, I am satisfied that the provisions of the
bill do not limit the right to be presumed innocent in s 25(1)
of the charter.
Right to protection against self-incrimination
(section 25(2)(k)) and freedom of expression (section 15)
Section 25(2)(k) of the charter provides that a person who has
been charged with a criminal offence has the right not to be
compelled to testify against himself or herself or to confess
guilt. The right applies in relation to incriminatory material
obtained under compulsion, and extends to cover information
that may have been obtained prior to any charge being laid.
This right is relevant to clause 71 of the bill as it requires a
person to whom the executive director gives written notice to
provide information in relation to whether the person has or
has had possession of a registered shipwreck, historic
shipwreck, registered shipwreck artefact or historic shipwreck
artefact, and provide particulars and details relevant to its
location. Refusal or failure to comply with a written notice
under this provision constitutes an offence. Given that the bill
contains other offences for removing shipwrecks and
artefacts, and for performing other prohibited activities in
relation to shipwrecks, there is the potential that such
assistance or provision of information as required by
clause 71 may incriminate the person or lead to the discovery
of further evidence of an incriminating nature.
However, in my view, this clause does not limit the right to
protection against self-incrimination. This is because the
common law privilege against self-incrimination is not
abrogated. While the refusal or failure to comply with a
written notice is an offence, it is only an offence to fail to
comply with the notice ‘to the extent that the person is
capable of complying with it’. Consistently with the principle
of legality, clause 71 will be interpreted narrowly so as not to
abrogate the privilege against self-incrimination at common
law. Accordingly, as a person can refuse to provide certain
information on the grounds that to do so would incriminate
himself or herself, the right to protection against
self-incrimination is not limited.
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I am also satisfied that, to the extent that the right to freedom
of expression in section 15 of the charter (in particular, the
right not to impart information) is relevant to clause 71, any
limitation on that right is reasonable, appropriate and
proportionate. The power of the executive director to require
the provision of information in accordance with clause 71 is
necessary to facilitate the bill’s objectives of protecting
registered shipwrecks, historic shipwrecks, registered
shipwreck artefacts and historic shipwreck artefacts,
appropriately circumscribed and, as noted above, does not
abrogate the privilege against self-incrimination.
Right to liberty (section 21)
Section 21(2) of the charter provides that a person must not be
subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention and section 21(3)
provides that a person must not be deprived of his or her
liberty except on grounds, and in accordance with procedures,
established by law.
Under clause 212 of the bill, an inspector may, without
warrant, arrest a person if the inspector reasonably believes
that the person has committed an offence against clause 74,
76, 197, or 211 or against the underwater cultural heritage
regulations, and the proceedings against the person by
summons would not be effective.
In my view this provision is compatible with the right to
liberty. The grounds for arrest are clear and appropriate, and
cannot be regarded as arbitrary. The power of arrest does not
only require that the person has committed an offence, but
may only be used where the inspector reasonably believes
that the less restrictive manner of arrest by summons would
not be effective (for example, if the person refuses or is
unable to provide their name and address, or it is likely that
the person will continue to commit the offence or commit a
further offence). Further, after arresting a person an inspector
must immediately bring the person before the Magistrates
Court to be dealt with in accordance with law. The arrest
power, therefore, is appropriately confined so as not to allow
a deprivation of liberty for longer than necessary or otherwise
than in accordance with the law.
Freedom of movement (section 12)
Section 12 of the charter provides that every person lawfully
within Victoria has the right to move freely within Victoria
and to enter and to leave it, which includes a right not to be
forced to move from or to a particular location.
This right is relevant to clause 209(1)(c) of the bill, under
which an inspector may, for the purpose of the administration
and enforcement of the bill in relation to archaeological
artefacts, require a person who is damaging, suspected of
damaging, or being likely to damage a registered
archaeological artefact, to leave the place. I am satisfied that
the potential limitation on a person’s freedom of movement
imposed by clause 209(1)(c) is confined to the minimum
restriction on a person’s movement necessary to achieve the
objective of protecting registered archaeological places and
artefacts. Pursuant to clause 209(4), a person must only
comply with a request of an inspector that is lawful, and only
to the extent that the person is capable of complying with it.
The consequence of failing to comply with such a request is
confined to a fine.
The right of a person to move freely within Victoria may also
be subject to minimal restrictions by provisions in the bill that
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enable the executive director to direct a person who has
possession of a registered shipwreck, historic shipwreck,
registered shipwreck artefact or historic shipwreck artefact, to
deliver the item into the custody for the purpose of operations
designed to conserve the item or for the purpose of public
exhibition (clause 72). Similarly, where there is a reasonable
belief that a person has possession of a registered shipwreck,
historic shipwreck, registered shipwreck artefact or historic
shipwreck artefact that has been removed without a permit,
the executive director may give written notice to the person
requiring them to deliver it to the executive director
(clause 75). Any limit on a person’s movement occasioned by
these powers is necessary for and directed at the protection
and conservation of Victoria’s underwater cultural heritage,
and proportionate in that they will only limit a person’s
movement to a minor extent.
As such, while these provisions do impose a slight limit on
the right to freedom of movement as protected under
section 12 of the charter, in my opinion the limitation is
justified in accordance with section 7(2) of the charter.
Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the charter because,
to the extent that some provisions may limit human rights,
those limitations are reasonable and demonstrably justified in
a free and democratic society.
Richard Wynne, MP
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
The Heritage Bill 2016 will implement the government’s
election commitment as outlined in Keeping it Liveable,
Labor’s Plan for Your Community which flagged the review
of the Heritage Act 1995 to strengthen protection of our built
heritage.
The Heritage Bill will modernise and improve processes and
protections provided under the Heritage Act 1995. It will
simplify key statutory processes to reduce regulatory burden
and provide clarity and certainty for all users. It will also
improve compliance and enforcement to ensure higher level
protection for state significant heritage and provide an
appropriate fee structure for heritage approvals, appeals and
penalties.
Importance of Victoria’s heritage
Heritage is an integral part of our lives. From the grandeur of
Flinders Street station and Parliament House in Melbourne, to
the rustic craftsmanship of the Murtoa Stick Shed and beauty
of the Macedon Avenue of Honour in regional Victoria, our
heritage places and objects offer a lens to understand our past,
and provide a wide range of benefits.
Heritage is one of the most rapidly expanding tourism
segments in terms of visitor numbers globally, and is a major
attraction for both Melbourne and regional Victoria.
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The latest available tourism data indicates Victoria’s heritage
places were visited by over 1.9 million people. Tourists
visiting Victorian heritage places spent approximately
$2.4 billion and supported 184 800 jobs.
By attracting tourists, heritage places and precincts are
desirable to a range of businesses. Research undertaken at
Maldon and Castlemaine in the goldfields, for example, found
that visitors were attracted by a combination of specific
heritage attractions, the ambience of heritage streetscapes, and
opportunities for eating and shopping.
Heritage places are used for a variety of purposes including as
residences, commercial properties, community centres, tourist
attractions, government buildings and churches. Overall,
91 per cent of state-listed heritage places are occupied or in
use.
Socially, heritage assets have the ability to make contributions
to an area’s livability and identity. In many cases, they are
places that are a focus for community activities, such as
public halls, schools, mechanics institutes, churches and
parks. Heritage assets also often include local landmarks that
people identify with a town or area, such as significant
buildings, monuments and bridges.
The Allen Consulting Group found that 80 per cent of
Victorians consider that historic houses in their area are an
important part of their area’s character and identity. They also
discovered that the vast majority of Victorians consider
heritage to be an important part of Australia’s identity and
culture.
Background: the Heritage Act 1995
Victoria has a proud legacy of heritage protection. It was the
first Australian state or territory to enact heritage legislation in
1974 and has remained a national leader in the identification,
conservation and management of heritage.
The Heritage Act 1995 is Victoria’s principal legislation for
the identification and management of heritage places and
objects of state significance, historical archaeological sites
and maritime heritage.
With 2016 marking the 21st year of the Heritage Act’s
operation it is timely to review and modernise its scope.
The Heritage Act provides protection for historic heritage
places and objects of state significance. This includes historic
buildings, structures and precincts; gardens, trees and
cemeteries; historic archaeological sites; cultural landscapes;
shipwrecks and associated relics; and significant objects.
The Heritage Act does not manage places of local
significance which are protected by heritage overlays in local
planning schemes.
The Heritage Act creates the Victorian Heritage Register (‘the
register’) which lists and protects heritage places and objects
that are significant to the history and development of Victoria.
There are currently 2400 places and objects, and
620 shipwrecks included on the register.
The executive director of Heritage Victoria (‘the executive
director’) recommends whether a place or object should be
included in the register and the final decision is made by the
Heritage Council of Victoria.
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Works or activities that may impact a registered place or
object require a permit from the executive director. It is
recognised that if significant places are to have a future, they
need to be used and cared for. Alterations are often required
to keep pace with modern life, but they must respect the
importance of the place.
The Heritage Act establishes the Heritage Council, an
independent statutory body which decides which places and
objects are added to the register, and reviews permit
decisions. The council also advises the Minister for Planning
and promotes public understanding of Victoria’s cultural
heritage, including community education and information
programs.
The Heritage Act also establishes the Heritage Inventory (‘the
inventory’) which is a listing of all known historic
archaeological sites and relics in Victoria. Consents are
required from the executive director to disturb all
archaeological sites and relics.
Shipwrecks are protected in Victoria under the Heritage Act
and the commonwealth Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 (also
administered by Heritage Victoria). All shipwrecks and
shipwreck relics that are at least 75 years old are
automatically protected by these two laws.
Changes to the Heritage Act
The Heritage Bill 2016 will repeal and re-enact with
amendments the Heritage Act 1995.
Some key amendments include:
a)

b)

c)

reforming the heritage nomination process to allow the
executive director of Heritage Victoria to reject a
nomination which has no reasonable case for inclusion
in the register and allowing the nominator to request a
review of the decision. This will allow for nominations
which have no reasonable prospect of success to be
quickly dismissed without costs to all parties;
enabling more selective protection of Victoria’s
archaeology by including only significant sites over
75 years old on the inventory (rather than all sites over
50 years old) and introducing review rights for consents
to disturb an archaeological site. This will ensure that the
inventory is a transparent and useful management tool,
and that Victoria’s significant archaeological sites are
appropriately protected into the future;
providing a greater role for local government in permit
processes, including a clearer opportunity to comment
on permit applications and allowing local government to
be heard in any permit review before the Heritage
Council. This will allow for local heritage concerns and
issues to be appropriately considered in permit
decisions;

d)

introducing a fee for the review of permit decisions to
recognise costs and deter opportunistic requests;

e)

removing ‘undue financial hardship’ considerations in
permit decisions to avoid outcomes determined on the
basis of transient information;

f)

increasing maximum penalties for unauthorised works
to deter damage to heritage places and objects;
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g)

new compliance and enforcement tools tailored to
protect heritage including introducing infringement
notices to reduce the likelihood of works being
undertaken without a permit; providing for a stop order
tool to halt unauthorised works without a permit or
permit exemption; and addition of a rectification order
tool to allow a party to undertake corrective works
without the need to prosecute an offence; and

h)

changes to the membership of the Heritage Council to
increase its expertise including: new membership
categories for people with recognised skills in financial
management and planning; and an Aboriginal person
with relevant experience or knowledge of cultural
heritage, acknowledging that many registered places and
objects have shared values.

Public consultation on the proposed changes to the Heritage
Act occurred between June and August 2015. This included a
mail-out of information to more than 5000 stakeholders;
public forums in Melbourne, Ballarat, Bendigo, Traralgon,
Warrnambool and Wangaratta attended by more than
200 people; and targeted meetings with more than 50 key
stakeholders including government departments and agencies,
industry and community organisations.
More than 125 submissions were received with broad support
for the proposed changes.
In early 2016, copies of submissions were made available
online on the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning’s website and a report titled Revitalising the
Heritage Act 1995 — Issues and Policy Paper was published
which provides an overview of submissions and other issues
raised during the consultation process.
Conclusion
The Heritage Bill will ensure that the state’s heritage assets
are continued to be protected and managed into the future.
Importantly it will allow the community to engage with a
simpler regulatory system and provide greater certainty to
owners and managers of state-listed heritage places and
objects.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 November.

OWNER DRIVERS AND FORESTRY
CONTRACTORS AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Statement of compatibility
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial Relations)
tabled following statement in accordance with
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
2006:
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Opening paragraphs
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Owner Drivers
and Forestry Contractors Amendment Bill 2016.
In my opinion, the Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors
Amendment Bill 2016, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
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high rates of business failure and working conditions and
hours of work that did not meet a fair community standard.
Harvesting contractors are engaged to fell and process saw
logs and other forest products. Haulage contractors transport
these products to sawmills or other processors.
Forestry contractors and owner-drivers can be exposed to low
earnings and working longer hours for less money. There is
evidence linking low rates with very long hours of work and
increased levels of fatigue, which in turn may affect road
safety. Long hours also lead to poor health outcomes, such as
higher rates of chronic injuries.

Human rights issues
The forestry and transport industry councils
Human rights protected by the charter that are relevant to
the bill
The bill makes amendments to the Owner Drivers and
Forestry Contractors Act 2005 in respect of the Transport
Industry Council and the Forestry Industry Council, and their
membership, and to update the name of the responsible
department.

The Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors Act establishes
two ministerial councils, the Transport Industry Council and
the Forestry Industry Council. The council members represent
a balance of hirers and contractors. The council members
bring with them a high level of industry expertise.
The industry councils’ key focus is to address any
information imbalance between the contracting parties.

Are the relevant charter rights actually limited by the bill?
There are no charter rights limited by the bill.
The Hon. Natalie Hutchins, MP
Minister for Industrial Relations

Second reading
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
Background
This bill seeks to amend the Owner Drivers and Forestry
Contractors Act 2005 by updating the membership of a
ministerial advisory council created under the act, and further
amending the act to provide a procedural mechanism to allow
for future membership changes in circumstances where a
nominating organisation ceases to exist or changes its legal
form.
The Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors Act, established
by the Bracks government in 2005, provides basic protections
for potentially vulnerable small businesses, namely,
owner-drivers in the transport industry and harvesting and
haulage contractors in the forestry industry. The act also
establishes a mechanism for the effective resolution of
disputes.
Owner-drivers are involved in a range of transport activities,
including as couriers and in the transport of raw materials,
manufactured goods, and agricultural products. The road
transport industry is characterised by small family-run
businesses, with the vast majority of transport businesses
employing less than five employees. When the act was
introduced, there was evidence to show very low levels of
earnings for owner-driver and forestry contractors. This led to

In particular, and drawing on the expertise of the council
members, rates and costs schedules outlining the realistic
costs of running a business are provided to owners. These
provide indicative rates to factor into negotiations between
contractors and hirers.
Proposed amendments
Since the act was passed in 2005 there have been changes to
representative bodies identified in the legislation. The
Australian Plantation Products and Paper Industry Council
Limited merged with the National Association of Forest
Industries, and now operates under the name Australian
Forest Products Association Limited. The Victorian
Harvesting and Cartage Council, became the Victorian Forest
Contractors Association, and was subsequently wound up in
2015. Both these organisations were represented on the
Forestry Industry Council. The Australian Forest Contractors
Association has been identified as an alternative body suitably
representing the interests of the contractors. It is proposed,
therefore, to amend the act to reflect these organisational
changes.
In addition to updating the names of these two industry
nominating bodies, it is proposed to amend the act to reflect
the most recent machinery of government changes. The
amendments do not alter the balance between industry and
union bodies represented on the Forestry Industry Council.
Sections 56(2) and 59(2) currently allow the minister to select
an alternative, suitably representative organisation to make a
nomination for membership of the councils in some
circumstances, for example, if a member resigns from a
council. Under the act as presently framed, the minister
cannot nominate an alternative organisation, when one of the
nominating organisations no longer exists or changes its legal
form or entity.
It is proposed that the act be amended to insert a facilitative
process to allow, in such a circumstance, the minister to select
an alternative representative body who can nominate a
member to either of the councils.
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The change will obviate the need to amend the act in such an
eventuality.
The proposed amendments to the act have the support of the
industry and union organisations participating on the councils.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 November.

SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION
BILL 2016
Statement of compatibility
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Local Government)
tabled following statement in accordance with
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2006:
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to small businesses. By providing alternative dispute
resolution, the commission provides an additional forum,
other than a court or tribunal, through which contractual or
commercial disputes involving a small business may be
resolved.
Clause 12 of the bill provides for the commission to issue
certificates verifying that alternative dispute resolution has
failed to resolve, or is unlikely to resolve, a commercial or
contractual dispute. Clause 12(5) further provides that the
commission is not required to give a party to a dispute an
opportunity to be heard or to make submissions before issuing
a certificate.
Although this may appear to limit the right to a fair hearing,
the certification of disputes is intended to encourage the
parties to resolve their disputes cooperatively. The publication
of certificates is also used to facilitate improved reporting as
to dispute resolution outcomes in the commission’s annual
report submitted to the minister.
There are no limitations or restrictions of the right of any
party to access a court or tribunal to determine the relevant
dispute. The commission’s decisions are also reviewable in
accordance with the Administrative Law Act 1978 (Vic).

Opening paragraphs

Privacy and reputation

In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Small Business
Commission Bill 2016.

Section 13 of the charter provides that a person has a right not
to have their privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with,
and not to have their reputation unlawfully attacked.

In my opinion, the Small Business Commission Bill 2016
(the bill), as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is
compatible with human rights as set out in the charter. I base
my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.

An interference with privacy and reputation will not be
unlawful if it is permitted by a law that is accessible and
precise. An interference with privacy will not be arbitrary if
the restrictions it imposes are reasonable, just and
proportionate to the end sought.

Overview
The main purpose of the bill is to establish the Small Business
Commission to enhance a competitive and fair operating
environment for small business in Victoria.
The bill significantly re-enacts the Small Business
Commissioner Act 2003, as well as providing for the
respective powers, functions and duties of the new
Commission and the commissioner, as head of the
commission.
Human rights issues
Human rights protected by the charter that are relevant to the
bill
Right to a fair hearing
Under section 6 of the charter, only persons have human
rights. The rights engaged by the bill do not apply to
corporations or businesses that participate in dispute
resolution under the bill.
Section 24(1) of the charter provides that a party to a civil
proceeding has the right to have a proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing.
The bill engages the right to a fair hearing by establishing the
Small Business Commission which, amongst other functions
and powers, operates to provide alternative dispute resolution

The key aim of the dispute certification process is to
accurately document whether a commercial or contractual
dispute has been attempted to be resolved by the parties.
Clause 12(3) of the bill provides for the commission to certify
the outcomes of a commercial or contractual dispute in which
one of the parties has unreasonably refused to participate.
It’s important to note that a certificate issued under
clause 12(5) may specify the details of a business or
government party that has unreasonably refused to participate
in alternative dispute resolution. Furthermore, those details
may be published in the annual report of operations of the
commission under clause 16(4).
However, the reporting and certification process is not
unlawful or arbitrary.
Under clause 16(5), the commission must give written notice
that a party’s details may be published in the commission’s
annual report. If a party unreasonably fails to attend or
participate, that party may also make a written submission to
the commission giving reasons why details of the certificate
should not be published. Clause 16(6) further provides that
the commission must consider the submission before making
a decision to publish the information.
The details of the parties published in the report of annual
operations may specify the name of the business or
government entity that has unreasonably refused to participate
but should not include personal details such as the name of
the individual or individuals representing the business or
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government entity. When considering any written
submissions the commission may also consider whether the
details of a sole trader should not be included, particularly if
that information might be adverse to the reputation of the
person in whose name the business is to continue to trade.
The bill also engages the right to privacy by creating
confidentiality provisions to restrict the disclosure of
potentially confidential information. Clause 6 of the bill
provides for the commission to request information, for the
purpose of carrying out its functions, from other public
entities or public service bodies.
The confidentiality requirements under clause 8 of the bill
restrict the arbitrary and unlawful release of information
identified as being confidential in nature, as it must only be
disclosed with the consent of the parties who have provided
that information.
For the reasons given above, I consider that the bill is
generally compatible with the charter and to the extent that
the bill imposes any limits on rights protected under the
charter, those limitations are reasonable and justified.
Hon. Jacinta Allan, MP
Minister for Public Transport

Second reading
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Local
Government) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
standing orders:
The purpose of this bill is to establish the Victorian Small
Business Commission, and to improve the functions, powers
and duties of the small business commissioner, as head of the
commission.
In 2003, the Victorian government was the first jurisdiction to
establish the role of the small business commissioner, in order
to create a more competitive and fair operating environment
for small businesses to grow and prosper. Since its
establishment the office of the commissioner has done an
outstanding job in representing the needs of Victoria’s small
businesses, primarily through the provision of low cost
alternative dispute resolution services. This is illustrated in the
commissioner’s office reporting client satisfaction with its
mediation service at 95 per cent for the previous financial
year.
In addition to providing valuable mediation services for small
businesses the commissioner is also responsible for resolving
disputes under the Farm Debt Mediation Act 2011, Owner
Drivers and Forestry Contractors Act 2005, Retail Leases Act
2003, and the Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act
1983.
This is highlighted in the manner the office of the
commissioner has led the way administering the Farm Debt
Mediation Scheme, a critical function of the office that
provides mediation services to farmers and creditors prior to
commencing debt recovery proceedings on farm mortgages.
The office of the commissioner has been very successful in
helping farmers and creditors to reach agreement about
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current and future debt, demonstrated by the commissioner’s
settlement rate of 96.4 per cent reported for the previous
financial year.
Based on Victoria’s successful model, other jurisdictions
including the federal government have since established their
own small business commissioners. For example, there are
now small business commissioners in New South Wales,
South Australia, Western Australia and the small business
champion in Queensland based on the Victorian model, as is
the commonwealth government’s newly established
Australian small business and family enterprise ombudsman.
Victoria is again leading the way with the establishment of
the Small Business Commission.
The government recognises the significant contribution that
over 540 000 small businesses make to Victoria, particularly
in providing jobs, growing the economy and building social
cohesion. Small businesses are the backbone of Victoria’s
rapidly evolving economy, representing over 97 per cent of
the state’s businesses. The government also recognises the
challenges and pressures that small business owners face in
an evolving economy. Often small business owners lack the
resources that larger businesses have to manage the
challenges of operating and growing a business. This is why it
is critical that Victoria continues to lead the way in providing
small businesses with a strong, effective and relevant voice
that is representative of their needs and understands the
challenges and difficulties small businesses face.
Small business is not only at the heart of Victoria’s economy
but also at the heart of the government’s economic agenda. In
the 2015–16 financial year the government took significant
steps to provide additional confidence and support to the
small business sector. We’ve taken a leadership position with
the Australian small business and family enterprise
ombudsman to help improve payment times from larger
businesses to small businesses. Recent data from Dun &
Bradstreet found the average time large businesses took to
pay invoices was 52 days, well ahead of the small and
medium businesses, whose average payment times were
around 41 days. We are also hearing anecdotally from small
businesses that some larger businesses are stretching payment
times to 60, 90 or even 120 days — which makes it very hard
to manage your cash flow.
The government also believes regulation is vital to keeping
Victoria’s workplaces and services safe and secure, but it is
equally important when we can remove it, to do so. To this
point. the government recently launched the Small Business
Regulation Review — a first-of-its-kind government-wide
review that helps cut burdensome red tape that is negatively
impacting our small businesses and their day-to-day
operations.
The review will look into three sectors across the state’s
economy over the next two years, the first, the retail sector,
which reflects the regulatory experience of the vast majority
of small businesses, with up to 30 per cent of all small
businesses in Victoria involved in some form of retail. The
government’s conversation with the small business
community will be guided by an Issues paper that will give
small business retailers the opportunity to submit their
regulatory concerns and frustrations directly to us.
In 2016, the government also established two new
councils — the Small Business Ministerial Council and
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Multicultural Business Ministerial Council — to advise the
government on issues concerning small enterprise.

development of new laws and policy within and across the
government.

Victorian businesses also received significant tax relief, with
targeted measures in the Victorian budget 2016–17. As a
result 36 000 individual businesses across Victoria will
benefit from a $286 million payroll tax cut, with the
incremental raising of the tax-free payroll threshold from
$550 000 to $650 000. Once fully implemented, around
2800 businesses will no longer pay any payroll tax at all.

The commission will also have a broader remit to consider
the implications of government action for small business
across different departments and agencies, and to provide
expert commentary to the minister of the day.

There is also a raft of additional day-to-day support that is
offered through Small Business Victoria. In 2015–16 Small
Business Victoria assisted more than 60 000 business owners
to ‘plan, start and grow’ their business.
Small Business Victoria provides assistance through things
like training workshops, intensive business mentoring, small
business bus visits and financial support and the small
business festival. With over 390 training workshops delivered
in the last year, it means that there are significant
opportunities for all business owners to get involved and learn
new skills.
The festival which ran through August hosted its largest
program yet with more than 450 free or low-cost events in
metropolitan Melbourne, Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo, Great
South Coast, Gippsland, north-eastern Victoria, Mildura and
Shepparton.
So it’s fair to say this government has a clear cut agenda for
small business designed to give it a voice, the support and the
confidence to thrive. The establishment of a strengthened
Small Business Commission with improved functions and
powers only further serves to achieve this agenda.
The commission will be led and constituted by the small
business commissioner, with a broader mission to assist small
businesses. The commissioner will continue to be
independently appointed for a term of five years by the
Governor in Council and the commission will continue to
submit an annual report to Parliament.
The bill repeals and re-enacts, with amendments, provisions
previously contained in the Small Business Commissioner
Act 2003, which continue to be relevant to small business and
the functions of the small business commissioner. The bill
also provides new functions and powers for the commission,
including more inclusive and accessible dispute resolution
mechanisms. For example, disputes between small businesses
and educational institutions will now be subject to the
commission’s jurisdiction.
One of the new functions of the commission will be to
discreetly assess and provide commentary on proposed
legislation that has the potential to adversely affect small
businesses, where directed by the Minister for Small
Business, Innovation and Trade and in consultation with the
Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and
Resources. The bill provides for the commission to advise
and comment on the development of legislation and
regulatory policy relating to small business and related
matters. This function will build on the commission’s
knowledge and expertise from more than a decade of working
with small businesses. Although the commission will not
have a role in creating policy, it will be able to leverage its
significant expertise to provide relevant insights to the

The bill defines the types of disputes that the commission will
oversee and help to resolve, and expands the range of
organisations to which the dispute resolution services apply.
Small businesses involved in contractual or commercial
disputes with professional associations, as well as industry,
non-profit, or educational entities, such as schools or
universities, for example, will now have the benefit of the
dispute resolution services offered by the commission. A
broader range of government agencies will also be able to
access commercial dispute resolution, providing a more
effective interface with government and public organisations.
For example, disputes that may arise between small
businesses and certain statutory offices classified as special
bodies under the Public Administration Act. This is consistent
with the government’s commitment to improving
accountability across a range of government functions.
The newly constituted commission will also have powers and
functions to work with small business commissioners in other
states and territories, including the commonwealth. The bill
provides for the commission to work collaboratively with
small business commissioners, or their equivalent offices, in
other jurisdictions to enhance conditions for small businesses.
For example, this will enhance the commissioner’s ability to
report on important issues for small business, such as
payment times, and support Victoria’s leadership position
working with the Australian small business and family
enterprise ombudsman in advocating for improved conditions
for small businesses in this critical area.
This change also demonstrates the government’s commitment
to other projects such as improving data collection and
analysis across jurisdictions, and through the harmonisation
of definitions relating to small business. Working with the
Council of Australian Governments, Victoria will continue to
advocate measures that facilitate and enable more effective
international comparisons to better understand the small
business economy.
The government’s priority is to build a strong economy,
improve economic growth, create jobs that support diversity
in employment and improve liveability. As part of this, the
government recognises the importance of building a strong
and confident small business community that contributes to
the creation of future jobs and industries in the Victorian
economy. The government is committed to supporting small
businesses to help them thrive. The new Small Business
Commission will play an important role in this endeavour.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BURGESS
(Hastings).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 23 November.
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written communication, contact by telephone or other
oral communication, or contact by email or other
electronic communication.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 26 October; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I am pleased to be
able to speak this morning on the Working with
Children Amendment Bill 2016. The opposition parties
will not be opposing this bill. For the most part the bill
intends to implement recommendations of the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse and in particular the Working with
Children Checks report, which was published last
November. It implements, if I am not mistaken, five of
those recommendations, and I will turn to some of the
key clauses in a moment.
We note that the gist of the bill is to expand the range of
circumstances in which a working with children check
will be required and also considerably expand the
category of people who will be obliged to obtain
working with children checks. We certainly have no
objection to that, although I will note some concerns
that the government will need to monitor as the scheme
adjusts to these changes, because they are quite
significant.
However, in all of these things, as I have said on other
occasions, matters make their way through the doors of
this chamber because they are hard, not because they
are easy. There is always a very delicate balance
between the rights of people who wish to undertake
child-related work and the countervailing consideration
and policy objective of protecting children and families.
Whilst it is never easy to maintain that balance in many
cases and whilst they are matters for judgement, the
outcomes in our view should always favour the
protection of children first. These amendments will
build on Victoria’s working with children regime. It is a
regime that has been widely accepted and, I think, held
in very high regard but, as with all schemes, it can be
improved.
As I indicated, we will not be opposing the bill. We do
not see its content as contentious in any great way, but I
just want to touch on a few aspects of the bill which are
important to note. The first change that I want to advert
to is the change brought about by clause 4 of the bill,
which deals with ‘direct contact’, one of the key
definitions in the current working with children regime.
The bill proposes that a range of other activities be
added to what constitutes direct contact. The bill
expands that phrase to include contact by post or other

It is important in this context to note a couple of things.
First of all, this is intended to give effect to
recommendation 7 of the Working with Children
Checks report, which the royal commission published
last year. It is worth noting what the report says on
page 66, and I quote:
We acknowledge the potential for confusion regarding
whether certain interactions with children would fall within
the recommended kinds of contact. We also recognise the
potential for expansive interpretations. However, we believe
the state and territory governments can address these concerns
by agreeing on standard definitions for each of the
recommended kinds of contact and amending their WWCC
laws to incorporate those definitions.

We then need to see clause 6 of the bill, which I want to
read with clause 4. It provides that child-related work
will no longer depend on whether or not somebody is
being supervised. We certainly share with the
government the view that supervision is not always
determinative of whether the safety of children is being
best preserved. I note what the report, which I referred
to, said in respect of this recommendation, which leads
on to recommendation 9 of the report. I quote from
page 67:
We believe WWCCs should be required irrespective of
whether or not the contact with children is supervised. We
have heard repeatedly, including through our case studies and
private sessions, that perpetrators can groom children in the
presence of other people. We are therefore concerned with
ensuring that WWCCs are required not only when contact
with children is unsupervised, but also when it is supervised.
It is also significant that most states and territories do not
consider supervision to be a relevant factor in determining
screening requirements for child-related work.

The reason I have referred to both clauses 4 and 6 in
light of recommendations 7 and 9, which I have just
read out, is because it will be essential for the
government and the department to closely observe how
this operates in practice. As the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee (SARC) has noted, this actually
has far-reaching implications. In particular it could
conceivably extend to people who are posting material
on social media to a mass audience which includes
people under the age of 18. It is worth noting what
SARC has said in relation to this. Reading from the
report which was tabled yesterday in this house, I quote
from page 10 of the Alert Digest:
The committee observes that the combined effect of
clauses 4(1) and 6(1) is to prohibit a person from engaging in
work at or for a service, body or place that usually involves
supervised (and non-physical or face-to-face) written, oral or
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electronic communication ‘with a child’ unless that person
has a current working with children assessment notice.

So the clauses I read out earlier would clearly extend,
conceivably, to communications posted to a mass
audience on various social media platforms. SARC
then goes on to note, and I quote from page 11 of this
report:
The committee notes that the terms ‘written’, ‘oral’ and
‘electronic communications’ ‘with a child’ potentially include
mass public communications; (e.g., newsletters, management
of social media accounts, YouTube videos) whose recipients
include people under 18.
The committee will write to the Attorney-General seeking
further information as to whether or not the definitions of
written, oral and electronic communications with a child
extend to mass, public communications whose recipients
include people under 18.

We certainly support the idea of the definitions of direct
contact and child-related work being expanded, but we,
through the government, need to ensure that these
changes are not going to lead others in circumstances
which we normally would not have considered — such
as mass communications on social media platforms —
to have required working with children checks. The
government will need to consider whether it is worth
reviewing how this is operating in practice after a
period.
I do want to note in general clauses 7 to 12, which
effect a number of changes in relation to applications
for working with children checks and also
reassessments of working with children checks. I note
in relation to clauses 7 and 9 that current sections 12, 13
and 14 are to be amended so that when an application
for a working with children check is being considered,
any offences or charges which the applicant for that
check has faced in relation to whether it is a schedule 1
or schedule 2 offence in the principal act will be
considered at the time the acts or alleged acts were
committed.
We certainly do not have any objections to those
changes being made. In relation to reassessments, the
same changes are replicated in clauses 10, 11 and 12.
Again these changes are intended to ensure that any
charges or offences against relevant defences, whether
in schedule 1 or 2, are to be considered at the time they
were committed or alleged to have been committed. We
note that the changes made in clauses 7 to 12 are driven
by departmental recommendations, as we understand it,
and have been advised they do not give effect to the
recommendations of the royal commission, but
nevertheless we are happy to see how those changes
operate in practice.
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Turning then very briefly to a few of the other changes
which the bill effects, we note that under clause 13 the
Secretary of the Department of Justice and Regulation
is not required to continue to carry out or complete the
reassessment of a person whose assessment notice has
been revoked under subsection (1) of section 21A of the
principal act. We think that is in keeping with the
purpose of the scheme, which is quite obviously to
ensure that someone’s application does not proceed if
there is a revocation in place.
We also note clause 18, which inserts new section 41A
into the principal act. It provides that if the Secretary of
the Department of Justice and Regulation suspects that
a person has committed an offence against this act or
the regulations or part 5 of the Sex Offenders
Registration Act 2004, the secretary may, by notice in
writing, require any person to provide any information
that the secretary thinks necessary to determine whether
that suspicion is reasonable. I note very quickly that
section 41A(2) allows a person who receives such a
notice to refuse to provide that information if they have
a reasonable excuse. I just wanted to spend a moment
on this, because section 41A(4), also inserted by
clause 18, provides that for the purposes of
subsection (2), which refers to reasonable excuse, it is a
reasonable excuse for a natural person to refuse or fail
to provide information that the person is required to
provide if the provision of the information would tend
to incriminate the person. This raises a policy
conundrum touching upon the balance between the
longstanding right against self-incrimination under our
system of justice and the overarching purpose.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Former Minister for Training and Skills
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. Premier, why did it take you
two weeks to do what every Victorian knew you should
have done a fortnight ago? Why has it taken so long for
Steve Herbert to go?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Government and
opposition members will come to order. The Leader of
the Opposition put a question to the Premier in silence.
The Premier will be heard in silence when responding
to the Leader of the Opposition on a substantive
question.
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Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. The former Minister for
Training and Skills, and Minister for Corrections made
a serious error. He reflected on that error. He has made
repayments, as he should, and he has tendered his
resignation. I have accepted that resignation.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ferntree
Gully is warned and will not be warned again.
Mr ANDREWS — I will take the opportunity, as I
have in a statement, to thank him for his service to our
state, in TAFE, which of course was shamefully cut by
those opposite, and in other responsibilities. He has
paid a high — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Essendon
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Essendon will withdraw himself from house for the
period of 11⁄2 hours.
Honourable member for Essendon withdrew from
chamber.
Mr Guy interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition will come and see the Chair after question
time.

Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS

Member for Kew

Former Minister for Training and Skills

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew
was warned yesterday; he will not be warned again.
The member for Kew will withdraw himself from the
house for the period of 11⁄2 hours.
Honourable member for Kew withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Former Minister for Training and Skills
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — As I was saying,
Mr Herbert has made a significant error. He has
reflected upon that, he has made repayments, he has
acknowledged that he did the wrong thing and he has
tendered his resignation. And I have accepted that
resignation. And despite the shouting of others, that is
the answer.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Treasurer is warned.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Premier, is
it not a fact that the only reason Steve Herbert has gone
on the day of the US election is not that — —

Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Premier, is
it not a fact that the only reason Steve Herbert has gone
on the day of the US election is not that you care that he
has been caught rorting the system but that you are only
obsessed with minimising your own media damage?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier was asked a
supplementary question. The Premier will respond, and
the Premier will be heard in silence.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — The answer is no.

Ministers statements: SPC Ardmona
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — The government has
always appreciated — and perhaps the entire
Parliament has always appreciated — the commitment
that SPC Ardmona and Coca-Cola Amatil have made
and shown towards the people of the Goulburn Valley,
including direct employees, those in the supply chain
and growers. We have always, I think, acknowledged
and appreciated that commitment and how significant it
is. That is why I was pleased, prior to being elected, to
make commitments to bail out, to support, to partner
with SPC and Coca-Cola Amatil in the Goulburn
Valley. That then led the then government — pretty
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slow to act most times, but they got around to it, they
did; that is a fact — to provide $22 million, and it was
welcomed.
What is more, though, at that time, following that
$22 million commitment, Woolworths made a very
public commitment to source tomatoes and fruit grown
in the Goulburn Valley and processed by SPC
Ardmona for a period of five years. Now it is of great
concern to, I am sure, all Victorians that Woolworths,
rather than honouring that commitment, have decided
to breach that commitment — —
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Opposition to that. I have made a statement as well, and
he can perhaps take the time to read that as well. The
minister made a serious error. He has reflected upon
that and he has made a decision to resign, and I have
accepted his resignation. Despite the shouting of those
opposite, they are the facts, and that is the answer to the
Leader of the Opposition’s question.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Premier,
everyone knows Steve Herbert still owes the taxpayer
money. No-one believes that $192 — —

Honourable members interjecting.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — ‘Shame’ is in fact the right
word. The Minister for Agriculture and Minister for
Regional Development is having discussions with both
SPC and Woolworths. We are encouraged by SPC’s
commentary that this should not affect jobs, but you
cannot help but think that this is an issue of certainty for
the future. Woolworths themselves boasted that their
purchasing would provide greater certainty.
I would call upon Woolworths management to reflect
on this decision, reflect on the commitment they have
made and the fact that they ought to, as a matter of
good corporate responsibility, honour the commitments
that they have made to the growers, the workers and the
families of the Goulburn Valley. That would be the
right thing to do.
Questions and statements interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to welcome to the
gallery the Honourable Robert Maclellan, a former
Minister for Planning.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Questions and statements resumed.

Former Minister for Training and Skills
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is again to the Premier. Premier, what has
changed? What new information, what else have you
found out or been made aware of about Steve Herbert’s
conduct that has meant you today have demanded his
resignation after defiantly doing nothing about it for the
last two weeks?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — The former minister
has made a statement, and I direct the Leader of the

Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Footscray
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Footscray will withdraw herself from the house for the
period of 11⁄2 hours.
Honourable member for Footscray withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Former Minister for Training and Skills
Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Premier,
everyone knows that Steve Herbert still owes the
taxpayer money. No-one believes that $192.80
represents the whole of his rorting and ends this matter.
Premier, will you today ask — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Ivanhoe
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ivanhoe
will leave the house for the period of 11⁄2 hours.
Honourable member for Ivanhoe withdrew from
chamber.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS

strategies, financial management and help with market
access and business valuations.

Former Minister for Training and Skills

This support is on top of our $50 million economic
growth zone. That is a program that will help in terms
of providing reimbursements of certain fees, charges
and duties for new and expanding businesses. That is
on top of the additional announcements that have been
made around a $10 million economic facilitation fund,
which is already supporting job creation and business
growth in the Latrobe Valley.

Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — No-one
believes that $192.80 represents the whole of this
rorting and ends this matter, so I ask: will you today ask
the Ombudsman to thoroughly investigate this matter
by speaking to all drivers, to all staff, to ascertain
accurately how many times your former minister has
systematically rorted the system and at what cost?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Government members
and opposition members will come to order. The
Premier, to be heard in silence. Government members
will facilitate the Premier to respond, in silence.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. He seems unaware that
the Ombudsman is an independent statutory officer of
this Parliament, and those matters that she chooses to
investigate are a matter for her.

Ministers statements: Latrobe Valley business
support
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Industry and
Employment) — I rise to inform the house today of
measures the Andrews government is taking to support
businesses in the Latrobe Valley. We announced last
Thursday that we will provide support for workers, and
that is what we are doing. We also acutely aware that
local businesses will feel the impact of the closure of
Hazelwood, and that is why we will provide tailored
support for business diversification to help them
identify new opportunities and develop a transition
plan. These guidelines have been approved, and they
are now ready to go. These grants have been successful
in the automotive sector, where the government has
approved 42 projects, totalling over $800 000, to
support businesses in transition.
The Latrobe Valley Authority and Regional
Development Victoria have already contacted 25 per
cent of businesses that supply services to Hazelwood,
and the rest of those businesses will be contacted as
soon as possible. Eligible businesses can work with
specialists to help develop transition plans, and other
services will be made available, including new product
development, business matching, sales and marketing

We are also working very closely with community
leaders on the development of a high-tech precinct in
Morwell. That is a local, homegrown proposal which
will see business and education institutions come
together to bring new industries and investments to the
Latrobe Valley.
Unlike those opposite, who have made false promises
to the Latrobe Valley in the past, we will always stand
with the people and businesses of the Latrobe Valley.

Hazelwood power station
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — My question is to the
Premier. In 2010 then Premier John Brumby said:
You either support the closure of Hazelwood power station or
you don’t, and I do.

Premier, will you be as honest to the people of the
Latrobe Valley as John Brumby was? Do you support
the closure of the Hazelwood power station, yes or no?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the member
for Morwell for his question. He refers to former
Premier John Brumby, who took a position to the 2010
election, a position that I would have thought the
member for Morwell and those opposite would be well
acquainted with, given that they won that election and
then formed government and for four years governed
this state. We will not reflect on that period of complete
inaction in our state.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Government and
opposition members will come to order.
Mr ANDREWS — No plan. They have all found
their voices very recently on these issues, Speaker, it
would seem.
Mr Guy interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier, to
continue.
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Mr ANDREWS — The member for Morwell asked
a question. I am attempting to answer it, but I do not
think I will bother shouting over the top of the Leader
of the Opposition. The election was of course won by
those opposite. In 2014 there was another election, and
this government took no such plan in relation to
Hazelwood. I am very disappointed, as are, I would
hope, all Victorians, that last Thursday 750 workers and
their families got the most difficult news possible —
that their livelihoods would be taken away at the end of
March next year. This was not a decision made by the
government; it was a decision made by the French
company who owns the power station.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance. The Premier was asked a straightforward
question by the member for Morwell: does he support
the closure of the Hazelwood power station, yes or no?
It was a sensible, serious, straightforward question to
the Premier. He has got 1 minute and 20 seconds left,
and he has not answered that question.
Mr Foley interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for
Housing, Disability and Ageing will come to order. The
Chair does not uphold the point of order.
Mr ANDREWS — The power station will close at
the end of March as a result of a decision made by the
French company that owns it.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, I do not think any
Victorian — and I made this point last Thursday —
ought to be celebrating or supporting or being pleased
about the fact that 750 workers have lost their jobs.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
uphold the point of order.
Mr ANDREWS — This was a decision made by a
private company, and the support that this government
will offer is for those 750 workers and their families
and the broader Latrobe Valley. The member for
Morwell can then, rather than trying to fit this
government up with the commitments of another
government six years ago, when this government made
no such commitments — —
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, the
member for Morwell asked a pretty simple question.
With 8 seconds to go we are none the wiser whether the
Premier supports the closure of Hazelwood or he does
not — a simple question. We just need a simple answer.
We are none the wiser with 8 seconds left.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Premier, to conclude his contribution.
Mr ANDREWS — The government acknowledges
the decision that has been made by this company and
the pain that it has caused. Our support will be there for
everybody affected.
Supplementary question
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — Premier, given you
have not answered the substantive question,
Minister D’Ambrosio is on the record as stating that the
government had a plan to phase out Hazelwood, that
keeping Hazelwood fully operating is disgraceful and
that not closing Hazelwood is backward-looking.
Premier, will you stand by your minister’s comments
and finally have the decency to admit that closing
Hazelwood at the expense of 1000 Latrobe Valley jobs
has been Labor’s policy all along?

Ms Kealy interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Lowan
is warned.
Mr ANDREWS — In fact I called such celebration
at best distasteful and indeed perhaps much worse than
that. The questioner is attempting to take a commitment
from 2010 — —
Mr Northe — On a point of order, Speaker, in terms
of relevance. The question was very direct and succinct
and asked the Premier whether he supported the closure
of Hazelwood power station, yes or no, as per the
position of the former Premier. The Premier is not
answering the question as it was asked of him. I ask
you to bring him back to answering the question as
asked.

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the member
for Morwell for his supplementary question. He is
simply wrong.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — They can shout all they want.
They can shout, they can quote, they can do whatever
they want.
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.
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SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Ferntree Gully
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ferntree
Gully will withdraw himself from the house for the
period of 1½ hours. The Premier is entitled to silence
when endeavouring to respond to a question put by the
member for Morwell.
Honourable member for Ferntree Gully withdrew
from chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Hazelwood power station
Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — Of course there will
be no quoting from those opposite of the CEO of the
company, who has made this decision. Despite being
asked 100 different ways, did any — —
Mr Northe — On a point of order, Speaker, I am
happy to table the comments from the minister for the
Premier’s benefit if he wishes to — —
The SPEAKER — Order! Leave is not granted.
There is no point of order. The Premier, to continue.
Mr ANDREWS — As the CEO of the company —
the person who actually made this decision — has
made very clear when asked 100 different ways, ‘Did
any government policy affect your decision?’, the
answer is no. That is the answer. If the member for
Morwell wants to quote people, he ought to quote the
company that made the decision. What is more, perhaps
he ought to be more focused on supporting his
community than playing games.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance. The Premier has spent more than a third of
his answer talking about comments from the CEO of
the company. The question was very direct as to
whether or not the Premier stood by his minister’s
comments. It had nothing to do with the CEO of the
company. While there are only 3 seconds left, I would
hope, if possible, the Premier could answer the
question.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition will resume his seat. There is no point of
order. The Premier, to continue.
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Mr ANDREWS — She, unlike anyone opposite, is
an outstanding minister who will continue to back
everyone in the valley.

Ministers statements: Hazelwood mine fire
Ms HENNESSY (Minister for Health) — I rise to
update the house on actions that our government has
been taking to heal the very deep damage that was done
to the Latrobe Valley community and particularly their
health and wellbeing in the wake of the mine fire that
occurred. I am very, very proud of the work that we
have been doing, standing and working with that
community in their time of need. Members will
remember that during that mine fire this was a
community that called out for support and for
information about their health and wellbeing. They
wanted assistance, and they felt utterly abandoned and
neglected by the previous government during that mine
fire.
In stark contrast we have been working with this
community. We reopened the mine fire inquiry. We are
acting on all of those recommendations, and we stand
with the Latrobe Valley community today and
tomorrow when it comes to improving their health and
wellbeing. I was very proud to stand with my colleague
from the other place Ms Harriet Shing to announce a
$27 million investment. When this community said that
they wanted the valley to be established as a special
health zone, the first in Australia, we listened and we
acted. When that community said that they wanted to
have a seat at the table when it came to making
decisions about how health funding was invested in that
community, we acted and we listened. We established
the health assembly, and I am really delighted that we
have been overwhelmed with interest from the local
community to participate in that.
When that community said that they wanted access to
better services for their respiratory concerns after the
mine fire, we established a public lung function clinic
so people could get the services and support that they
need. When that community said that they wanted
information and assurance about ash in their roof
cavities, we listened and we acted. We are now
conducting testing in respect of the ash that sits in the
roof cavities of that community. Unlike those opposite,
we will stand with the valley today, tomorrow — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s time has
now expired.
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Hazelwood power station
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — My question is to
the Premier. Yesterday in question time and again today
the Premier stated clearly that this government’s actions
and policies had nothing to do with the retirement of the
Hazelwood coal power station. Given the government
now admits it has done nothing so far to transition us
away from polluting brown coal as an energy source,
will it — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Melbourne is entitled to silence when putting a question
to the Premier. The member for Melbourne, to
continue.
Ms SANDELL — Given the government now
admits it has done nothing so far to transition us away
from polluting brown coal as an energy source, will it
similarly do nothing to plan the retirement of Victoria’s
remaining brown coal plants, such as Yallourn and Loy
Yang A and B, thus leaving communities with even
more uncertainty about their future and potentially
meaning coal plants can keep polluting for years into
the future?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the member
for Melbourne for her question. The member for
Melbourne would seem more interested in taking credit
than anything else. If it is the mission in political life for
the member for Melbourne to take credit for 750 jobs
lost and families doing it very tough in the Latrobe
Valley, I will leave it to her to claim that credit instead
of what are essentially political games from both sides,
whether it be from the Greens member for Melbourne
or those here who, when they were in power, literally
abandoned the valley — quite literally. I will leave that
to them.
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commentator, as some are happy to be. It is not every
day that we have the great fortune to sit opposite this lot
over here who, when they had the chance, simply
said — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, it is a shame you did not
do a bit of yelling in cabinet when you walked out on
the Latrobe Valley — you did not say a word. The
policy response? ‘Here is a mop and bucket’. That is
what they said to the people of the valley.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, I just
wanted to ask the Premier what happened with his
comment yesterday that ‘We will not be playing
politics with this. We will be working together in a
bipartisan situation — —
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Premier to continue.
Mr ANDREWS — It is always great to have an
intervention from Captain Bipartisan over there from
Warrandyte. Can you spell it? You could not spell it.
What is the youth unemployment rate over there?
Failed minister!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will turn
around. The Premier to continue, in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — While the member for
Melbourne celebrates, we will continue to work hard to
support those families and everyone in the Latrobe
Valley. We will not be celebrating their difficulties or
abandoning them, as those opposite so shamefully did.
Supplementary question

I cannot allow to go unchallenged the last bit of the
question, which feigned some interest in certainty and
the welfare of workers. I do not know about that, and
given some of the social media literally celebrating —
salivating and celebrating — the loss of these jobs, I
will leave it to the good people of Victoria to work out
who it will fall to to actually support these families. It
will not be the soot-and-dust brigade over there and it
will not be those in the cheap seats who are at best
commentators and at worst the frauds we know them to
be when it comes to supporting economic development,
retraining, jobs, prosperity and the rights and
aspirations of working people. It will be the Labor
government that delivers that, this day and the next day
and every day. It is not the greatest of gifts to be a

Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — This week a group
of prominent Australians made a public statement
asking governments for a comprehensive plan to retire
our polluting coal power plants and implement a just
transition to clean jobs for affected communities. It
included people like the chair of the Clean Energy
Council, the former Governor-General Quentin Bryce,
the vice-chancellor of the University of New South
Wales and even the CEO of AGL.
So my supplementary question is: will the Victorian
government release a plan to retire all remaining brown
coal power stations in Victoria or instead leave this up
to multinational coal companies, which we know will
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just leave more uncertainty for the Latrobe Valley and
will also be bad for our climate and future generations?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the member
for Melbourne for acknowledging that it was a
multinational company that closed Hazelwood. Here I
was, thinking that it was the member for Melbourne
who had closed Hazelwood. At least that is what social
media says: ‘We did it’, ‘I did it’, ‘Good on you’. If
those opposite want to claim credit for the pain that
those workers are going through and celebrate it, I will
leave that to them.
We do not need, member for Melbourne, to be told to
invest in renewable energy; we do not need to be told to
support workers in transition; we do not need to be told
by prominent Australians or even the member for
Melbourne to redraft and reset the terrible planning
laws put in place by those opposite that cost so many
jobs in the wind energy sector. We do not need to be
told these things. We know them to be important and
we have wasted no time delivering on each and every
one of these. If only I had more time, I could
keep — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. There is a point of order by the member for
Melbourne. The member for Melbourne is entitled to a
point of order, and the member will be heard in silence.
Ms Sandell — Thank you, Speaker. On a point of
order, both of my questions were very clear about
whether the government has a plan for other brown coal
plants in Victoria. This has not been addressed in either
the first question or the supplementary, and I ask you to
rule the Premier unresponsive and to require him to
provide an answer in writing.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Premier has concluded.

Ministers statements: Hazelwood power station
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) — I rise to update
the house on how we are standing with the workers and
the community of the Latrobe Valley. Last Thursday,
Engie announced that it would close Hazelwood in
April next year. Whilst we had hoped for a different
outcome, our government had planned for this decision.
That is why I, along with the Premier and the Minister
for Industry and Employment, travelled — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The members for
Hawthorn and Gippsland are warned. The minister will
continue, in silence.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — That is why I, together with
the Premier and the Minister for Industry and
Employment, travelled to the valley last Thursday to
stand with the people of the valley. Not only to stand
with them, but announce a vital package to support the
workers of Hazelwood.
The Premier and I promised a month ago, when we
were visiting the workforce in the valley, that if
Hazelwood closed, we would stand with them. Last
Thursday that is exactly what we did, and we will
continue to do that. Our response was in stark
contrast —
Mrs Fyffe interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Evelyn
is warned.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — to what we heard from
others in this chamber. We have had one member of the
chamber not only celebrate the loss of 750 jobs but
claim it as their win. Well, I have got news. I have had
a number of discussions with Engie. In my most recent
discussions with Engie and the CEO, Alex Keisser, not
once did he mention the name of the member for
Melbourne as the person who owned this decision and
who could claim credit for it. The response from the
member is not only delusional but effectively shameful.
That is not the way we arrange ourselves, and that is not
the way we respond to challenges. It is pathetic. It is
divisive and our government will stand with the
workers — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s time has
expired.

Electricity supply
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — My question is to
the Premier. The Australian Energy Market Operator
(AEMO) has stated that as a consequence of
Hazelwood’s closure electricity capacity reserves in
Victoria are projected to be —
Ms Green interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Yan
Yean is warned.
Mr SOUTHWICK — negative 145 megawatts in
the summer of 2017–18 at times of peak demand. In
other words, instead of having a reserve capacity,
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Victoria will have a capacity shortage of
145 megawatts. Premier, is it not a fact that in five
months time your government’s policy to close
Hazelwood will mean that Victoria will in future be
dependent on importing power from other states in
order to supply the electricity we need during critical
peak times?
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SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Gembrook
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook will withdraw himself from the house for a
period of 1½ hours. The Premier is entitled to silence.
The Chair must be able to hear the Premier.

Mr Katos interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for South
Barwon is warned.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the member
for Caulfield for his ministerial statement, or was it
perhaps — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, the member for Caulfield
is pretty laughable. The Leader of the Opposition just
said he is very funny. You bet he is. He is laughable,
absolutely laughable. I would refer the member for
Caulfield, the visiting professor as it were, to the
statement — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mordialloc is warned.
Mr Southwick — On a point of order, Speaker, on
responsiveness. The matter that I raise is a very serious
matter. This is about people’s jobs and future, and the
way that our Premier is trivialising this and not
answering the question is an absolute disgrace. I ask
you to bring the Premier back to answering the question
and not trivialising jobs lost in the Latrobe Valley.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will come
back to answering the question.
Mr ANDREWS — Thank you, Speaker. I thought
it might have been a point of order that I had got the
title wrong, but apparently not. There is nothing trivial
about energy security. There is nothing trivial about job
losses. Absolutely not. That is why the government has
laid out a clear plan to —
Mr Battin interjected.
Questions and statements interrupted.

Honourable member for Gembrook withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Electricity supply
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — That is why the
government has laid out a clear plan to support each
and every one of those workers and their families, and
to deal with broader economic development
opportunities and the challenge of that across the
Latrobe Valley. The questioner referred me to
statements made by the Australian Energy Market
Operator. If you look at the full statement of the
Australian Energy Market Operator, they make it very
clear that there will be more than sufficient power for
Victoria’s needs. That is the statement of — —
Mr M. O’Brien interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, it is news apparently to
the shadow of a Treasurer, the member for Malvern,
that we have a national grid. You would think a former
energy minister would know that we have a national
grid — a national grid in our nation. That is what we
have.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, at the end of the
day — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. The member for Caulfield, in silence, on a
point of order.
Mr Southwick — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance. The question was specifically about how
Victoria will go during these important times and
whether we will be an importer of energy rather than an
exporter. It is not about jobs, not about the national
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energy market, but about what we are doing in terms of
that — —
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SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Mordialloc

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Caulfield will resume his seat. There is no point of
order. The Premier to continue.
Mr ANDREWS — I am sorry. Perhaps I misheard
the question. Apparently it is not about jobs and it is not
about the national energy market. Apparently it is not.
The member for Caulfield seems somewhat confused. I
direct him to the full statement issued by AEMO. They
have been very clear about adequacy of supply. What is
also clear to people who have even a passing
knowledge of this sector, which apparently is not a
boast the former energy minister or the pretend minister
for Caulfield can make, is we have a national energy
market, and we are stronger for it. We will be
continuing to support workers and their families. We
will continue to support those in the valley. What is
more, we will continue to support the development of
renewables. We will continue to develop proper energy
policy — —
Mr Southwick — On a point of order, Speaker, on
responsiveness. I ask you to bring the Premier back to
answering the question. The question was specifically
about how Victoria would make up the 145 megawatts
that will be lost during peak demand. I ask you to bring
the Premier back to answering the question.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Premier was being responsive. The Premier,
to continue.
Mr ANDREWS — The answer is of course we are
part of a national energy market and a national energy
grid. The fact that the shadow minister for energy and
resources, the member for Caulfield, needed me to
confirm that is a commentary on him and all who
support him.
Supplementary question
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — Premier,
electricity in the national electricity market is supplied
by interconnectors.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Questions and statements interrupted.

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mordialloc had been warned. He will withdraw himself
from the house for a period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Mordialloc withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Electricity supply
Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — Electricity in the
national electricity market is supplied via
interconnectors. In the past 12 months the
interconnector to South Australia has failed, plunging
the state into blackouts, and the Basslink interconnector
between Victoria and Tasmania has also failed, causing
severe restrictions in Tasmania. Given the track record
of failure, will you guarantee, when we become
dependent on other states for our critical electricity
needs due to Hazelwood’s closure, that there will be no
blackouts and the lights will stay on?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — The member for
Caulfield is correct; there are interconnectors. He listed
two of them. He failed to list the third interconnector.
There is a reason you have three interconnectors, and
that is called redundancy — that is, you have a series of
fail-safes, if you like, as best you can, in a — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is unable to
hear the Premier. The Chair would appreciate it if the
Premier would look to the Chair in order to facilitate
the Chair hearing the Premier’s response.
Mr ANDREWS — Thanks very much, Speaker.
The — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — Apparently it is word games
now. I think the best thing we might be able to do, with
the greatest of respect to the member for Caulfield in all
of his different capacities, is to get him a briefing, and I
will organise one.
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Ministers statements: Latrobe Valley schools
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) — I rise to
update the house about progress the Andrews
government has made in rolling out our education state
initiatives in the Latrobe Valley over the last couple of
years. There are now 43 schools across the Latrobe
Valley participating in the school breakfast program.
Over 6000 items of clothing have been provided to over
1000 families across the Latrobe Valley through the
Affordable School Uniforms fund. We have received
over 15 000 applications from students for support
under the Camps, Sports and Excursions Fund. This
program has seen $2.5 million provided to Latrobe
Valley families.
We all remember it was the member for Morwell and
his government that cut the education maintenance
allowance. He walked away from the most vulnerable
families in the Latrobe Valley.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is both misleading the house and debating the
issue. I ask you to bring him back to making a ministers
statement.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Clarinda is warned. The minister is making a statement.
The minister is entitled to silence. The Leader of the
House will come to order. The Chair calls on the
minister to come back to making a statement.
Mr MERLINO — The Andrews Labor government
has invested $58.7 million in school infrastructure in
our first two budgets across the Latrobe Valley, in
18 projects. We inherited a situation where in the City
of Morwell not one school was funded. What was the
member for Morwell doing for four miserable years?
Under the Andrews government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister is entitled
to silence when making a ministers statement. The
minister will continue, in silence.
Mr MERLINO — Under the Andrews government
there have been seven school upgrades, the Morwell
schools regeneration project, seven Doctors in
Secondary Schools initiatives, one Inclusive Schools
Fund project, one school pride project and a tech school
for the Latrobe Valley. I pay tribute to a member for
Eastern Victoria Region in the Legislative Council,
Harriet Shing, who has been a tireless advocate for the
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people of the Latrobe Valley, unlike the member for
Morwell.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Ms Ryall — Deputy Speaker, my point of order
relates to a constituency question asked of the Minister
for Education back on 13 September 2016. I note he
has just been boasting in the chamber, yet that question
that relates to airflow in the coalition-funded rebuilt
Eastwood Primary School has still not been answered,
and it is well over the 30 days. Can I suggest that I
raised this last sitting. I am now raising again this
sitting that a very prompt answer be requested from the
Minister for Education in relation to that question.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will pass
that request on to the Speaker.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
on 30 August I asked question 9189 of the Minister for
Police regarding consultation with the Burwood
community around the closure of the Burwood police
station, noting that the minister had previously talked
about the fact that the police were required to consult. It
has been well over 60 days since that question was
asked, and I have received no answer. I would ask that
you get the Speaker to actually require the minister to
answer the question. This is not the first time I have
raised this as a point of order, and I would strenuously
point out the fact that I think my community deserves
an answer to this very important question.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I remember
the last time you raised it. I shall pass that request on to
the Speaker.
Mr Watt — On a further point of order, Deputy
Speaker, on 14 April this year I asked a question of the
Minister for Planning regarding the Markham estate
and statements he had made on 774 ABC radio about
seven storeys being acceptable. I note that on 24 May I
raised a point of order with regard to the fact that the
minister, while having put some words on a piece of
paper, did not actually answer the question. I remember
specifically asking the Speaker to look into whether or
not the question had been answered. I am yet to receive
an answer. I have looked and cannot find whether or
not that particular point of order that I raised at that time
has been dealt with. My community is very much
interested in knowing when the minister decided that
seven storeys was acceptable. Given the fact that in the
last week we have just discovered there is a
seven-storey building being built on that site — —
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Just on the
point of order.
Mr Watt — It is an extremely important issue. I
would like my previous point of order chased up as to
whether or not the minister’s answer, given back in
May, was actually an answer or was just words on a
piece of paper.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will refer
that matter to the Speaker to follow up with both the
clerks and himself in terms of whether that has been
answered. It may have been answered by the Speaker
and put in Hansard, but I will refer that to him.

Hastings electorate
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) — (11 961) My question
is to the Minister for Police. The June quarter 2016
Victorian crime statistics show crime has continued to
spiral out of control across Victoria. It is up 13.4 per
cent in local government areas in the Hastings
electorate, with the City of Casey up 17.7 per cent, the
City of Frankston up 12.5 per cent and the Shire of
Mornington Peninsula up 10 per cent. The statistics also
indicate a startling leap of as much as 50 per cent in
crime in townships across the Hastings electorate. The
Premier and Minister for Police can do no better than
claim that the epidemic of home invasions across our
state, including in homes such as that of Lisa Stark and
her family, are just a very small number, a disgraceful
attitude from people tasked with keeping our
community safe. When pressed on numbers of police
the Premier and Minister for Police again expose the
mediocrity of their thinking and performance by
claiming there are almost as many police now in
Victoria as there were under the previous government.
Of course both fail to acknowledge that over that period
of time Victoria has gained more than 200 000 more
people.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired. Before I call
the honourable member for Dandenong, I note that I
have said time and time again that honourable members
need to ask their questions at the beginning of their
constituency question. The honourable member for
Hastings actually ran out of time. He did not ask a
question, so I implore honourable members to ask their
questions at the beginning of the question.

Dandenong electorate
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — (11 962) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety. I ask the minister: what changes will
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occur as part of the upgrade at the intersection of
Robinson Street and Princes Highway in Dandenong,
and how will these changes improve safety and traffic
flow at the intersection? Since my election in 2014 the
intersection of Robinson Street and Princes Highway in
Dandenong has been consistently raised with me as a
traffic and safety concern by local residents. I was
delighted that $1.7 million of funding will be provided
by this government to upgrade the intersection and
make it safer and simpler to navigate for both motorists
and pedestrians. The project will be delivered in
partnership with the City of Greater Dandenong and
again highlights this government’s continued
commitment to revitalising central Dandenong. Can the
minister please outline details of the design works and
the impacts on this intersection?

Gippsland East electorate
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — (11 963) My
constituency question is also to the Minister for Police.
The information I seek is whether the minister is
planning to provide additional police resources to Lakes
Entrance and Mallacoota and other holiday locations
outside those regions this summer. Last week I was
contacted by a Lakes Entrance resident who was
concerned with the level of crime in the town.
Subsequent discussions about the increased pressure on
police in these locations over the holiday times ensued.
There has been some talk that additional police will be
supplied to these locations from Bairnsdale; however,
this is far from ideal, as Bairnsdale police also have
larger holiday crowds to deal with, both in Bairnsdale
and also at locations like Paynesville and Eagle Point.
The issue of additional resources over holiday times is
something I have raised with the minister on several
occasions, and I have yet to receive an appropriate
response. I ask the minister if she can confirm whether
additional police will be provided to East Gippsland
holiday locations from outside the region.

Yan Yean electorate
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — (11 964) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport. What are the employment opportunities for
my constituents and workers across Melbourne’s north,
directly and indirectly, from the construction of the rail
line to Mernda? Will there be advice and publicity,
particularly for locals in Melbourne’s north, about how
they can gain employment on the construction of this
transformational project? The minister will be well
aware of the impact the closure of Ford is having in my
region, especially in the Whittlesea and Hume local
government areas, and the importance of new jobs
close to home in the outer suburbs of Melbourne.
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Evelyn electorate
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — (11 965) My constituency
question is for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety.
My office has received several complaints from
constituents about the ever increasing potholes on the
Maroondah Highway, a major arterial road for my
community that goes through Lilydale. Can the minister
advise as to the time frame when the state of these
roads will be addressed so that I can advise my
constituents? As theirs is an electorate with a mix of
country and suburban roads, my constituents are very
concerned, particularly because of the cuts made by this
government to road asset management.

Sunbury electorate
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — (11 966) My question is
to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety. What is the
latest information on project design and delivery of
signals at the Gap Road and Horne Street intersection in
Sunbury? Members will be aware that I had the great
pleasure of announcing the signalisation of this
intersection with the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety earlier this year. This intersection has been
ranked in the RACV Redspot Survey as the seventh
worst in Victoria, and its removal is of great importance
to me and the Sunbury community. I ask the minister
for the latest information on the project design and
delivery time frames.

Sandringham electorate
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — (11 967) My
constituency question is directed to the Minister for
Public Transport. My question to the minister is: does
the government have any plans to expand car parking
around Sandringham electorate railway stations? The
lack of parking, with Melbourne’s population doubling
over the next 30 years, is a major, major issue. There is
a massive shortage of parking at the Sandringham,
Highett, Cheltenham and Mentone railway stations,
which has forced elderly residents at times to park up to
a kilometre away from the stations. With Melbourne’s
population projected to double, there being no increase
in parking in the Sandringham electorate is a grievous
issue for many people. I would welcome the advice of
the minister in relation to the Sandringham electorate
specifically.
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level crossings on the Frankston line has ended,
residents in my electorate would like to know what
happens next and when a decision will be made on the
preferred design options for removing each of the four
level crossings in my electorate of Carrum. Community
support for the removal of these dangerous and
congested level crossings is overwhelming, and I know
residents are very keen to hear what the next steps are
in the level crossing removal project on the Frankston
line.

Polwarth electorate
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) — (11 969) My question
is to the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change. Can the minister reveal what penalties will be
applicable to gas supply companies who are not making
reasonable efforts to read gas meters within the
recommended 60-day cycle? The energy retail code
specifies that gas meters should be read every 60 days.
Provisions are made for lack-of-access issues caused
usually by home owners, whereby gas retailers can use
an estimated bill.
Unfortunately in the townships of Colac and
Camperdown most consumers have not received an
actual read on their natural gas bill for three billing
cycles. The retailer is blaming the distributor, and the
distributor is blaming a lack of staff. Poor billing on a
crucial home budget item such as gas after a very long
winter is not something families and those on fixed
incomes will welcome. While some people may get a
credit after lending money for many months to a large
multinational, many will be stung with high catch-up
bills.
In light of what the minister is doing with energy
supply in this state at the moment, with the mass forced
redundancies in the east of the state and the lack of
exploration for gas, I would have thought finding
qualified people to read meters should not be yet
another problem in the energy supply system in
Victoria.

Frankston electorate

Carrum electorate

Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — (11 970) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Public
Transport. Could the minister please provide a report on
the PenBus trial, including any options for continuation
of the service following the conclusion of the trial?

Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — (11 968) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Public
Transport. Now that the period for community
consultation and community feedback in relation to the

PenBus was a trial funded by the Gillard government,
which was axed by the Turnbull government whilst the
Napthine government slept on the job as usual.
Working with the Mornington Peninsula Shire, I was
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able to introduce the PenBus, aka route 887 university
connector. The state government has introduced this
12-month trial. Now that the trial is ending, the
opposition, who previously failed our students by not
funding it either federally or at a state level, are trying
to jump on board because they know that I have been
working hard to help our peninsula students and want
to take some credit.
What have they done? They have done petitions. They
are too lazy to write a letter themselves, so they get
other people to do it for them! PenBus is a great
initiative. It connects peninsula students and job seekers
to tertiary education, training and employment
opportunities. It is crucial to the peninsula, and I look
forward to the minister’s response.

WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — Before we broke off
for question time I was addressing clause 18 of the bill,
which inserts new section 41A, and I was about to turn
to subsection (4) which would allow somebody to
refuse to provide material on the grounds that it might
tend to incriminate that person.
There is a strong policy reason for maintaining what is
a very longstanding principle in our law about the right
against self-incrimination, but as I have indicated
previously in my remarks, that is to be balanced against
other competing considerations. Whilst we obviously
do not object to this clause, it does raise a very difficult
issue in that if the Secretary of the Department of
Justice and Regulation (DJR) is seeking information
from an applicant or the holder of a working with
children check because the secretary has a reasonable
suspicion that the person might have engaged in
conduct which, were it known, would disqualify that
person from being able to hold a working with children
check, then it clearly raises quite a dilemma. The whole
point of the new section 41A is to make sure that the
system is not liable to catastrophic breakdowns, where
a person who should not be holding a working with
children check is allowed, because of the way the
system is structured, to continue to engage in
child-related work.
The difficulty with this section is amplified when you
think that the information, which a person may under
the right against self-incrimination have every right to
withhold, could be information that would be quite
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relevant to a decision about that person’s suitability to
hold the working with children card or to proceed with
an application and obtain one. So it is a very difficult
issue. We are not suggesting that the right against
self-incrimination should be displaced wholly but that
the government might need to look at this at some
point, if not now, and ask itself whether the section can
be defeated by people relying on proposed
subsection (4) of section 41A to withhold information,
even if that information is prejudicial without being
incriminating. There is obviously a difference. You risk
defeating the purpose of the section if people are
allowed to withhold information that might be relevant.
It is something to monitor, and that is the point of my
remarks in this respect.
It is worth also noting that the change of circumstances
provisions do not appear to extend to a person who
might come into possession of knowledge which would
be relevant to whether they would qualify but they
might be entitled to withhold under section 41A
because of the right against self-incrimination. The act
at the moment does allow for that — in section 20,
which talks about the holders of assessment notices
having to notify of a relevant change in circumstances.
Looking at that section, it does not necessarily apply to
a person who, for example, might face serious charges.
It is not clear that that section would operate seamlessly
with the new section 41A. In any event, it is worth
keeping a close eye on, if not to address now, to ensure
that people are not going to be able to withhold
information simply because information is prejudicial
rather than necessarily incriminating.
Moving to clause 20 of the bill, I just want to note that
we have no objections to ensuring that interstate
offences are treated as child abuse material offences for
the purposes of clause 20 and the changes it will effect
in the principal act. The section I do want to spend a
little bit of time on relates to kinship care, and this is
dealt with in part 3 of the bill. The bill purports to give
effect to recommendation 12 of the Working with
Children Checks report that I cited earlier. It essentially
will extend the requirement to obtain a working with
children check to family members or persons of other
significance to a child who do not presently need to
obtain such a check. Again, the policy rationale
underlying this is sound in that to some extent it should
not matter who you are: if you are providing care to a
child as part of a child protection regime, there need to
be checks and balances in place.
We note that the extension of the working with children
check regime to family members will only apply where
a person is engaged in child-related work if, firstly, that
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person is a family member or other person of
significance to a child and, secondly, the child is or has
been placed in the out-of-home care of that person
under the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005. It is
not going to apply to every circumstance; it is just
going to apply, as we understand it and have been
advised in the briefing, when that child is in care
because of an order or instruction issued by the
department under the Children, Youth and Families Act
or another appropriate authority.
The point I just want to make on this is that we
certainly do not want these changes to discourage
family members from making themselves available to
be there for children who might need care. While we do
understand the changes are intended to promote the
very important objective of safety, if that comes at the
expense of family members withholding their interest
and desisting from offering themselves as sources of
refuge for children who really need it, that would be
something that the government would want to
obviously look at closely. We note that they will not be
required to obtain the standard working with children
check. As we understand it, they will be getting a
volunteer check. Accordingly, they will not incur any
fees, and we think it is appropriate that that should be
the case. Hopefully that will be a countervailing factor
against any tendency of these changes to discourage
family members from making themselves available.
The final sets of changes I just want to touch on relate
to category C applications and reassessments that will
entitle the secretary to consider non-conviction charges
when applications for working with children checks are
made or reassessments are undertaken under the act. I
note that the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee (SARC) report does raise some concerns
about this. It notes the significance of this change and
that, to quote from the report:
… clause 28, amending existing s. 14, provides that an
application for a working with children check is a ‘category C
application’ if it is in respect of a person ‘who has at any
time … been charged with an offence specified in clause 2 of
schedule 3 if the charge has been finally dealt with other than
by way of a conviction or a finding of guilt’.

I am reading from page 11 of the SARC report tabled
yesterday. The committee goes on to note, and I quote:
The committee observes that the effect of clauses 28 and 29
may be that a person may be refused a working with children
assessment based solely on a charge that is no longer being
(or can no longer be) prosecuted. The committee considers
that clauses 28 and 29 may engage the right of a person
charged with a criminal offence to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law.
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I do want to note the significance of that. As I said, the
coalition’s position is that we do not oppose these
changes. We do so acknowledging that a person will be
subject potentially to adverse decisions in respect of
category C applications and reassessments even where
charges against them were dismissed or discontinued.
But it is important, I think, to note that the consideration
of those factors is just that: they are things that the
secretary must consider, but they do not necessarily
constitute a dispositive factor — that is, somebody will
not necessarily be rendered ineligible because of that
alone.
We need to remember that category C applications are
assessed on the basis that the person will be given a
working with children check unless there is an
unjustifiable risk to the public or to children. This will
apply to the changes to the category of a working with
children check, which is determined in the usual course
most favourably to applicants and holders of those
checks. While a person may find that consideration of a
charge that was discontinued or dismissed is to be taken
into account in an application or a reassessment, that
will not unnecessarily determine the matter.
I imagine that over time it will become pretty clear that
there will be, if you like, gradations of charges that do
not result in convictions or findings of guilt. You might
consider loosely a category where the non-conviction
finding was a dismissal, and it might have been that
there was never any basis for the charge. That might be
something that the secretary will more readily be able
to dismiss as a consideration, whereas you may have
other matters where although no conviction or finding
of guilt has been entered into they should nevertheless
most certainly be considerations. Somebody might face
charges. It may be brokered between the prosecution
and defence that the charges will be dismissed and the
defendant will submit himself or herself to one of our
many diversion programs or rehabilitation programs or
something of that nature. That is certainly something
which one could imagine should and could well
influence the decision of the secretary in respect of a
category C application.
I note that the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee has raised this as an issue, and obviously
the Attorney-General will be responding to that, given
that the committee has decided to write to him about
that, but we do not think this will tend to operate
unfairly or prejudicially upon applicants for category C
working with children checks for the reasons that I have
outlined. On that basis, I will conclude my remarks. We
do not oppose the bill.
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Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — It is my pleasure to
speak on the Working with Children Amendment Bill
2016. I thank the member for Hawthorn and the
opposition for their support for this legislation. I will
get to a couple of the points that the member for
Hawthorn made in his contribution.
The working with children legislation came into
operation quite a few years ago now — in April 2006, I
think it was — after having been introduced by my
predecessor as the member for Niddrie, Rob Hulls.
Since then literally hundreds of thousands of people
have proceeded to have a working with children check.
I was fortunate enough to work in the Victorian
Government Solicitor’s Office at the then Department
of Justice in the heady days when the working with
children check unit was established at Box Hill. It is fair
to say that this legislation — which is not unique to
Victoria; it has been implemented right around
Australia — has been embraced by the community
because of its importance. There can be no more
important role — particularly for volunteers working
with children at sports clubs — than ensuring the safety
and sanctity of our children. The purpose of these
checks is to assist in protecting children from sexual
and physical harm and to ensure that people who do
work with children are suitable and have the right
characteristics. That is why the Department of Justice
and Regulation plays an integral role.
The scheme is designed to minimise the risk of harm to
children by ensuring that people who do work with or
care for children are subjected to a screening process.
Support for the working with children check has far
exceeded expectations. As of 30 September 2016 there
had been almost 2 million working with children check
applications received in the 10 years since the scheme’s
commencement. As I highlighted earlier, every
jurisdiction bar South Australia currently operates a
working with children check scheme. I think it is very
important that we acknowledge the work of the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse and its outstanding Working With
Children Checks report, which I have had a bit of a read
of. I will just highlight what the executive summary
says:
We decided to examine the WWCC schemes because early in
our work it became apparent that the schemes were not as
effective as they could be at contributing to children’s safety
in organisations. We therefore looked at the schemes as they
currently operate and considered whether, if strengthened,
children could be afforded better levels of protection from the
schemes. We concluded, overwhelmingly, that this was the
case.
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Victoria should be proud of its 10 years of running a
working with children check scheme. This legislation is
important and goes to the heart of the recommendations
of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses
to Child Sexual Abuse. We must acknowledge that
Victoria, a progressive state that is at the forefront of
policy, has a comprehensive and robust scheme in
place. What I think is very gratifying from the
Attorney-General and the Department of Justice and
Regulation is that Victoria was already on top of or
enacting a lot of the recommendations that came out of
the royal commission’s Working With Children Checks
report. Having said that, we need to ensure that we have
national consistency and there are a number of
recommendations that could be progressed. We are still
working with the commonwealth on some
recommendations to ensure that we get them right
before they are implemented.
As I said earlier, there is no more abhorrent crime than
the sexual abuse of children. The key role of
government is helping to ensure that children are kept
safe from harm. In 2006 we implemented the Working
with Children Act 2005, which changed the way
Victoria and indeed people working with children were
screened and the standards that need to be met by
people volunteering with children. The act recognises
the unique position of trust held by those individuals
who engage in child-related work and seek to prevent
any form of unjustifiable risk to children from those
working or volunteering with them. Overall more than
1.93 million working with children checks have been
issued.
This bill is very important. It is important to highlight
the five recommendations that will be implemented by
the bill. They include recommendation 7, which
expands the definition of ‘child-related work’ beyond
physical contact; recommendation 9, which removes
the element of ‘supervision’ from the definition of
child-related work; recommendation 12, which expands
the working with children check scheme to include
kinship carers; recommendation 17, which includes
non-conviction charges in working with children check
assessments; and recommendation 33, which gives the
Secretary of the Department of Justice and Regulation
the power to compel relevant information for the
purposes of compliance monitoring of working with
children checks. There are other technical and minor
elements in the bill that seek to improve the operation
of the working with children check scheme.
The member for Hawthorn raised a couple of matters
that go to the heart of the legislation, in particular
regarding clause 18(4) of the bill in response to
concerns about when there is a refusal to provide
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information on the grounds that it could incriminate a
person. I just want to reassure members that the
Department of Justice and Regulation, in particular the
secretary, can undertake further investigation or refer
the matter to an appropriate authority, such as Victoria
Police, should further investigation be required. This
legislation very much goes to the heart of ensuring that
it is in the 21st century and meets the expectations that
we all hope for and desire.
I want to congratulate the Attorney-General. The safety
of our kids is our top priority. That is why we are
introducing these new laws that will make the
application process for working with children checks
stricter and more thorough. Every child deserves to be
safe while in the care of others. These laws address key
recommendations from the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse to help
protect our kids.
In my own electorate of Niddrie we have an incredible
diversity of organisations and many of my constituents
have undertaken a working with children check. I see
their cards when I am at different sporting events and
doing different things with different clubs and school
fetes. Everyone realises how important this scheme is.
If you go back to the Bracks government, then
Attorney-General Rob Hulls led it; he implemented it.
We are pretty much seeing the fruits of that labour now,
with more than 1.93 million people having gone
through the application process for a working with
children check.
When I was at the Victorian Government Solicitor’s
Office we had the working with children check unit out
at Box Hill. I know the Department of Justice was very
proud of the work it was doing out there. In many
respects it was a real growth period in the sense that
there were opportunities and people could really hone
their skills on this new piece of legislation dealing with
people working with children. It has been embraced by
the community.
Following the royal commission and its findings,
particularly the five recommendations that I outlined
earlier, we are now seeing the next iteration of the
working with children check legislation. It will ensure
that our children are protected. We need to make sure
that the application process is rigorous and that it
addresses all the recommendations that came out of the
royal commission. I want to commend the Department
of Justice and Regulation. I also want to commend the
parliamentary library; it did a good job in terms of the
bill book it put together. Having read through the
Working with Children Checks report of the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
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Sexual Abuse, I think it goes to the heart of the issue.
While the work of that royal commission was
incredibly broad, the fact that it released a specific
report dealing with the responses to child sexual abuse
and what amendments can be made to the working with
children check process is critical.
I understand the final report is going to come from the
royal commission later this year, but given the urgency
of this legislation, it is good that the Department of
Justice and Regulation and the Attorney-General have
been right on top of it. We now have this legislation in
the Parliament about to go through the lower house
with the support of the opposition. I think it is important
legislation. There can be no more important legislation,
and I commend the bill to the house.
Ms KEALY (Lowan) — I rise today to make my
contribution to the Working with Children Amendment
Bill 2016, which has the main purpose of implementing
five of the recommendations arising from the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse contained in the Working with Children
Checks report and will make amendments to the
Working with Children Act 2005. As I have noted
during previous contributions in this place, the
outcomes and findings of the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse are
absolutely horrific.
I am a parent of a three-and-a-half-year-old boy. To
think that somebody had the responsibility for the care
of younger children who were put into institutions and
there were immense violations of trust of those children
who, you could argue, were the most vulnerable in our
community, is absolutely abhorrent. That these matters
are now brought to light assists to provide closure for a
number of people who were victims of this abuse and
these assaults, but we still have some way to go.
Elements of this bill will assist to ensure that this type
of abuse does not occur in the future. It will assist to
provide some closure to those victims of abuse.
The main provisions of this bill are around amendments
to non-conviction charges, kinship care, contact with
children, supervision and the power of the Department
of Justice and Regulation to require specific
information regarding the people who should be
working with vulnerable children, particularly in
relation to their working with children checks.
I will go into a little more detail about the bill’s
amendments. Clause 4 of the bill implements
recommendation 7 of the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse by
broadening the definition of ‘direct contact with
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children’. It is important that we have correct
definitions in the bill. It does seem like a very minor
change. However, if we do not have adequate
definitions of these types of matters, then it is difficult
for the justice system to appropriately enact any
penalties that may be put in place or to appropriately
interpret convictions to ensure that people who are not
suitable to work with children are not approved to do
so.
Clause 6 of the bill implements recommendation 9 of
the royal commission, which is to remove exemptions
from the working with children check scheme for
supervised contact with children. Clause 13 gives
revocation powers to the Secretary of the Department
of Justice and Regulation if a person fails to provide
certain information. Of course a lot of the information
that is required by the Department of Justice and
Regulation in order to assess whether somebody is an
appropriate person to spend time with children and be
left alone with children needs to come from the justice
system. There is also a responsibility in the bill for
people to disclose. This clause will ensure that there is
an expansion of those powers so that there is a penalty
to revoke a working with children check if somebody
fails to provide that specific information.
Clause 18 of the bill implements recommendation 33 of
the royal commission to confer a new power on the
Secretary of the Department of Justice and Regulation
to compel the production of relevant information for
compliance monitoring. One of the things about
working with children checks and police checks is that
they are only current on the date that they are
undertaken. If, for example, you undergo a working
with children check today, it is essentially out of date
by tomorrow if there is a charge or conviction. That is
why it is so important that we have additional powers in
terms of reporting information to the Department of
Justice and Regulation, employers and organisations
that manage care of young people and children. We
also need to ensure that there is an onus on these
individuals to take responsibility and work as part of
the system, because any steps we can take to put that
responsibility on the individuals caring for children
assists to ensure that the wrong people are not involved
in out-of-home care.
Part 3 of the bill implements recommendation 12,
requiring kinship carers to make applications for
volunteer checks, which are working with children
checks that are paid for rather than the kinship carer
having the obligation to pay for the check themselves.
This is undertaken if the Department of Health and
Human Services has given care to them under the
Children, Youth and Families Act 2005.
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Part 4 implements recommendation 17 by expanding
the definition of category C applications to include
non-conviction findings. I note that in the minister’s
second-reading speech there is some mention of, for
example, drink-driving offences. I think there needs to
be a level of care imposed by the Department of Justice
and Regulation when they consider items like
drink-driving offences and the suitability of somebody
who is caring for children. We need to make sure that
we protect our children first and foremost. However,
they can be convictions from the past that have not
involved any neglect and have not put children at risk. I
think we therefore need to take some care in making
sure that if a person is a good carer of that child and
there is an unrelated criminal offence or charge against
them, we do not automatically rule them out. Obviously
a level of caution is needed; we do not want to put our
children at risk of any harm at all. I think that is
something that, whatever side of politics you are from,
all people in the general community would support.
There are a couple of areas of concern in that this bill
allows the working with children check unit in the
Department of Justice and Regulation to consider
charges that may have been dismissed on a technicality,
and non-conviction findings, to be considered in
relation to working with children check matters. In
particular, in relation to charges on which there may be
a non-conviction finding or that may have been
dismissed on a technicality — as I mentioned earlier —
we need to ensure that things like drink-driving charges
are perhaps taken into consideration, but they should
not unnecessarily rule out family members who
otherwise would be the most suitable carer for an
individual.
We also need to look at that element of the bill in that
part 3 could discourage family members from stepping
forward if they are required to undergo a volunteer
working with children check. There is a level of
confusion sometimes around police checks and
working with children checks. People may have had
other minor charges or reprimands against them in the
past, and sometimes the thought of having the police or
the department of justice look into your history may
cause people to rule themselves out before there
actually has been consideration of the appropriateness
of these sorts of checks in relation to the actual duties
that would be undertaken. The intention of working
with children checks is that we do not have children put
in the care of people who may harm them in
out-of-home care.
There are a couple of issues that we have in relation to
working with children checks at the moment. It is
interesting that over the past week I have had four
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constituent inquiries to my office where there has been
great confusion over when a working with children
check is required and whether a working with children
check is applicable in the same way for volunteer work
as it is for paid work. I know there has been an
amendment recently to the working with children check
requirements. I do ask that the government take
additional responsibility to educate and support
organisations, particularly volunteer organisations and
our schools, to ensure that there is no confusion around
when a working with children check is required. If
there is confusion, there might be gaps that could lead
to error, and this is too important to get wrong. We
must all do what we can to protect children, our most
vulnerable people, but we must ensure that there is
adequate support for associated agencies to ensure
success and that this bill delivers what it intends to.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — It is my pleasure to
rise today to speak on the Working with Children
Amendment Bill 2016. Last week I was invited to
attend a presentation at one of my scout troops in
Gisborne, and it was fantastic to be there. It was the
presentation of the Australian Scout Medallion and
Green Cord to two young people in my community. At
that time I reflected, as I have done many times, on the
importance of children and young people being in a
position to form relationships with adults who are not
their parents and not their teachers.
I think that there is real value in young people getting to
know and being side by side with other adults who have
the best interests of those children at their hearts; adults
who can challenge young people to perhaps try things a
little differently, push their limits a bit and take them
outside their comfort zone. I observe that at scouts; I
observe that with sporting coaches. Again, I think the
relationship between a sporting coach — basketball,
netball, football, soccer; you name it — and young
people in their care, is a really valuable one, and I think
it helps teach young people about the adult world, about
the importance of taking responsibility for themselves,
about teamwork and so on. I am sure that there would
be no disagreement in the chamber on the importance
of all of that.
But in reflecting on that, and considering all the great
benefits that are to be had from children and young
people being able to form relationships with adults who
are not their parents or immediate family members, it is
important that we take note of the way in which so
many institutions have now been proved to have let our
children down, to have let the community down and to
have betrayed our trust in them to act in the best
interests of children. What we have indeed seen is that
in organisations which deal so closely with children —
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including scouts, including sporting organisations,
including other non-government organisations that are
set up to run programs for children and indeed all of the
churches — much to our horror, there are people who
have used these affiliations or have joined these
organisations in order to get close to children and to
sexually abuse and assault them.
As the member for Lowan said, here in this place we
must use the power and the privilege that we have to do
all we can to protect the most vulnerable in our
community, and you do not get any more vulnerable, in
my mind, than being a child. So I am always very
proud to take the opportunity to stand here in this house
and speak to legislation which is absolutely, at its core,
about keeping children safe.
Of course, the bill that is before us builds on the
excellent work that was done by that great reforming
Labor Attorney-General, Rob Hulls, who introduced
the first working with children bill into this house back
in 2005. As we have had inquiries into institutional
abuse of children — the federal royal commission and
our own state-based inquiry that led to the Betrayal of
Trust report — we know that there is much more that
we as legislators need to do in order to be assured that
we are doing all we can to keep children safe. It is in
that context that this bill has been introduced.
The bill implements the following five
recommendations arising from the Royal Commission
into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse in
its final report on working with children checks. The
first recommendation is to expand the definition of
‘direct contact’ in the Working with Children Act 2005
to ensure that people engaging in child-related work
that involves physical contact, face-to-face contact or
oral, written or electronic communication are required
to obtain a working with children check. The second
recommendation is to remove references to
‘supervision’ from the Working with Children Act to
establish that, for the purposes of determining whether
a person requires a working with children check, the
supervision of a person’s contact with a child is
irrelevant. To ensure consistency, the bill also removes
the element of supervision from a number of the
risk-assessment tests within the Working with Children
Act. The third recommendation is to create a new
occupational category of child-related work, being
kinship care. The amendment will require family
members and other persons of significance to a child
providing a child with out-of-home care to obtain a
working with children check. The fourth
recommendation is to ensure non-conviction charges
form part of a relevant criminal history for the purposes
of category C working with children check
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assessments, and the fifth recommendation is to enable
the Secretary to the Department of Justice and
Regulation to compel the production of certain
information for the purposes of compliance monitoring.

$35.9 million over two years to begin to transform
residential care to a clinical treatment model; and
$16.48 million over two years to improve outcomes of
Aboriginal children in out-of-home care.

The bill also makes a number of technical and
miscellaneous amendments to the Working with
Children Act to do a variety of things to ensure that the
act, as I have said, works in full effect to do all that it
can to keep children safe.

I am delighted that a media release today by the
Minister for Families and Children, which also quotes
the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, headed ‘Victoria is
leading the way in reforming out-of-home care’, states
that we are the:

I did want to use some of my time speaking on this bill
to talk about the fantastic work that this government is
doing in order to keep our most vulnerable children
safe. I commend the Attorney-General on bringing this
bill to the house, but I also want to take some time to
talk about the work of the Minister for Families and
Children in the other place, Jenny Mikakos,
understanding that this is a government where ministers
in our cabinet are strong, work well together and are as
one in doing what we can to support strong families and
keep children safe from harm at all times. The Minister
for Families and Children has had a particular interest
in reforming out-of-home care because that is an area of
care provided to our most vulnerable children that has
too often failed the children that it is supposed to
protect.
I want to commend the minister on the Roadmap for
Reform. It really is a significant piece of work that sets
out what is being undertaken to look after our most
vulnerable families and children in this state. The
Roadmap for Reform is all about setting children up for
life and ensuring that they are more likely to be healthy
and are able to form positive relationships to learn,
grow and get a job in time.
Some of the fantastic initiatives that the minister has
introduced include more than $33 million to improve
access to universal services for vulnerable families;
$5.7 million in child protection enhancements,
including one-year funding for the ongoing operation of
the child protection specialist intervention unit;
$5.65 million funding to meet the urgent demand for
integrated family services, as recommended by the
Royal Commission into Family Violence; $8.48 million
for specialist family violence and sexual assault
counselling for children; $9.4 million for renewal or
replacement of residential care properties; $2.3 million
for urgent and essential maintenance of residential care
properties; $34.16 million to sustain the out-of-home
care system and meet unavoidable placement demand,
including funding for additional kinship, foster and
permanent care placements for children in out-of-home
care; $16.9 million over two years to deliver more
support to children in home-based care and their carers;

… leading state in Australia for addressing the
over-representation of Aboriginal children in out-of-home
care in a national report released today.

I mention all of these things by way of making the point
that this is a government that has the best interests of
Victoria’s most vulnerable children and all children at
its heart at all times.
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) — I rise this afternoon
to contribute to debate on the Working with Children
Amendment Bill 2016. Like all members today, I am
greatly supportive of the concept of continuing to
strengthen the requirements for people with whom we
leave the most vulnerable children, and not only the
most vulnerable children but children generally. As a
father of four children and someone who has now for a
long time been actively involved in the community,
whether it be at schools or sporting clubs, I know this is
now a common requirement right across our
community. However, it does raise some questions in
terms of where we are heading with a requirement like
a working with children check, in the sense that in
putting these things in we have to be careful that we do
not create false security blankets for those in our
community.
We have learnt that this process has now been in place
since 2006 — for 10 years — and that 1.93 million
people have been tested and put through this process.
Of course 1.93 million people is a long way short of the
population that we have in our community as a whole,
and the test and the certificate that is provided reflect
only a snapshot of that person’s record and behaviour at
that time. It does not at all take into account people who
have come to the fore or have developed behavioural
issues in this area. Therefore it is really important that
both government and community groups and
organisations continue to maintain very strong and
robust approaches to the way they handle children and
the programs that they operate. For example, we often
find, particularly in smaller and less robust
organisations such as sporting clubs and other groups
where the infrastructure and paid positions just do not
exist, it falls upon volunteers and others to maintain
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people’s working with children check records and so
on.
I speak from experience, and I know that these things
are not always followed through to the extent that they
should be. It is often common practice, particularly in
smaller groups, that these things are not followed
through and stamped. I think we have to be careful that
it does not get wound up into a process where we take it
for granted — that is, that the intent and the reason for
being of this type of legislation is not taken for granted
and it just becomes another piece of paper that just gets
rubberstamped. The community needs to have
confidence. As we have only had the process in place
for 10 years, it would be disappointing if at some point
in the future where cases of abuse or mistreatment arise
we find that people have had a working with children
certificate at that time and that through irregularities or
through the mismanagement of the organisation people
mistook what that stood for.
It is absolutely vital that, hand in glove with operating
and strengthening the position of the working with
children check requirements, we as a society continue
to be very robust and forever vigilant at the community
level, that our government of the day continues to make
sure that these things are kept timely and well resourced
and that groups and organisations do not find
themselves in a situation where getting those reports
and getting those clearances for working with children
takes excessive amounts of time.
Another important element of the legislation before us
today of course is the requirements in kinship care. I
had the great privilege recently of spending a day with
kinship carers. They are certainly people at the very
heart and backbone of our child welfare and care
system here in Victoria. They are unsung heroes. They
are usually grandparents — predominantly
grandparents — but also often older siblings or other
relatives. Through some misfortune or another they
have ended up caring for children that are related to
them and they have indeed a very large task. It is
further complicated when there are complex family
issues at play, such as the actual parents of the children
in question have a variety of issues themselves.
Once again, while it is great to insist that we create a
safer environment for kinship care, the system of course
still does not strengthen or provide a robust approach to
the way we deal with the actual parents that, at times,
children go back to. So we can have legislation that
makes sure that grandma and grandpa are safe to be
with, but the system that we currently have time and
time again takes children from the safety, this
consistency, the three meals a day, the regular
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schooling that they would be getting with grandma and
grandpa, and forces them back into the less than ideal
care of their own parents. Legislation such as this still
does not tackle that problem. We know from statistics
and we know from evidence to the royal commission
and other bodies that have examined this area that in
fact so much of what goes wrong is often in the family
home. Legislation such as this still does not deal with
that, and it is not an easy problem to solve.
Another area is the attempt to broaden the requirement
to monitor people who are dealing with children
through electronic means. This legislation seeks to
expand the concept across oral, written and electronic
interaction with children. The intent is very clear, and it
is an obvious one in this changing world that we are in.
Of course it does raise many interesting possibilities,
and I would caution the government to be cognisant of
those, particularly in smaller communities such as those
that I represent. Many of the schools in my community
are P–12 schools, which means you have small children
all the way through to perhaps 18 and 19-year-olds
doing the Victorian certificate of education.
Young people today of course communicate
predominantly through electronic means, and it is very
possible that the mere concept of the year 12 students
running a school Facebook page or a school website
could be wound up in this and cause unintended
consequences in terms of the management of this
system and the effective management of the school if
perhaps those at certain levels of the school have
something like that. It is also the same case right across
small and medium-sized sporting clubs where you have
very small children in Auskick or whatever all the way
through to senior members. So scouts, sporting clubs
and schools could find themselves faced with
unintended bureaucracy and complications with this if
it is not handled in a sensible way.
In conclusion, I just wish to stress once again the
importance of creating legislation like this that
continues to strengthen and make available the best
information from across Australia on backgrounds and
behaviours. But I also want to remind those in charge of
implementing this that of course it is only a snapshot
and that while we can strengthen the past information
we need to ensure that all that is possible is done to
maintain a system that keeps people, and parents and
communities, ever vigilant in their roles and
responsibilities in keeping young people and children
safe wherever they are, be that at home, in community
groups or elsewhere.
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) — I am really pleased
to have the opportunity to rise today to speak on the
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Working with Children Amendment Bill 2016. This bill
is another that flows from the recommendations of the
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to
Child Sexual Abuse. The work of this royal
commission has been followed very closely in my
home city of Ballarat — Ballarat being one of the
places around Australia where there have been massive
failures by institutions and individuals to protect
children from sexual abuse.
These were failures to act on complaints against alleged
paedophiles and conscious efforts to cover up the
terrible crimes committed against children. Members of
religious organisations were moved from parish to
parish. There was no consideration for the risk that this
brought to children by putting them in contact with a
person known to have abused children in the past. It is
clear from the evidence given at the royal commission
that there were massive institutional failings that caused
children to be horribly damaged. The damage done to
these young people still affects their lives today,
decades after their abuse. They were let down by
institutions and individuals, and they were let down by
a lack of any formal system to reduce the risk to
children through mandatory reporting requirements or
even working with children checks.
When I speak with survivors of clergy sexual abuse in
Ballarat, they have two broad concerns: that their needs
and the needs of other survivors can be met so they are
able to live full lives and that governments and
institutions work to make sure as far as possible that
what happened to them does not happen to children
today. They do not want the pain they lived with to be
part of the lives of anyone else. It is with these brave
survivors in mind that I contribute to the debate on this
bill.
With Acting Speaker Crisp’s indulgence, I want to
acknowledge Melissa Cunningham from the Courier,
who is a finalist in the Walkley Awards for Excellence
in Journalism under the category of coverage of
community and regional affairs for her incredible
contribution ‘Royal commission into child sexual
abuse — a path of hope to Rome’, in which she shone a
light on what was happening to those survivors in
Ballarat.
It was not until 2006 that the current system of working
with children checks was instituted. The rationale
behind the working with children checks is to, as far as
possible, prevent those that pose an unacceptable risk to
children from coming into contact with them. This
directly reduces the risk of harm to children in our
community. This was a substantial step forward in
Victoria and the first time there were minimum
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statewide standards in our state for those working with
children, whether that work was paid or unpaid.
However, every system can be better, and every effort
we make to protect children from harm and abuse can
be improved.
The bill currently before us, in addition to making a
number of mechanical amendments to the operation of
this system, makes changes consistent with
recommendations made by the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. These
recommendations were made in a report released by the
commission on working with children checks. A
number of the recommendations made by the royal
commission regarding the nationalisation of the scheme
for working with children checks are not solely within
the power of this Parliament to bring into effect, but
there are some things that we can do.
I want to take the opportunity to congratulate the
Attorney-General on bringing forward this bill to
further strengthen the working with children check
system in our state. As I said, this bill gives effect to
recommendations made by the royal commission, and I
will largely confine my remaining comments to those
sections of the bill.
Changes made through this bill to the working with
children check system on the recommendation of the
royal commission include broadening the definition of
‘direct contact’ to include face-to-face contact as well
as that by post, telephone or electronic contact. This
important change acknowledges the enabling role that
electronic communication can play in the grooming of
children.
The royal commission also recommended including
kinship care as a type of child-related work, thus
recognising the importance of minimising further harm
to some of the children most at risk in our society. The
state has a particular responsibility to children in
out-of-home care. This new requirement for kinship
carers to obtain a working with children check will be
in addition to the existing role the Department of Health
and Human Services (DHHS) takes in the lives of
children in kinship care.
The royal commission recommended removing the
concept of ‘supervision’ and recognising that whether a
person is supervised in their work with children is
irrelevant if they are an inappropriate person to have
contact with children. Supervision is simply not
sufficient when considering if a person is someone not
appropriate to have contact with children through their
work or volunteer activities. The royal commission also
recommended including as matters for consideration
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those matters that have been finally dealt with other
than by way of conviction or a finding of guilty as
charged.
Finally, the royal commission recommended allowing
the Secretary of the Department of Justice and
Regulation to require certain information to be
provided. This ability to require certain information will
apply if a person is suspected of committing an offence
against the act or in the situation where a registered sex
offender is working with children.
I just want to take a moment to respond to the member
for Lowan and some of her concerns. There is ongoing
weekly monitoring of working with children check
cardholders by Victoria Police. Working with children
checks do not consider drink-driving offences. This
reference in the second-reading speech relates to the
type of suitability checks DHHS already undertakes for
kinship carers.
Ten years ago, in the minister’s second-reading speech
on the Working With Children Bill 2005,
Attorney-General Hulls said:
There are those in our society who would, given the
opportunity, hurt children. This bill is about putting barriers in
those people’s way to reduce their chances of being in
positions of trust with children.

I believe this bill, acting on recommendations of the
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to
Child Sexual Abuse, puts further barriers in the way of
such people. This is important because, as we have seen
in too many communities across Victoria — including
mine — the human cost of children being harmed is
huge. It is a harm that can last a lifetime, and in too
many instances it has cost the victim their life. I
therefore support any steps that reduce the risk of
children being harmed. I commend this bill to the
house, and I wish it a speedy passage through this
house and the next.
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) — I rise to speak on the
Working with Children Amendment Bill 2016. I note
that the opposition does not oppose the bill. Essentially
the main provisions broaden the definition of direct
contact with children and also essentially remove the
exemption from the working with children check
scheme of supervised contact with children, which
implements recommendation 9 of the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse.
The bill gives powers to the Secretary of the
Department of Justice and Regulation if a person
actually fails to provide the required information. It also
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provides for additional powers — or a new power, if
you like — for the secretary so that the required
information and the relevant information for monitoring
compliance can be compelled to be provided.
In addition to that, from a kinship carer perspective —
and we have just heard about that — family members
will apply for and undergo volunteer checks in terms of
those already conducted by the Department of Health
and Human Services where family members have been
given the care of children in that kinship role.
The bill also looks at expanding the definition of — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Crisp) — Order!
The time has come to interrupt proceedings for the
luncheon break. The member for Ringwood will have
the call when the bill is next before the house.
Sitting suspended 1.01 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

MATTERS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Hazelwood power station
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The Speaker
has accepted a statement from the Leader of the
Opposition proposing the following matter of public
importance for discussion:
That this house:
(l)

notes under the Andrews Labor government:
(a) the Premier finally got his way with his
ideologically driven plan to close Hazelwood
regardless of the loss of jobs and the extra cost to
Victorian energy consumers;
(b) the lignite royalty levy in the 2016–17 Victorian
state budget was tripled to rip out an additional
$252 million from the Latrobe Valley, pushing
power prices up and placing additional pressure on
power generators including Hazelwood; and
(c) unemployment in Latrobe has risen from 7.3 per
cent in December 2014 to 10.7 per cent in
June 2016 and has risen in Morwell from 13 per
cent in December 2014 to 19.7 per cent in
June 2016;

(2) condemns the Andrews Labor government for its
reckless policies to close the Hazelwood power station,
sacrificing Victorian jobs and affordable, reliable and
secure electricity for the sake of grabbing Green votes in
inner city Melbourne seats.

Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — I remind
this chamber of comments of the Premier where he said
he would fight for every Victorian job. One has to
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wonder as to whether or not in the last two weeks he
has been speaking about Steve Herbert in the
Legislative Council or whether he has been speaking
about those 1000 people in the Latrobe Valley who
have lost their jobs as a result of his desire to close the
Hazelwood power station.
Let there be no illusion: the Labor Party have got what
they wanted. They have got what they always wanted.
They have closed Hazelwood for a political end, and
they have seen 1000 people in one of the most socially
disadvantaged areas of Victoria chucked out of work in
March next year with no hope of replacement — good
jobs that will not be there for them in April when they
are in the unemployment queues. It seems there are no
tears, there is no compassion and there is no interest
shown by the Labor Party in what they have been
promising and what they have been campaigning on for
the last six or seven years.
All of us in this chamber should remember what the
Latrobe Valley power generation industry is. It was a
vision of the Bolte government to power our state’s
economy, to set us up for the 21st century and to look
beyond existing generations and say, ‘How do we grow
our state and grow it cheaply and affordably in a way
that will give future generations better living standards
than those who are around today?’. That was the vision
of the Bolte government indeed.
I found at home a book, Liquid Gold, which promoted
Victoria in the late 1950s and which spruiked the
Latrobe Valley energy sector as governments used to
do. It talks about how the system of power generation
owned and operated here in Victoria would bring about
development in all of the Latrobe Valley to boost
population, to grow jobs and to provide a future for our
state. Lo and behold, in there is an artist’s impression of
the future Hazelwood power station, which has been
closed under the watch of this incompetent
government — this ideological government.
Cheap power led the growth of our economy through
the 1960s, through the 1970s and through the 1980s.
There were many people who went to the Latrobe
Valley to be a part of those schemes — those visionary
schemes under the Bolte government. Even members of
my own family, when they came to Australia, went to
that area of Victoria to be a part of the Latrobe Valley
electricity power generation scheme. I say proudly that
my grandfather worked in Yallourn W, my uncle
worked in Hazelwood, my cousins and other uncles
worked in Loy Yang A and B. We are proud to be
associated with an industry that has powered our state
for decades. But we will not forget those who betrayed
us.
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The people of the Latrobe Valley will not forget those
who betrayed them because words mean nothing —
words like ‘We will fight for every job’ when you do
not, words like ‘The state government will invest after
the event’ but not fight for those jobs to remain, words
like ‘Mr Baillieu’s decision to keep Hazelwood fully
operating is disgraceful’, said on 11 May 2011 in this
very chamber by the minister sitting opposite. That is
what she said. One has to ask: how can you be the
environment minister and also the minister responsible
for the power generation industry that relies on brown
coal when you are utterly conflicted from one portfolio
to the next?
We have no-one in cabinet advocating for those jobs.
No wonder they are gone. We have no-one fighting for
the Latrobe Valley for all of those families — those
long-term Gippsland families, those new families after
World War II like my own who all invested their future
in the Latrobe Valley — who brought a sense of
community to Gippsland, Morwell, Churchill, Moe,
Newborough, Trafalgar, Yarragon, Traralgon, Sale and
Yinnar, and places all through the Latrobe Valley, and
Warragul as well. The valley itself — West Gippsland,
East Gippsland — depended on this power station as its
primary source of employment, and it has been let go
by this government with not so much as a whimper.
The valley has gone through tough times. It has gone
through tough times for many years but it always came
back stronger because there is a sense of unity within
the valley, that nothing will get the better of them. The
people in those towns know that governments may
come and go but they will be the ones left in the valley
to fight for those towns and their reputations. But now
they have had their biggest hit. Now they have had, for
the first time, one of the power stations — the bedrock
of their employment in those areas — close on them.
And with not so much as a whimper by the Premier of
the day, nothing.
The man who campaigned for those jobs to go rolls up
to Yallourn and to Morwell saying, ‘I will promise you
a public service job. I’ll promise you a job to clean the
mess up. I will promise you a job that has got nothing
to do with what you are trained for’. He is utterly and
totally out of touch with what people in the Latrobe
Valley want. They do not want charity; they want a job.
They had jobs, 1000 of them, and they could still be
there if this Premier had gone to Paris and fought for
those jobs like he should have. He walked out on the
Latrobe Valley. His minister actively campaigned
against the Latrobe Valley. His local member did
nothing except issue a couple of press releases and
claimed she was representing the valley — she found it
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after getting a VicRoads directory. No-one in this
government stood up for those jobs.
It begs the question now: who is standing up and
fighting for those jobs in Yallourn W? Who is standing
up for those jobs, those more than 1000 jobs, in Loy
Yang A and Loy Yang B? Who around the cabinet
table is saying, ‘We need to protect these jobs at all
costs because they are the heart and soul of the Latrobe
Valley’? There is no-one fighting for those jobs in this
government.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr GUY — The crocodile tears of the Premier last
week were a disgrace because they showed the
insincerity of a Premier more obsessed with saving the
Minister for Planning’s job than saving
1000 blue-collar jobs in the Latrobe Valley. That is
what it is all about for Labor — 1000 jobs sacrificed by
this Premier in order to save Minister for Planning.
And is it not interesting that the member for Bundoora
has rolled up in this chamber and made observations
about privatisation? I would like to read a press release
if I could:
Legislation paving the way for an historic partnership
between the Victorian government and US power company
Mission Energy passed through state Parliament … last night.
…
There are enormous benefits for Victoria as result of this
sale …

This press release about the privatisation was issued on
11 June 1992 by the Kirner government. So when these
guys come in and cry crocodile tears, when the member
for Bundoora comes into this chamber without having
had a history lesson, he might want to look at his own
party, he might want to look at his own legacy and he
might want to realise that, despite this press release by
Joan Kirner, despite the privatisation agenda of the
Kennett government — let us get one thing clear —
under Joan Kirner and under Jeff Kennett none of those
power stations closed. They all stayed open and there
were base jobs in the Latrobe Valley which remained.
I still find it hard to believe that the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change dares to
interject after campaigning against 1000 migrant
working-class jobs in the Latrobe Valley, as they were.
The person who accused the government — her
words — of sneaking out of the Hazelwood
announcement, the Hazelwood closure, who accused
the previous government of being disgraceful because
we did not engage in shutting the Hazelwood power
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station is right, because under Napthine and Baillieu
governments, we fought for those jobs. We made sure
that they did not close on our watch, and they would
not have closed on our watch. That is the difference
between the Liberal and National parties and the Labor
Party, who campaigned for those jobs to go.
Without Hazelwood we will lose nearly a quarter of our
baseload power. If those opposite want to know how
that is going, and maybe the Labor Party do, they might
want to talk to an intellectual genius by the name of
Tom Koutsantonis, the Treasurer and Minister for
Mineral Resources and Energy for South Australia who
boasted and gloated when they blew up — yes, blew
up — the Playford power station near Port Augusta.
Down it came, this wreckage, and there was Tom
Koutsantonis clapping and cheering, saying, ‘Look
what we have accomplished’.
One might want to go back just a few weeks to see how
South Australia found itself without baseload power. It
worked for South Australia, did it not? There were parts
of that state without power for up to two weeks
because, lo and behold, the interconnectors failed, just
like Basslink did. But as we heard in question time
today, that is the Premier’s answer. When it comes to
‘What do we do when we lose a quarter of baseload
power?’ he says ‘There is an interconnector to
Tasmania’ — population 500 000 — to save
Victoria — population 6.25 million. The Premier might
want to look back a few months to see how those
interconnectors performed.
Indeed, let us look at pricing. This government is
saying that under no circumstance will prices go up
more than 4 per cent. This is on the assumption that the
wholesale price of power will not rise with one of the
three main generators taken out of the market. These
people need a lesson in economics 101. When you put a
duopoly in place to provide baseload power you are
going to see a rise in the wholesale price. Frontier
Economics have done tests on those rises and what they
show is that Victoria could be facing power bill rises of
up to 25 per cent, and not just in the domestic market.
What does this mean for the remains of our
manufacturing sector? What does this mean, as the
member for South-West Coast has asked, for Alcoa?
What does this mean for Victoria and its history of
having cheap baseload power to power our economy, as
our forefathers planned for our economy in the
21st century? It means it is all trashed, it means it is all
over and it means it is all in the hands of this minister
and this woeful Premier. They have been more
interested in fighting for the member for Richmond’s
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job over the past few weeks than they have been for
those thousand jobs and our economic security.
Latrobe Valley workers, as I said, do not want charity.
They want real jobs. This government had options.
They should have fought to keep three of those eight
generators open until 2023, when Minister Theo
Theophanous had planned a staged closure of
Hazelwood, which would have been obviously more
manageable than closing the entire plant in five months
time. Three of those eight generators should have been
kept on and this government, more than anything else,
should have looked at voluntary redundancy packages
for older workers and supported the other energy
generators across the other power stations, offering
them government support packages to stay locally. The
government should have brought some of those
younger workers into jobs should those older workers
have chosen to move on. That could have been done.
It was put forward by a number in the valley. Indeed
the member for Morwell, who has been standing up for
his community and who has been fighting for those
1000 jobs — —
Ms D’Ambrosio interjected.
Mr GUY — Again, there is the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change interjecting, trying to
attack the member for Morwell. The person who said it
is a disgraceful decision not to close Hazelwood has the
gall to say that the member for Morwell, the one
member in this Parliament who has offered real
solutions to keep those 1000 people in a job, to keep
them in work — not to give them charity but to give
them a job — is the person the minister chooses to
criticise because her words sink her. She is the one who
said not closing this plant is a disgrace. I will tell you
what is a disgrace — a Premier and a minister who
have presided over the destruction of 1000 jobs in one
of the most socially disadvantaged areas in our state —
shame on them — and a government that has wilfully
thrown away our economic plan of cheap power
generation, good jobs and regionalisation outside
Melbourne in the name of politics and ideology. To
save the member for Richmond they have thrown
1000 Latrobe Valley jobs on the scrap heap.
I simply say the Liberal and National parties will fight
for those Latrobe Valley jobs if this government does
not. We will provide solutions to the Latrobe Valley
that are sensible and realistic. If this government will
not fight for the Latrobe Valley, those of us who love
the valley, who have been in the valley and who know
the valley and understand it will fight for the valley.
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Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) — Those opposite
love the valley so much, do they not? They love it so
much that when there was a mine fire at Hazelwood
just three years ago they turned their backs on the
people of the valley. They love the community so much
that they walked away and turned their backs on the
people of the valley. The Leader of the Opposition has
the gall to come into the Parliament just to display to
his backbench that he is worthy of leadership, but the
sad reality is he is not worthy; those opposite are not
worthy to be in government.
Let us just remind everybody of their record when they
were in government — of the passing parade of job
losses across metropolitan Victoria and regional
Victoria. The shameful legacy that they left by turning
their backs on the people of the Latrobe Valley when
the mine was on fire. When the mine was on fire they
were forced — after many, many days of doing
nothing, not responding at all in terms of the health
impacts that were impacting that community, turning
their backs because they did not care — to do
something. Now the opposition leader wants to tell us
that he cares and that they have always cared, going
back to the days of Henry Bolte. That is how much they
cared over all these decades. Whilst they sit there and
talk about how much they have cared for jobs and the
community, what they delivered under Jeff Kennett,
their saviour, was thousands of jobs that were gutted in
the valley. That is how much they cared. The fact is,
their abysmal record speaks for itself. That is the reality
of it, so they are wrong on every count. They will say
and do anything for a headline, even bend the truth.
Let us have a look at the reality of what we have in
front of us. We have a business on the other side of the
world that was privatised many years go — a business
in Paris, a business in Tokyo — that made a decision
based on commercial realities that it was no longer
viable for them to continue — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — Deputy Speaker, am I
allowed to speak uninterrupted?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of
the Opposition was heard in relative silence. I ask
honourable members to — —
Ms D’AMBROSIO — The absolute reality is, a
commercial decision was made on the other side of the
world because that business made a global decision to
exit coal and coal-fired generation. That is the
modern-day reality. So instead of those opposite and
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the opposition leader giving us a history lesson on the
golden days of Sir John Monash and the golden days of
Henry Bolte, we ought to be looking at the fact that
they have their heads in the sand. That is the reality.
When people actually needed the support of those
opposite and the opposition leader, they were nowhere
to be seen. They were lost. Those opposite, when they
were in power, had no care at all, so for them to come
in here and for the opposition leader to pull on the
heartstrings with the story of his multicultural family —
thank you, I know that story too. The fact is that we on
this side of the house live and breathe the reality every
single day and we back it with real action and real
commitment to support the people who are worse off.
We come in and we do the job, and that is our hallmark,
that is our testament and that is our legacy.
Let us have a look at the facts of the matter. Engie and
Mitsui made a decision on the other side of the world to
close Hazelwood. They have done that for commercial
reasons. Those opposite might not be interested in the
reality and the truth of the situation, but I have had a
number of conversations with Engie and the Premier
has had many conversations with Engie and they have
been absolutely crystal clear — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! As I said
before, the Leader of the Opposition was heard in
relative silence. You can interject, and I am one who
does interject every now and then, but you do not
badger the speaker on their feet. The minister to
continue. Members should heed my words.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — It has been absolutely clear
from Alex Keisser, the CEO of Engie, that the decision
to close Hazelwood had nothing to do with state or
national government policies. That is the reality. If you
do not want to accept that, then shame on you because
the fact is, you have your heads in the sand about the
reality globally of where coal-fired generation is going.
That is the situation.
The other thing that is very important in all of this is
what the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO)
itself has said, which is absolutely crystal clear. This is
from a report that AEMO issued on the day of the
formal announcement by Engie that they would close
Hazelwood come 1 April next year, and I quote:
It is AEMO’s considered view that the NEM —

and for those of you — most of you, if not all of you —
who do not understand, that is actually the national
electricity market —
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will continue to operate reliably after the 1600 megawatt
Hazelwood power station withdraws from service by the end
of March 2017 …

My conversations with Tony Markson, the chair of
AEMO, have made it crystal clear that there will be no
impact and there is no risk to Victoria’s energy supply.
I notice that the pretend minister over there is suddenly
a qualified engineer. He is suddenly a qualified energy
market expert. I think you better go back to school,
because the reality is I would take Tony Markson’s
considered, expert opinion any day over yours, and I
think the Australian people understand that also. So that
is one for them.
It is not just of course Tony Markson who is saying
that; it is also of course your federal counterparts. Your
federal counterparts have made this absolutely clear.
On Thursday, 3 November, the federal government —
Johnny-come-latelys of course in this space given the
fact that we have been planning as a government to
prepare for this potential decision — and the federal
minister, Josh Frydenberg, had this to say:
Engie and Mitsui, the joint owners of the Hazelwood power
station, have announced that independent commercial reasons
led to their decision to close Victoria’s oldest brown coal
generator.

On the next page they said:
AEMO has advised the electricity market will continue to
operate reliably after the closure of Hazelwood.

These are your own mates in Canberra who
acknowledge and at least have the decency to accept the
expert independent opinion of the Australian Energy
Market Operator when it comes to Victoria’s ongoing
security and reliability of energy supply in a
post-Hazelwood world.
Let me also remind those opposite — because we know
even their mates in Canberra will say the right things on
the actual day of the announcement and then backflip
and say other things and basically tell a whole range of
mistruths — and their friends in Canberra this is what
Minister Frydenberg said on 16 June 2016, this year, a
few months ago. He said:
The final point I just make is that the Australian economy is
in transition. We are moving away from coal, and that is not a
bad thing.

This is your mate saying this. This is the truth that has
come out that you wish to have your head in the sand
over, and that is what the situation is before us.
There are other mistruths those opposite like to
perpetuate. They think it is political astuteness and
political cleverness when they want to take a truth and
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actually tip it on its head and say something opposite.
That is not political astuteness or cleverness; that is
cynical politics. That is divisive politics, and that is not
what the people of the valley are actually deserving of
right now.
This is the reality of our situation. We know absolutely,
through independent, peer-reviewed modelling, that the
impact on electricity prices into next year will be
around the order of a 4 per cent increase.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — You laugh. Your own
federal counterpart, Mr Josh Frydenberg, said on
Friday, 4 November:
As such, it is expected that household bills will rise by about
5 per cent in 2017 or equivalent to about $1 per week.

That is what Minister Josh Frydenberg said. So what
does the Leader of the Opposition say? What does the
member for Morwell — —
Mr Northe — Yes, yes, yes.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — Yes, yes, yes — the expert
over here. It really kills me every single time you open
your mouth. You just proved that you are not worthy of
the mantle of acting minister or pretend minister. That
is the reality of what your situation is, my friend.
This is the reality of what we have got. We have got of
course the expert, the adjunct professor, over there
saying Victorians are already struggling with
cost-of-living pressures under Labor and:
… the closure of Hazelwood will mean increases in power
bills of up to 25 per cent according to analysis by Frontier
Economics.

Of course the member for Morwell also chimed in and
said:
The closure of Hazelwood will cost thousands of direct and
indirect Latrobe Valley jobs and cause household power bills
to increase by up to 25 per cent.

And of course the real killer, the Leader of the
Opposition, ‘sensationally remarked’ — I have got a
quote, and I am happy to provide it — that the sudden
closure and inevitable higher power prices ‘may very
well signal the end of manufacturing in Victoria’.
Frankly, the only people that Victorians have to fear are
those opposite, because when they were in government
electricity prices went through the roof and energy
disconnections were at a record high. Whilst we had a
passing parade of job losses — thousands of jobs lost
right across Victoria — what did they do? Nothing,
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absolutely zero! Now they come in here with the
crocodile tears and say, ‘My mum and dad and my
cousins work in the valley’. Well, I will bring out mine
and you will bring out yours, and then we will have a
competition about which side of this house actually
does things to support working-class people, because
the reality is that your record is abysmal. You turned
your backs on the people of Hazelwood when they
needed you the most. When the mine was on fire you
had nowhere to go because you were like scared rabbits
staring at the headlights.
People in the valley do not need your crocodile tears.
What they need is a government that is prepared to
stump up and stand alongside them and do the hard,
sustained work over a number of years to make sure
that the people of the valley have actually got a future
that is prosperous and bright and one that is sustainable,
unlike the false promises and the Johnny-come-latelys,
frankly. I think people in the valley are over that. You
ought to have known better. You ought to have learnt.
Can I also say to you quite clearly that all of this
scaremongering is really such a poor reflection on the
fact that you as a government failed. You failed in
having a jobs plan. You failed in supporting the
manufacturing industry. You failed in assisting local
communities to diversify their economies, and you
failed in terms of keeping electricity prices within
reason. In fact, as I said, electricity prices went through
the roof under you. Vulnerable people, including people
in the valley, were at record levels disconnected from
their gas and electricity. So if you want to do a
comparison, I am happy to hear more about the good
old years of Henry Bolte and Sir John Monash and all
of that.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms D’AMBROSIO — You are living in the past.
Start living today. Start having a plan. Start doing the
hard work, because I have not seen an inch of work
from you lot in opposition. The fact is that when times
get tough in communities we stand up, we have a plan
and we will walk alongside every single member of that
community. That is what we will do.
The first thing we did when we got elected was to
reopen the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry. Frankly, you
were dragged into doing that. It took you 30 days to get
down there and to do anything other than give people a
bucket and a mop to clean up the ash. That is what you
did. The fact is we had to reopen that inquiry. It was a
commitment we saw through, and there were still
significant questions that were left unanswered by you
lot when you were in government.
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So do not come in here and lecture us about what is
good for vulnerable communities. Do not come in here
and lecture us about where the jobs are going to come
from and the need to support workers when they lose
their jobs. Do not come in here and lecture us on rising
electricity prices, because the reality is that the evidence
shows that you do not care. You do not care about any
of that. The only party that is concerned about any of
these issues and has a plan backed up by significant
investment dollars that will be sustained over a long
period of time is the Andrews Labor government. That
is our way. That is the Labor way.
Ms Green — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker, I
would like to refer to the earlier point of order and your
ruling on interjections and allowing members on their
feet to be heard. I would also just note that numerous
members were interjecting during the minister’s speech
while out of their place. If they are going to interject
while members are responding to their own matter of
public importance they should at least do it from their
own places.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! You are
wasting your own shadow minister’s time here. There
is no point of order. It was very unruly, but I did not
want to interrupt the minister in her contribution.
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — It is a disgrace that
1 minute was just wasted on this debate by the
government without my having the opportunity to
respond to some of the greatest rewriting of history that
I have ever heard in my life and the misuse of the facts
the previous speaker has just spoken about.
As you know, Deputy Speaker, Labor’s policy on this
is well known:
Either you believe in closing Hazelwood or you don’t, and I
do —

said former Premier John Brumby. Six years ago this
policy was announced by the Labor Party, yet we now
have Hazelwood closing in the very near future with no
plan for transition in that time. Indeed we asked the
Premier today in question time what his position is in
terms of Hazelwood: does he believe in the policy of
Hazelwood closing?
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There are a
number of people out of their seats and interjecting.
That is unparliamentary. I ask you to desist.
Mr NORTHE — The now Premier said in 2011:
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How will (Premier Ted) Baillieu reach the 20 per cent
reduction target by 2020? He’s abandoned the staged closure
of Hazelwood.

Also in 2011, at the same time, we had the now
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
being reported in this Parliament many times as saying:
Mr Baillieu’s decision to keep Hazelwood fully operating is
disgraceful …

So even after today we are still not quite sure whether
the Premier is walking a very tight tightrope here, if you
like, pandering to the Greens in Melbourne on one side
and on the other side trying to tell the Latrobe Valley
people, ‘We are looking after you’ — and that is simply
not the case. You do not have to hear it from me; I have
many quotes which I will put into Hansard today of
local people who are absolutely disgusted with the
government’s actions or lack of action with respect to
Hazelwood closing in the future.
One of the questions that has been asked of me by the
workers, contractors and local businesses is: how hard
has this government fought to save jobs in the Latrobe
Valley? It has almost accepted the decision without any
intervention whatsoever or exploring any other options
or initiatives. In his contribution the member for
Bulleen talked about the notion of having some
alternatives. Has the government looked at any
prospective buyers? Has it worked hard to make sure
that the company could have a staged closure, which all
the workers thought was going to happen? Has it
looked at other initiatives and making sure that those
impacted Hazelwood workers might have opportunities
for employment with other generators in the Latrobe
Valley? They do not need to be explored today; they
needed to have been explored months ago.
One of the greatest disappointments we have had in
Latrobe Valley over these last two years is, despite the
ramblings of the previous speaker, that this government
abolished a number of programs that had been put in
place by the coalition, indeed in consort by the state
coalition government and the federal Labor
government, in 2011. There was $35 million towards a
Latrobe Valley Industry and Employment Roadmap in
2011. We had the Latrobe Valley Industry and
Infrastructure Fund, which was set up to support local
businesses to grow, to expand and to create jobs. Over
1100 jobs were created through that particular initiative.
We had Skilling the Valley to help workers who might
have been out of work for a period of time to be
reskilled and find employment. We had the Regional
Partnerships Facilitation Fund. All of those are gone,
with nothing in their place for two years.
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What has happened since? I can tell you what has
happened since. It is a fact that in December 2014
unemployment in Latrobe city was 7.3 per cent. It was
too high — conceded absolutely. It is now 10.7 per
cent. This is even before the announcement about
Hazelwood’s closure. It is a crying shame. Despite the
announcements of packages by the state government, it
is too late for many people in the Latrobe Valley who
have been trying to find work in these last 18 months to
2 years. Those figures are not my figures. They are
ABS statistics.
We have had an increase in unemployment of almost
50 per cent in our municipality in less than two years.
In the township of Morwell unemployment is now
19.7 per cent. It is a disgrace, and something needs to
happen about that. But when you get rid of the
programs that were in place and when you tax your
major employers to the tune of $252 million, that is not
helpful to creating jobs and employment. It does the
reverse. The ramblings of the government about the
increase in the coal tax having no repercussions or no
impact are absolutely not true. It is absolutely not true
at all, and the Leader of the Opposition today has made
comments and quoted from Engie about that.
In terms of what people in the Latrobe Valley are
feeling at the moment, it is really interesting. I will
quote from a newspaper article. The quote is attributed
to the former Construction, Forestry, Mining and
Energy Union (CFMEU) mining and energy president,
Luke van der Meulen. It reports that he said:
… he had been aware the closure was imminent and had been
pushing for Engie to provide —

some certainty. The article states:
He said the union had wanted the government to facilitate
talks with the other power stations in the area to offer
redundancies to older workers so that younger ones from
Hazelwood could take their jobs.
‘But none of that has happened’, he said. ‘The government is
either unwilling or completely unable to bring any of that
about.
‘They should enforce decent discussion from the power
companies on how they are going to deal with the closure of
Hazelwood and minimise the impact on the community’.

That is from a former CFMEU official, and he is right.
There are good ideas out there that do not need to be
explored now; this should have been happening months
and months and months ago as discussion around the
closure of Hazelwood came to the fore.
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Former Labor candidate for the seat of Morwell and
current Latrobe City councillor Graeme Middlemiss is
reported in the newspaper as saying:
This process must be led by the state government in close
consultation with the community, not by the departing power
company. It appears that the state government is again being
slow to face up to its responsibilities in the Latrobe Valley.

Then there were a plethora of comments that have been
attributed to workers and contractors and people within
our local community, and they are replete. The Latrobe
Valley Express and indeed the Herald Sun report:
… Hazelwood worker Ron … said he would probably leave
the valley, ‘because that’s where the work is’.
…
David Wilson, a unit controller at Hazelwood … said new
jobs were needed. Without them, young families may split as
one parent searches elsewhere for work.

Those examples are replete. I think most pressing for
me is the fact that I have been contacted by a number of
young workers at Hazelwood, either directly employed
or as contractors. These are young people who have not
been at Hazelwood for a long period of time. Despite
media reports that on average these workers are going
to get $300 000, it is simply not true. The case for many
is they will walk away with very, very little in terms of
financial assistance. But what they will walk away with
is not having a job. At the same time that does not help
them when they have got significant mortgages and
financial commitments. They have got all these
pressing commitments that they have to meet. They are
reasonably well remunerated where they work at the
moment, but there is no job equivalent for these people
to find.
It is nice to think that they can work in the rehabilitation
of the mine and all of that, but it just does not curry
favour with the workers there. They want real jobs.
That is the strong feedback I have had. They want real
jobs in our community so they can continue to live in
our community. As we heard yesterday from Todd,
who is a worker out at Hazelwood, the reality is that he
might have to pack up his family and leave the Latrobe
Valley. That is the last thing that he wants to do, and
that is the last thing we want to see.
You cannot get away from the fact that this is Labor’s
policy, this is what they have wanted to happen. They
could not even get a partial or gradual closure right.
This is going to happen in less than five months, and it
is a disgrace.
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Industry and
Employment) — It is very, very hard to listen to a
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bunch of hypocrites on that side talking about the
Latrobe Valley. We remember on this side what
happened in the auto industry.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr NOONAN — We remember what happened in
the auto industry: Ford, Holden, Toyota — all
announcing their closure on the watch of the mob over
there when they were in government. They said
nothing. They were silent. How many jobs were there?
There were thousands and thousands of jobs, and they
sat silent. ‘This is a decision of the company’, they said
of the various auto sector companies, but they did
nothing. What did they come up with? A paltry
package — of $21 million to help 10 000 workers. That
is their legacy.
That is their legacy to us. We are the ones now having
to fix up the mess that they left us. And why? Because
these businesses and these workers are in Melbourne’s
west, they are in Melbourne’s north, they are in
Melbourne’s south-east and they are in Geelong. They
just walked away saying — ‘Well, that’s just the
restructure of an industry’. We have learnt a number of
things from the auto sector which we are applying
already in relation to the Latrobe Valley. Unfortunately
we have had to learn on the job, and we will stand by
those workers, every single one of them.
I want to say some positive things about Gippsland and
the Latrobe Valley, because it has been my great
privilege to spend a lot of time in the valley meeting
with a lot of stakeholders. I had the opportunity to be
part of the launch of the Committee for Gippsland Our
Region Our Future report. I want to read something
that the committee said in the report, which I think is
absolutely apt today, and that is, and I quote:
There is a resounding view from business and community
that Gippsland is an ideal region in which to live, work and
invest, and that should be promoted.

I think it is incumbent upon all of us to bear that in
mind as we run a commentary about the Latrobe Valley
and the Gippsland region. It is full of great people, and
it is a great part of our state. They went on. This is in
the executive summary, and this is what they said:
There has been consistent feedback throughout this project
about the damage done to the region’s community and
commercial reputation by a small number of vocal activist
groups.

People of the valley are proud people. They are sick
and tired of people talking them down, and they do not
deserve that. That is why our priority as a government,
notwithstanding the decision that Engie has made, is to
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stand with the people of the Latrobe Valley and
Gippsland. They do not benefit from us squabbling in
Spring Street. They do not gain anything as a
community from us spending a couple of hours trying
to point-score, if you like, about who has done the
better job and who has done the worst job in the
Latrobe Valley. We simply want to do what the
Committee for Gippsland wants us to do and what the
community wants us to do more generally — promote
new skills, new technology, new jobs, bring new
infrastructure investment and innovation to the valley
and be focused on the structured transition that will take
place as a result of Engie’s decision to close
Hazelwood.
I want to spend a bit of time talking about what that
package actually looks like. I have got about
61⁄2 minutes in which to do it, and there is a fair bit in it.
There has been a cabinet task force chaired by the
Premier that has been meeting to plan potentially for a
power generator such as Engie to announce a closure.
Last week the Premier announced, and I was at the
announcement with the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change and the Premier, a
significant and substantial package — a $266 million
package to support Latrobe Valley. That is 10 times the
investment made by the previous government when the
auto sector closed down — 10 times. We are talking
about 10 000 jobs here. So there is the $266 million
package, which includes the creation of an economic
growth zone, a $50 million contribution, to assist and
provide companies wanting to start up, establish or
expand in the Latrobe Valley region with financial
incentives, including the reimbursement of fees and
charges.
A terrific opportunity for the valley, one that it has
never seen before, is a very substantial contribution
towards infrastructure of $174 million. That will go
towards community infrastructure and additional
investment in things such as new local projects, roads,
public transport, schools and health facilities. The
benefit that will come from that investment is that the
government has a number of key policies which are
about ensuring that local businesses benefit when we
invest in infrastructure. Every time we see a significant
piece of infrastructure valued at over $50 million, it has
a minimum local content. Every time we see a
minimum investment of $20 million by the state on a
piece of infrastructure or program, we have to reserve
10 per cent for apprentices, trainees and cadets. Latrobe
Valley will benefit significantly from the $174 million
investment in infrastructure. Indeed through those
programs, through local procurement and through skills
we will see opportunities for young people and
reskilling.
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Compare and contrast that to the contribution that has
been announced by the commonwealth government
again. There is a $43 million fund for so-called
infrastructure investment and support for workers.
Now, I am none the wiser about what that $43 million
actually will translate to. Again, $266 million — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
Mr NOONAN — I hear the shadow minister
interjecting. I would say that before the federal election
the coalition announced $20 million for the Goulburn
Valley region and Geelong. Never once did they have
an idea that they might put any money into Gippsland
or the Latrobe Valley.
On support for workers and businesses, the Premier and
I have already announced a $22 million package for
workers and a transition centre, which is already open
and established, in Morwell in partnership with the
Gippsland Trades and Labour Council. I want to
compliment the Gippsland Trades and Labour Council
for the work that they have been doing in preparation
for transition. They are important partners. Through
that centre, just as we have done with auto workers, we
are providing opportunities for people to re-skill, to get
counselling, to get financial advice and to get
opportunities for subsidised job seeker training and
importantly job placement services, which will all be
really critical.
On top of that, as I said in my ministerial statement
today, there is tailored support for businesses to help
them identify new opportunities and develop a
transition plan — again, based on the auto industry.
More than 40 grants of more than $800 000 are
provided, allowing businesses to look at the future and
the need to transition into new markets. There is the
expansion of the Back to Work program to assist
businesses to employ workers in the Latrobe Valley.
Also I heard the member for Morwell talk about a
worker transition scheme. Yes, I think that is a scheme
absolutely worth exploring, and it is what the
government is already doing.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr NOONAN — I hear those opposite talking
about it being too late. It is not too late. It is never too
late to try and work with power generators — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
Mr NOONAN — The member says, ‘Why didn’t
you do it three months ago?’. The member might have
missed this last week, but in fact Engie only announced
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the closure last Thursday. You do not establish a
worker transition scheme if — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Warrandyte will desist
interjecting in that manner.
Mr NOONAN — If the minister has not — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! If the
honourable member for Warrandyte wants to be kicked
out, I will do that urgently.
Mr NOONAN — You do not create a transition
scheme if there is no closure announcement. When a
closure announcement comes you start talking to the
other generators in relation to the opportunities around
redeployment. As I said yesterday — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
Mr NOONAN — This is the shadow minister, who
could not find his voice — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Warrandyte! I will not — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! If you answer
me back again, I will kick you out for the maximum
time. I will not say this again.
Mr NOONAN — You obviously look at a
transition scheme if a closure is in fact announced. That
is what we are doing. There are some good sounds
being made by the power generators in relation to their
willingness to look at this scheme to try and keep some
of those workers who want to remain in the energy
sector in jobs. Beyond that we have already developed
an Economic Facilitation Fund of $10 million to assist,
and that is already attracting jobs — 73 new jobs at a
local abattoir. We have already invested, and that is
creating jobs, and it will continue to create jobs.
Mr R. Smith interjected.
Mr NOONAN — The shadow minister continues to
interject, but where was his voice on the day that Ford
closed? He said nothing because he did not care, and he
does not care about the jobs in the Latrobe Valley; he
never will. He has probably not even been down there,
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for goodness sake — unlike us. We will continue to
work with the Latrobe Valley, businesses and workers,
and we will stand shoulder to shoulder with them.

supporting the jobs of Hazelwood workers than the
Labor Party ever was you know that Labor has got it
wrong.

Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — The closure of
Hazelwood is a tragedy for the 1000 people of the
Latrobe Valley who will directly lose their jobs. It is a
tragedy for the community of the Latrobe Valley, who
will lose one of the centrepieces of their industrial
heartland. It is a tragedy for the families of Victoria,
who will face much higher power prices as a direct
result of this decision of Hazelwood to close down. It is
a tragedy for our manufacturing sector, which will bear
the brunt of the extreme increase in power prices as a
result of Hazelwood shutting down. What is a tragedy
also is that this never had to happen. This was not an
accident. This was not a decision made in a boardroom
in Paris. This is a decision brought about by deliberate
actions of this Andrews Labor government.

Here is what the Latrobe Valley Sustainability Group
spokesman Dan Caffrey said:

They have had a plan to close Hazelwood since 2010.
They announced they were going to close it in 2010.
We got to office at the end of 2010. I was honoured to
be sworn in as the Minister for Energy and Resources.
One of the first briefings I sought from my department
was the status of this proposal by the then Brumby
Labor government to close down Hazelwood. They
came in and they briefed me, and they said, ‘Minister,
there is no money to fund the closure of Hazelwood’;
they said, ‘There is no plan to replace the jobs brought
about by the closure of Hazelwood’; they said, ‘There
is no plan to deal with the spike in power prices that
would be caused by the closure of Hazelwood’; and
they said, ‘There is no plan to replace the baseload
power required for our energy security that would be
sacrificed by the closure of Hazelwood’.
It was a stupid plan then, it is a stupid plan now, and
now we see the consequences of that stupid plan being
brought to bear not just on the direct people who work
at Hazelwood, not just on the communities of the
Latrobe Valley, but on all Victorians. This is not an
accident; it is not a coincidence This was Labor’s plan
all along.
When I announced on 10 May 2011 that we formally
discontinue negotiations on the closure of Hazelwood,
there were a number of reactions. Steve Dodd, who was
the acting secretary of the Gippsland Trades and
Labour Council, said on ABC Radio on 11 May:

Our view with regards to shutting down two units at
Hazelwood was that it was premature and would
unnecessarily cost jobs …
There was nothing to replace it and we would have copped
the brunt of the blame for any possible shortages …

When you have the union movement and green groups
saying, ‘It’s a stupid decision to close down
Hazelwood. It’s going to sacrifice jobs, it’s going to
sacrifice energy prices, it’s going to sacrifice energy
security’, you would have to be as dumb and as
ideologically motivated as the Premier is to go ahead
with that program anyway.
So we were praised by the unions for discontinuing the
negotiations, we were praised by the local green
groups. Guess who did not praise us?
An honourable member — Who?
Mr M. O’BRIEN — Let me quote from a press
release of 11 May 2011 from the state member for Mill
Park:
Mr Baillieu’s decision to keep Hazelwood fully operating is
disgraceful …

She will wear those words like a crown of thorns, as
should every member of this Labor government,
because there it is in black and white: Labor thought
keeping Hazelwood open was disgraceful. They got
themselves onto the Treasury benches and we have
now seen what has happened. They have not just driven
Hazelwood out of business by neglect, they have not
driven Hazelwood out of business by taking a hands-off
approach. That was not good enough for the Premier or
the Minister for Environment, Energy and
Resources — they deliberately took policy decisions to
drive Hazelwood out of business.
On 23 April a press release came from the Treasurer —
our self-satisfied, self-important Treasurer who believes
he knows everything. This one is headed ‘Delivering a
fair share for Victorians’:

I’m sure our members are happy that Hazelwood’s not going
to shut down in the short term.

The 2016–17 Victorian budget will increase the brown coal
royalty rate three-fold from 1 January next year, raising
$252 million over the forward estimates.

When you get the Gippsland Trades and Labour
Council backing a decision of a Liberal-Nationals
coalition government because we are more interested in

Let me just stop there. Here is a Treasurer who is
backed by his Premier, his energy minister and all the
Labor backbenchers, tripling the taxes that are paid by
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Latrobe Valley power generators. Can you imagine any
business in this state or this country being able to cop a
tripling of taxes on them?
An honourable member — No!
Mr M. O’BRIEN — No, of course not. But that did
not stop Tim. Good old Tim Pallas! Treasurer Tim said:
Power companies can easily absorb this change …

What company can easily absorb a tripling of taxes?
You would have to be as dumb as this Treasurer to
believe that you can whack up taxes by a quarter of a
billion on Latrobe Valley generators and not have an
impact.
But what do the companies themselves say? Here is
what Engie said. This is in the Latrobe Valley Express
of 28 April 2016. An Engie spokesman said:
… this government decision takes $20 million a year straight
out of the Hazelwood business. That is a significant additional
cost that has to be found at a time when we are already
experiencing very difficult electricity market trading
conditions.

It goes on:
… policies that continue to damage our business
commercially will not help the community of the Latrobe
Valley or the Victorian economy …

So they were placed on notice; they were warned. The
owners of Hazelwood said, ‘You can’t take $20 million
a year out of our business and expect business as usual.
This is damaging our business, it is damaging the
Latrobe Valley and it is damaging the Victorian
economy’. But did the Treasurer or the Premier listen?
Did they listen? Did they pay heed? Did they care? No,
they did not.
The member for Morwell, my friend and colleague,
pinged it. He said in the same article:
That surely will have a detrimental impact on jobs within
those companies and indirectly in the community as well …

Back in April the member for Morwell pinged it. He
knew the effect this tripling of the tax was going to
have. But what was the response? The Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change labelled the
member for Morwell’s comments as ‘scaremongering’,
saying the increase would be able to be absorbed
without any impact on jobs. Well, say that to the
1000 workers at Hazelwood and their families. What
rubbish! It was not scaremongering; it was telling the
truth. The member for Morwell knew it, we knew it, the
company knew it. You were all told about it. But, no,
this arrogant government, this arrogant Premier, this
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arrogant Treasurer and the sheep elsewhere on the
backbench went along with it. They put their hands up
like good little boys and girls and voted for a tripling of
the tax. Those chickens, I am sorry to say, have now
come home to roost and every one of you in the Labor
government bears responsibility for what has happened
down there at Hazelwood.
Look at what this government has done to Hazelwood
and the town of Morwell since coming into office. In
December 2014 the unemployment rate in Morwell was
13 per cent — it was too high, but it was 13 per cent. In
June 2016, less than two years later, it had gone from
13 per cent to 19.7 per cent. This is a government that
has seen the rate of unemployment in Morwell increase
by 50 per cent in less than two years. The Minister for
Industry and Employment, supposedly the minister for
jobs, sits here at the table and tells us what a great job
he is doing and what a terrific job the government is
doing. He has presided over unemployment going up
by 50 per cent.
This is a disaster for Hazelwood, it is a disaster for the
Latrobe Valley and it is a disaster for the people of
Victoria. We heard the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change say, ‘Don’t worry
about power, that’ll be fine’. What does the Australian
Energy Market Operator say? It says reserves in
Victoria are projected to reduce negative
145 megawatts in summer 2017–18 at times of peak
demand. We will go from being the energy princes of
Australia to the energy paupers. We will have to have
the begging bowl out, hoping there is spare capacity in
South Australia, Tasmania or New South Wales just to
keep the lights on. This is a government that has made
dumb decisions to drive Hazelwood out of business.
They have lost jobs, there are rising power prices, they
have reduced the security of supply, and all of those are
a direct result of the stupid decisions of an incompetent
Labor government.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I am pleased to
follow on from the member for Malvern, who presided
over the Treasury benches as Treasurer of this state,
overseeing only 17 000 full-time jobs in the four years
they were in government. Whilst we are on jobs, can I
say at the start of my contribution to this matter of
public importance that the unemployment rate across
Victoria is down 0.9 percentage points since we came
to office in Victoria in November 2014? That is nearly
1 per cent.
Since we were elected, full-time employment has
increased by 89 300 people and total employment has
increased by some 162 100 people. In regional Victoria
in particular more than 26 800 people have found a job
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since Labor was elected, 7700 of those being full-time
jobs. So before we start to take any lectures from those
opposite, let me also remember the member for
Rowville who, as Treasurer — of course, they went
through a few on the other side — could not even
mention the word ‘jobs’ when he gave his budget
speech in the early part of that pretty shameful term in
office under Mr Baillieu, whose only achievement in
government was to declare gold the mineral element of
Victoria. That is about the only capacity for
achievement that we have heard from anyone on that
side of the house.
Picking up on another couple of points, we should just
go back in terms of the motivation of those opposite,
who seem to have found their voices in relation to this
matter. As the Minister for Industry and Employment
pointed out — as someone who represents the west —
someone representing an electorate in the north-east of
Victoria should know very well that across the western
and northern suburbs of Melbourne there have been
transitions, changes and closures of the manufacturing
plants in our motoring industry, but we have heard very
little.
There had been no plan prepared, there was nothing
resembling serious engagement from those opposite
when they were on the Treasury benches in relation to
these matters. There has been no pressure put on their
colleagues in Canberra, who are sitting up there puffing
away on cigars and enjoying the fact that people will be
put out of work across northern and western
Melbourne. These are generations of families who have
worked and committed themselves to the
manufacturing industry. We just heard nothing from
those opposite in relation to their plans to secure a
future for those people. It has taken a Labor
government to come into office with the support of the
northern and western suburbs of Melbourne in
particular to grab that mantle and invest in the futures
of those great workers in our northern and western
suburbs.
In picking up on the motivations of those opposite, I
think when we talk about the Latrobe Valley we need to
go back to the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry, which was
of course reopened by the Labor government. As the
Minister for Health said on the reopening of that
inquiry:
The community deserves answers. They deserve to know
whether the fire contributed to an increase in deaths, and what
impact the fire may have had on their health. We will help the
community find these answers.
…
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The government is funding new equipment, a new health
clinic and a long-term health study to help the community get
the care, support and information they need.

I will quote from some other documents in relation to
that:
Residents from the Latrobe Valley say they have been
vindicated by the Hazelwood mine fire inquiry finding that
last year’s blaze most likely contributed to deaths in the
region.

When those opposite were in government in particular
the responsible minister at the time was too busy
running around Kew chasing a failed preselection to be
able to attend to her ministerial duties in Gippsland by
attending to the needs of people who considered
themselves to have been very adversely affected; in fact
lives were lost during that mine fire. Can I also point
out that not only did that happen but we had to wait
until a Labor government came to office to reopen that
inquiry to get to the bottom of what had just been
brushed under the carpet by those opposite, who had
nothing but contempt to show for people in the valley
in the way in which they handled that inquiry, so much
so that we saw that in the response from the board. The
Minister for Health said:
Again and again members of the Latrobe Valley community
sent a couple of really strong messages, they’ve said we felt
neglected, abandoned and ignored. Today’s report provides
evidence that in fact that was the case.

Again those opposite have no great defence. They are
very silent when it comes to the mine fire inquiry and
the way in which they scurried about and shoved a lot
of the facts under the carpet. It was only once the Labor
government was elected that it was able to shine a light
on what was happening there and make some redress
for the people of the valley in relation to those matters.
If we go back a bit further, we find that those opposite
have a history of letting down the valley. If you go back
to an article from December 2009 headed ‘Down in a
troubled valley’, you see it reported that:
The SEC once employed 10 000 people and trained
500 apprentices a year around the valley. Now fewer than
2500 work directly for private generation companies, and
apprentices are a fond memory.
…
In the decade since losing office, Jeff Kennett has spent much
time confronting mental health problems in regional Victoria.
He now acknowledges that his treatment of the valley was too
brutal.

Again those opposite should look at their history in the
valley before they come into this place lecturing the
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Andrews government on how to attend to the issues and
the priorities of people of the Latrobe Valley.
I quote the former Premier further:
It’s very easy to change the natural order of life, but it comes
with a huge social and economic cost. If I was in office ever
again and implementing change as I did in the past … I would
make sure that I had a lot of education in place to try and
alleviate as much of the doubt and as much of the ingredients
that might cause stress and anxiety [as possible]. I would try
better to understand the impact of change.

I saw in the metropolitan papers today Mr Kennett
again giving some gratuitous advice and lecturing about
how this government should be dealing with these
matters, and I want to draw the house’s attention to the
views of the people of the valley in relation to Jeff
Kennett’s history and those opposite when they were in
office many, many years ago, because this all goes to
the history of their motivations and their actions in
government when it comes to the valley.
I quote further from the article:
The previous bombshell was the privatisation of electricity,
the industry upon which the town and the wider regional
economy were built. Ask anyone in this part of the world and
they will tell you the same thing: the 1990s sell-off … taken
up with relish by Jeff Kennett, gutted the Latrobe Valley.
…
Jeff Kennett says he has been to the Latrobe Valley in recent
years as chairman of mental health awareness group
beyondblue. He can’t recall exactly where he went or when.
If he did visit, it was not very public, which was probably
wise.
In this part of the world his name tends to elicit reactions
more personal and intense than the usual tribal/political rants
about John Howard or Paul Keating. Kennett really hurt.

I just point out that those opposite have a very long
history of involvement in the valley, and it is certainly
not something they should be particularly proud of. I
recall also under the Bracks and Brumby governments
the Latrobe Valley task force was established, long
before these other more recent issues that we are
seeking to address in the valley. We have a history of
acknowledging the long-term challenges of the valley.
Our previous Labor government’s actions, that Latrobe
Valley task force and the work that was done at that
time were an acknowledgement from that government
and from the Labor Party that these are systemic and
endemic issues that require long-term support and
policy work. That was what happened last time under
both Steve Bracks and John Brumby; it is work that the
current Premier is picking up today.
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I put on the record some of the work the Premier has
outlined, because this is not new for a Labor
government. Our work in the Latrobe Valley when
previously in government stands us in good stead to
tackle these challenges with the community today. In
the immediate term a $20 million package of support
will be available for Hazelwood workers and affected
businesses. This includes a worker transition centre
established in Morwell in partnership with the
Gippsland Trades and Labour Council — a one-stop
shop for individual support; education, counselling,
financial advice and subsidised jobseeker training for
workers in transition; tailored support for businesses to
help them identify new opportunities and develop a
transition plan; and an expansion of the Back to Work
program to businesses that employ workers in the
Latrobe Valley. A call centre website will also go live
today to provide affected workers with access to
information and support. An additional $20 million will
fund the establishment of a dedicated Latrobe Valley
authority to lead the government’s response and
manage the transition and the future economic
development of the Latrobe Valley.
What is also an opportunity for members to reflect on is
that we have been able to create very many jobs since
coming to office two years ago. When there are
significant issues that have arisen in the valley in
relation to jobs, just as we have seen in the
manufacturing industries in terms of car manufacturing,
we also need to reflect on everyday people who lose
their jobs in difficult circumstances that can often go
unnoticed when they do not have the full attention of
what are clearly some very iconic industries. They are
people who deserve the support of the government,
they deserve the support of this house and they are the
people who often fall through the cracks.
We are determined to ensure that the work the
government is putting into the valley is demonstrated
across the state of Victoria in many communities and
many suburbs. We have worked hard to ensure that
people have opportunities to prosper. We will continue
to work with not only the people of the valley but right
across the suburbs to ensure that people have the best
opportunity to contribute to the state of Victoria.
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — The decision to
close Hazelwood is bad for jobs, bad for households,
bad for businesses and bad for Victoria. There is
absolutely no question that this Premier and this
government have their hands all over this closure. They
have wanted to close Hazelwood right from the
beginning. They wanted to close it in opposition and
they have got what they wished for: the closure of one
of our most reliable baseload suppliers of secure power.
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They have ripped up to 25 per cent of the power supply
out of the state and potentially sent prices spiralling,
costing jobs and of course threatening power security.
The Premier has said on many occasions that he will
fight for every job. Well, he is not fighting for the
people of Latrobe Valley. I will take just a minute to
reflect on those people in the Latrobe Valley that are
living in very uncertain times and what this closure will
do to them, their families and their community, no
thanks to this Premier.
We have seen on many occasions that the Premier has
been responsible for this, largely due to the policies and
ideology of his government. Back in May 2011, when
he was in opposition, he said at the Victorian ALP state
conference:
How will Mr Baillieu reach the 20 per cent reduction target
by 2020? He’s abandoned the staged closure of Hazelwood.

He attacked us for not closing Hazelwood. We have
also seen this from the current Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change, who is quoted in a
media release dated 11 May 2011 as having said:
‘Mr Baillieu’s decision to keep Hazelwood fully operating is
disgraceful’ …
…
Our state must be looking at ways to lower dependence on
brown coal and finding new ways to generate power. Partially
shutting down Hazelwood was part of this process.

This has certainly been the plan that the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change and the
Premier have been focused on. It is no coincidence that
the energy minister, who was the Minister for Energy
and Resources, suddenly received the portfolio of
environment and combined those portfolios to
effectively undertake and oversight the closure of
Hazelwood to reach her environmental target. In fact in
May 2011 she attacked our then fine Treasurer on
Twitter, saying:
O’Brien as good as admits 2 ABC … his govt has no strategy
2 replace Hazelwood. On budget eve … Howzat that for
avoiding scrutiny.

That is correct, because we did not have a plan to shut
down Hazelwood; we had a plan to save it. We had a
plan to save those jobs and to work to ensure that every
one of those jobs would be saved and that power
security and power prices would be kept under control
by keeping the station open. In fact this minister has got
what she wanted, and she is turning off the lights at
Hazelwood.
We also heard Gavin Jennings say in the other place
that he was fighting for a staged closure of Hazelwood
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power station. We have heard this on many occasions,
and now we are seeing Labor members, who were in
opposition and now are in government, continuing
along this path. We saw this very much with the
introduction of the coal tax by this government’s
Treasurer. If anybody doubts that taxing business and
putting costs on businesses correlates with them
eventually saying, ‘We’ve had enough, we cannot
continue to meet these escalating costs and we are
effectively going to turn off the lights and leave as a
result of the government’s involvement’ — if anyone
thinks that the government’s active involvement in
policy does not affect the decisions of private
businesses, they are dreaming.
This is not a government that has left it to market
forces. It is not a government that has stood back and
said, ‘Right, we’ll leave it. If the market wants to
purchase from the various players in the energy mix,
then they will do so’. This has been an ideological
government. In fact in the Treasurer’s April budget
speech he said, ‘We will tax the coal industry — those
in the valley — an additional $252 million, Hazelwood
an additional $20 million. We will tax them each and
every year this additional cost’.
The Premier has made the comment in here on a
number of occasions that the company, Engie, has said
that the closure had nothing to do with the government.
Well, in fact in April, in response to the Treasurer’s
new or additional tax, a spokesperson from Hazelwood
said that the increase would inevitably have a
‘detrimental impact on the region’s energy sector’ and
that it had not been consulted on the decision. They also
said the government’s decision to take $20 million out
of the Hazelwood business was ‘a significant increase
in our operating costs and comes at a time of very
difficult energy market conditions’.
This was a direct attack on the industry. The Australian
Financial Review said it would have a detrimental
effect and that the threefold increase in royalties would
equate to some $20 million a year from Hazelwood.
There you go: there is Engie saying that the
government’s direct involvement in policy led to the
closure of Hazelwood in terms of the effect on prices.
We have seen the now combined environment and
energy minister introduce a 40 per cent renewable
energy target. How are we going to achieve that sort of
target if we do not close some of these power stations?
That is the aim of this minister — that is what she is
looking at doing. The government knows that as part of
the mix they need these power stations to close. That
brings me to a very important point: this government
has absolutely no plan on energy. They had no plan to
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keep Hazelwood open; in fact all they had was a plan to
close Hazelwood.

that Victoria would be relying on other states to ensure
that we have secure energy in our state.

Where does that leave us right now in terms of the
valley? We will have Hazelwood closed — a quarter of
our energy just taken out of the game. We also have
Loy Yang A facing rolling strike actions in December
and Loy Yang B up for sale. The major players in
baseload power are under question, and this Premier
has absolutely no plan to ensure that our baseload
power is secured.

Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — What an
unbridled and shameless display of cheap politics we
have seen from those opposite in the contributions we
have had so far. What an absolute disgrace. They
pretend to care about jobs, despite delivering to us the
highest unemployment rate on the mainland when they
were in office. They pretend to care, when they did not
a single thing for the Latrobe Valley or a single thing
for any worker when they were in office. They have not
mentioned jobs in two years but now shed crocodile
tears about something they have shown no interest in up
until now, either in this term or during their time in
government. Their comments on this issue are nothing
but shameful, riddled with lies and manipulations. We
have had plenty of speakers on this side of the house
prepared to outline the hypocrisy of those opposite on a
range of issues.

That is a real worry for all of us. What does that mean
for manufacturing? We have seen all the commentators,
all the economists, say that there will be an increase in
pricing as a result of the shutdown of Hazelwood. Even
the government, which initially said there would be no
price increase, was then forced to come out and say,
‘Well, you know what? We did our own modelling
through the environment department. We consulted
through the environment department, and they have
said that the increase will be 4 per cent’. We have had
economists such as Frontier Economics say that it will
be up to 25 per cent. But even if you take the
government’s 4 per cent, what does that do to the likes
of Alcoa? What does that do to 2000 jobs in the
Portland area, to industry in that area and in other areas
as a result of the closure of Hazelwood?
Alcoa in Portland is currently negotiating a power
contract — it is negotiating at this crucial time — and
this decision could not come at a worse time for
Portland. We have seen the discussions of what has
happened with SPC Ardmona. Well, this government
has got an SPC times 10 on their hands when it comes
to Portland. What are they going to do when it comes to
Portland? Are they going to subsidise Portland to keep
it open? Are they going to subsidise the power
contract? Because they have just jacked up the prices
for Portland and for every manufacturer in this state,
and for small businesses and for every householder as a
result of closing Hazelwood. We have an absolute
energy crisis in this state, and this government is doing
absolutely nothing about it.
We have also seen the Australian Energy Market
Operator report that states that because of the closure
there will be a reduction of 145 megawatts during the
2017–18 summer period, which means that instead of
us being a net exporter we will be a net importer during
the peak periods of energy. What does that mean for the
peak periods? Does that mean we need to rely on South
Australia, which is already struggling and will continue
to struggle to be able to do that through the interstate
connector. The Premier says that we have a national
market, but no-one ever thought there would be a day

The Minister for Industry and Employment outlined the
impact of the loss of the auto industry. There was the
sound of nothing but crickets in 2013 when the auto
closures were announced, and they did not do a single
thing. Mark my words: the people in my community in
Dandenong have not forgotten, the people in Geelong
have not forgotten, the people in Melbourne’s north
have not forgotten and the people in Melbourne’s west
have not forgotten. Nor will they ever forget the
crickets on that side of the house when the closure of
the auto industry was announced. The facts mean
absolutely nothing to those opposite, as the debate
today has displayed, and it is an absolute disgrace.
The closure of Hazelwood was a decision of its owner,
French company Engie, as we have heard. The
opposition claims the closure is the result of Labor
policy, but funnily enough that is not the reason given
by the company. So opposition members think they
know better than those who actually made the call; they
think they know better than Engie. Engie made this
decision because they are divesting themselves of
brown coal assets around the world, as we have heard
multiple times today. It is a global decision. They
explained their reasons by media release, in an open
letter to the community and in a briefing to employees.
They made absolutely no mention of coal royalties or
any other government policy. Why? Because those
things were irrelevant to their decision — absolutely
irrelevant.
The opposition is also conveniently ignoring the
experts. When changes to the royalty were made, Tony
Wood from the Grattan Institute said:
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My expectation would be that brown coal still has a
significant marginal cost advantage on a fuel basis.

Kobad Bhavnagri of Bloomberg New Energy Finance
said:
It’s not enough to alter the competitive landscape.

Engie never once said they would continue to operate
but for the royalty. They never once asked for
government assistance. What arrogance of those
opposite to speak for the decision-makers. What
arrogance to say they know better than those who made
the call. What arrogance to contradict the experts, when
being utterly unqualified to do so, and I think we have
heard many examples and many wild and ridiculous
claims from those opposite that just demonstrate how
unqualified they are to make a comment on a range of
things — and this being just one of them.
But I will say that they are right about one thing. We
are indeed different to those opposite; we are absolutely
different. We are different because, unlike them, we
acted. In addition to the hard work of our ministers —
and I note the Minister for Industry and Employment is
in the chamber at the moment — their meetings with
Engie and their engagement on this issue, as well as
their efforts to protect Victorian workers, we had a
collective effort to plan for the worst through the
Latrobe Valley cabinet task force. As has been
explained, that was chaired by the Premier, and it was
an attempt to deal with the absolute worst, should it
occur, while all that other important work was going on
to engage with the company over the past months. We
did this because we knew it was important to act
quickly. We did not do what Mary Wooldridge did and
wait a month to respond. We did not wait a month to
get down there. We did not want to abandon the valley
like those opposite did in the wake of the mine fire.
You should hang your heads in shame. How dare any
of you sit there and point to us and tell us how to
manage the situation — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
When a member refers to ‘you’, it is actually referring
to the Chair.
Ms WILLIAMS — Apologies, Acting Speaker. We
were certain we would not abandon the valley like
those opposite did. To have those opposite lecturing us
on how to not only deal with the crisis in the valley but
also on investment in the valley is a bit rich. Our
ministers were there; that is the first point. They were
speaking to workers, they were speaking to the
community and moreover they were investing. Overall,
before I get to the details of the package, a $266 million
investment into the valley was made. That is
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substantial. I think the federal package was $43 million,
which sort of pales in comparison. Luckily the state
government stepped up. We invested heavily — and
here are some of the details of that investment.
In the immediate term a $22 million package of support
will be available for Hazelwood workers and affected
businesses. This includes a worker transition centre
established in Morwell in partnership with the
Gippsland Trades and Labour Council — a one-stop
shop for individual support; education, counselling,
financial assistance and subsidised job seeker training
for workers in transition; tailored support for businesses
to help them identify new opportunities and develop a
transition plan; and an expansion of the Back to Work
program to businesses that employ workers in the
Latrobe Valley.
There is a call centre and a website for workers to
access information and support options. Another
$20 million will fund the establishment of a dedicated
Latrobe Valley Authority to lead the government’s
response and manage transition and the future
economic development of the Latrobe Valley. This
authority will work with locals and businesses, as well
as the Gippsland Regional Partnership and all levels of
government to cut red tape and give locals a real say
over their future.
Further, a new economic zone will be established in the
valley as part of that $266 million package to create
local jobs and grow local businesses. Companies
wanting to start or expand their businesses in the valley
will be eligible for financial incentives, including
reimbursements of fees and charges — including things
like the reimbursement of stamp duty, for example.
This economic zone will not just cover the Latrobe City
Council area but will also cover Wellington and Baw
Baw shires. The red tape commissioner will investigate
ways to reduce red tape in the valley and break down
regulatory barriers to growth. The new authority will
also house a team of trade and investment specialists to
open up export opportunities and attract new
businesses.
We have also established a $174 million Community
Infrastructure and Investment Fund for new local
projects. These could include rail and road upgrades,
school upgrades and health facilities. That will not only
create much improved community infrastructure for the
people of the valley but will also create jobs.
This is real action, not cheap talk and not crocodile
tears; it is real action. There was no greater inspiration
to act quickly and no greater lesson than the one that
those opposite gave us in the wake of the Hazelwood
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mine fire. Boy, did we listen; boy, did we take note; and
boy, are we acting differently.

to stand with the communities in the valley, and we will
not turn our backs like those opposite did.

To go to the issue of price, which I note the former
speaker went to, I think it is fair to say that there have
been some pretty wild, out-there and different estimates
of the impact of the closure on energy prices. Most of
the figures that those opposite have thrown around are
without foundation, and they could not justify those
figures if they tried. I think they are dodging, ducking
and weaving and trying their best not to have to actually
explain how they came to their conclusions.

It really is a disgrace to see the chest beating of those
opposite when you consider their record on company
closures and unemployment. Many speakers on this
side of the house have reflected on the poor
performance of those opposite, especially following the
closure of the automotive industry. They did not want
to deal with that at all. They ignored the tens of
thousands of automotive workers in Victoria. They
collectively shrugged their shoulders. We will not do
that. We will stand with the workers of the valley.

For starters, let us scratch the surface of the claim of
25 per cent rises. Clearly the member for Caulfield did
not bother to read the title of the report he used to
justify this claim. It is not the first time the member for
Caulfield has exercised pretty bad judgement or a lazy
approach to the facts, I must say. The report is entitled
Sudden impact — revised version — Scrutinising the
wholesale price impact of assisted closure of brown
coal power stations — ‘assisted’ being the key word. It
says on the very first page that the report was modelling
a proposal by an Australian National University
academic for electricity consumers to fund the buyout
of Hazelwood. That is obviously a very different
scenario to what confronts us now.
Here are the facts. Regardless of Hazelwood closing,
the Victorian energy market is currently oversupplied,
which will continue to put downwards pressure on
prices. Victoria will continue to have more generating
capacity than our peak demand requirements. In
addition, Victoria is connected to three other states
which can supply power to us, and that level of
competition also acts to hold down prices. I like the fact
that opposition members are trying to ignore the fact
that we are a part of a national market — we are a state
in a national market.
The closure of Hazelwood sends a signal to the market
for a new investment, whether that is in gas, wind, solar
or otherwise. Victoria’s renewable energy targets will
drive billions of dollars of investment in new energy
generation capacity by 2025, which will also act to
lower prices.
The people of the valley have been let down before, as I
have outlined. They were let down by those opposite
after the mine fire. Even before the Engie
announcement, we have committed to improve the lives
of those in the valley quite substantially, with record
investment across a number of areas in the valley even
before the recent announcement. We will continue to
stand with the workers of the valley, we will continue

Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) — For many years
the Hazelwood power station has been an integral cog
in the wheel of the electricity-producing machine of the
Latrobe Valley which has underpinned the energy
security of Victoria. The Hazelwood power station is a
brown coal fuelled baseload thermal power station built
between 1964 and 1971. It has a 1600-megawatt
capacity and supplies up to 25 per cent of Victoria’s
baseload electricity and more than 5 per cent of
Australia’s total energy demand.
But what really is Hazelwood, what does it represent
for the Latrobe Valley and what does it mean to
Victoria? Currently Hazelwood provides 800 men and
women with an income — a good income — and
another 300-or-so contractors who specialise in
providing maintenance services to the power station
also rely on Hazelwood for a job that gives them the
ability to put food on the table and educate their
children. Hazelwood is a major contributor to the
economy of the Latrobe Valley as, along with the direct
jobs connected to the power station, thousands of retail
jobs and service and support industry jobs are
dependent on the demand of the Hazelwood operator
and its workers for their goods and services. Right
across my electorate, many communities — in
particular, Moe, Trafalgar, Yarragon, Warragul, Drouin
and surrounding communities — will all feel the impact
in some way.
Hazelwood provides baseload power that is critical to
the operation of business, in particular those that
depend on a reliable, consistent and cost-effective
electricity supply 24/7. It provides a much-needed
reliable supply to homes and businesses when there is
peak demand in the depths of winter and at the height
of a heatwave. Hazelwood gives security to business
and peace of mind to the elderly and infirm and to our
hospitals, schools and aged-care facilities.
The economy of Victoria has for years been
underpinned by the energy of the valley. Our
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manufacturing sector, dairy farming, sawmilling, heavy
and light industrial enterprises, and our metropolitan
train system, to name a few, have all enjoyed reliable,
consistent and cost-effective electricity at the flick of a
switch, and that has given Victorian businesses a
massive competitive edge in the marketplace. Alcoa’s
Portland smelter has remained competitive and in
business and has been able to make a major
contribution to the local economy of the south-west and
the wider Victorian economy, thanks to the valley. And
thanks also to the efforts of Sir John Monash, who laid
out the plans for the Yallourn power station and a
distribution system that now provides electricity even to
our most remote communities, which has improved the
quality of life so many Victorians.
The influence and impact of the economic benefit of the
power industry is felt across so many communities in
Gippsland, far beyond the boundaries of Traralgon,
Morwell and Moe. I have lived in Warragul for most of
my life, and still vivid in my memory is the large sign
that during my younger years stood proudly at the
western entry to Warragul. It read ‘Welcome to
Warragul, gateway to the Latrobe Valley’.
I remember the late Ken Rowlinson, who worked at the
Yallourn power station. In the late 1950s Ken realised
that there were large numbers of power industry
workers living in Warragul looking for transport to and
from work. With true Aussie ingenuity, Ken purchased
a large bus which gave him the opportunity to provide
transport for himself and 40 of his work colleagues to
and from work every day, right up until the late 1970s.
Today we find that many local Baw Baw shire
businesses have been relying on Hazelwood for much
of their work, mainly in the fabrication and
maintenance sectors. Gippsland Precision Engineering,
a local Warragul family business established by Gary
Olsson more than 23 years ago, has been providing
fabrication services to Hazelwood, which had grown to
represent 95 per cent of his business activity. Gary
started with 4 employees and gradually expanded and
grew to employ 20. Over the last two years Hazelwood
has reduced its maintenance spend to almost nothing,
and Gippsland Precision Engineering now employs
only 3, and closure of this family business is imminent.
Only four years ago Gary invested $1 million in
retooling and new machinery specific to the
requirements of Hazelwood. Today he has no work
from Hazelwood, and his equipment is worth next to
nothing.
There is no doubt that the Andrews government
decision to increase coal royalty by $252 million per
year, which has ripped $20 million from the bottom line
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of Hazelwood, has had a direct hit on the future of
Gippsland Precision Engineering and the employment
opportunities of boilermakers and other tradespeople
right across Gippsland. Engie has stated that the
decision to increase coal royalty completely altered the
discussion around the future of Hazelwood. It meant a
significant increase in operating costs and came at a
time of very difficult energy market conditions.
Of course Labor has form in that space — the space of
showing no genuine concern for jobs or baseload power
security. Their policy in 2010 was to close Hazelwood,
and they have now got their way. The Premier has now
delivered on that policy. Of course that policy was
purely based on trying to save their inner Melbourne
seats from the Greens and shoring up the Green
preference deals they rely on so heavily in suburban
Melbourne. The people of the Latrobe Valley have
been sold out by Labor, and Victorians more broadly
are already feeling the impact of higher energy prices
because of Labor’s renewable energy target, with more
pain to come as prices will increase by up to another
25 per cent once Hazelwood is taken out of production.
Much has been made of the Treasurer’s visit to Paris
recently and his meeting with senior management of
Engie. The Treasurer has publicly stated that he did not
ask Engie to keep Hazelwood open. Most genuine,
sane-thinking, business-minded people would have
raised the option of keeping Hazelwood open to allow a
timely transition to closure. Perhaps the opportunity
could have been grabbed to suggest a set time frame of,
say, five years, which may have given governments
time to actually encourage the establishment of new
businesses in the valley or the relocation of others to the
valley.
Perhaps the Treasurer could have seen fit to discuss the
future energy needs of Victoria, and in particular
baseload power. In fact you would have thought that if
the future of Victoria and the Latrobe Valley was
genuinely foremost in the mind of the Premier, he
would have accompanied the Treasurer and supported
him in a discussion with Engie — a discussion that I
would have thought entirely appropriate — about the
opportunities for a new power station, a power station
that would provide baseload power and real jobs and
would employ a workforce that is already trained up,
experienced and ready to go, maybe a gas-fired power
station or maybe a hybrid gas-clean coal technology
power station.
But, no; that would have upset the Greens. So bugger
the valley and its workers, and who cares about future
demand for baseload power? No, it would not have
made any sense at all to play to the strengths of the
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valley and build on its reputation as a skilled, reliable
and experienced workforce while utilising a coal
resource in tandem with new technology that would
deliver baseload power from a modern power station
50 per cent cleaner than Hazelwood.

Holden cars were actually being manufactured here in
Victoria and when the triple-fronted brick veneer was
all the rage and all the go. That says heaps. That says
where this opposition’s — this Liberal Party but, worse
still, the National Party — thinking is at.

In the very near future, on occasions when the wind
stops blowing and the sun stops shining, when South
Australia is completely shut down and in darkness and
when Victoria is dealing with power restrictions to
industry and blackouts in homes, this Premier will be
remembered as the Premier that turned his back on
securing the future energy needs of Victoria and the
Premier that sold out the workers in the valley for his
own political gain.

Their thinking is not about the future. Their thinking is
not about the challenges that we face in trying to look
after the people, the families and the companies in the
Latrobe Valley. Their thinking is back in the 1950s to
the John Howard era — to the era when things were
very, very simple, when Menzies was in power and
when Bolte got into power in 1955. They were the
golden years when you just generated your cheap
power out of brown coal down in the Latrobe Valley
and nobody cared because that was the time; that was
that era.

As Mary Aldred, the CEO of Committee for Gippsland,
said in her article in the Herald Sun of 2 November:
Gippsland and the Latrobe Valley can’t afford to have job and
investment opportunities ripped away by ideological activists
who have no regard for the region beyond their own closure
crusade.

Maybe Mary was referring to groups like the Voices of
the Valley, who purport to be concerned about the
valley but in reality are anti-coal and backed by the
anarchist green group Friends of the Earth.
In closing, I quote once again the CEO of Committee
for Gippsland:
The Latrobe Valley has a community of resilient, can-do
people. Victoria needs to be invested in their future. The rest
of the state will need this region fighting fit for the long run.

Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — The matter before
the house today is a really interesting one because if
you read the words, you would think that honourable
members on the other side of the house actually care
about Morwell and all the families, all the people and
all the companies that have been affected by the
decision by a private company based in Paris to close
the generator. But in actual fact when you have a look
at what they are doing, the politics that they are playing,
the weasel words that they are saying and the crocodile
tears that they are crying, you get to understand that
these words in the matter of public importance and the
things that honourable members on the other side of the
house have said are absolutely false.
I will go through the things that they did say. It is really,
really interesting when you have a look at the book —
the bible — that the Leader of the Opposition held up in
his contribution to this debate. He talked about the good
old days. He had a book there that was about the 1950s,
when the Victa lawnmowers were chugging along,
when the Hills Hoists were brand-new, when the

But things have changed. There was a decision made
by a private company. Here they are — these
honourable members that are part of the capitalist
system, that are part of the free enterprise brigade, that
believe in market forces, that believe in multinational
companies, that believe in companies making their own
decisions — and what do they say? They do not
understand the system. They do not want to understand
the system. They believe that the system should be
changed and that this government should intervene.
That is what the Leader of the Opposition said to this
house. He said Hazelwood would not have closed on
their watch. So what does that mean? How would they
have intervened in the market? How much money
would they have put into Engie or into Hazelwood for it
not to close? They have never said what they would do.
They go out there with this florid rhetoric and say, ‘We
are the champions of the Latrobe Valley’. You can just
imagine Freddie Mercury out there singing, ‘We are the
champions’. But in fact they are weasel words.
Even if you put $266 million towards the $400 million
for maintenance that Engie has said it needs at
Hazelwood, Engie has made a clear decision as a
multinational company to not only close Hazelwood
but to close $5 billion worth of coal assets throughout
the world. Even if you had put in the $400 million to do
the maintenance, who was going to be next? Which
generator was going to come back to the state
government and say, ‘We have a maintenance problem.
If you do not bail us out with $400 million — because
that is what you are giving to Hazelwood — then we
are going to close. We are threatening to close’? Yet we
have these economic rationalists on the other side of the
house and that is their policy. That is their position.
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The Leader of the Opposition said, ‘They would not
have closed on our watch. A support package should
have been offered to keep the plant open’. What is this
support package they talk about? What is the amount of
money they want to give to a multinational company to
keep Hazelwood open? What are the policies they
would take into the future so that these multinational
companies can keep on polluting and keep on abusing
those assets in the Latrobe Valley? They have no
answer because it is just florid rhetoric. They have no
idea about the future.
We have the member for Caulfield out there at the
moment saying that prices are going to increase by
25 per cent. This is where in opposition you have to do
the hard work; you have to do the policy work. If you
have a look at this report — he has not even read the
report — entitled Scrutinising the wholesale price
impact of assisted closure of brown coal power
stations, if you assisted these power stations to close,
yes, it would be 25 per cent. But if you have a look at
the independent assessments, it is around 4 per cent to
8 per cent, probably around the 4 per cent mark.
But it is worse than that. We have The Nationals
through this matter of public importance, through their
actions, actually trying to sandbag and trying to retain
the seat of Morwell instead of working in a bipartisan
way with the government to help these families, these
people through these difficult times. We have the
member for Morwell out there in Morwell saying, ‘Yes,
I am the local Labor member. I am in the National
Party but deep inside I am Labor. You do not actually
need to vote for a Labor Party candidate; I am the real
deal’.
In fact the member for Morwell is a real fraud because
when it came to the mine fire, where was he? He was
underneath the blankets. He was hiding and saying,
‘Mummy, keep me away from this. I do not want to be
involved in looking after my community. I am going to
run away. I am going to be like Minister Wooldridge’,
who is now in the Legislative Council and who took
30 days to go down there into that community. Where
was the member for Morwell in advocating for his
community? It was 30 long miserable days and he was
hiding.
When the Princes Highway east collapsed, for months
and months people said, ‘Come and help us. Come and
please repair our highway’. Where was the member for
Morwell? He was underneath the blankets. He was
there with mummy. He did not care about his
constituents. Just like he does not care, the National
Party does not care. The Leader of the Opposition does
not care about anything or anybody in the Latrobe
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Valley unless it is about maintaining the seat for the
member for Morwell. That is what they do. They do not
care for their people, they do not care for their
constituents, they do not care for their residents. They
just want to play cheap political games and score cheap
political points to maintain their seats, and it is a
disgrace.
Have a look at the things that we have done since the
announcement. You do not go out there and do things
before announcements. The announcement is made and
then you have to support the community. Have a look
at how we have supported the community. That is the
right thing to do. These weasel words from the Liberal
Party and the National Party should be absolutely
disregarded. I do not support this miserable matter of
public importance before the house.
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — I have to say that it
was really disappointing to see the appalling behaviour
in question time both today and yesterday and in
debating this matter of public importance. This is a
really important issue and there has been appalling
behaviour, particularly from the opposition: the Liberal
and National parties. It is really disappointing to see
these parties politicising this issue just to score political
points.
There has been a lot of bending of the truth in the
debate today so let us look at some actual facts. First,
let us look at the opposition. The member for Melton is
correct. When they were in government, with the
member for Morwell actually part of that government,
the Liberal and National parties completely failed the
Latrobe Valley community. They left the community
absolutely behind by not responding to the Hazelwood
mine fire until it was far too late. They refused the
community’s calls for support with health, with
monitoring and with responding to the fire. And let us
be clear: this lack of response to the fire had real
consequences for people’s lives and for their health.
There was an increase in deaths because of the fire.
This could have been prevented with proper
government intervention.
As well as this failure, the Liberals and The Nationals
have no plan, have never had a plan, for transitioning
the community to new industries post-coal. This
approach is a head-in-the-sand approach, with them
hoping that Hazelwood and the coal industry will
simply stay open forever. Well, they are completely
dreaming because the world is moving away from coal
and we must too — for people’s health, for our climate
and for the lives of future generations. The market is
moving away from coal globally and here in Australia,
and denying it does not make it any less true. The very
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least that governments must do is put in place
alternative industries and jobs for the valley when coal
leaves town.
People in the Latrobe Valley have supplied Victoria’s
power for decades and have dealt with the
consequences of doing that. They should not also have
to put up with governments that refuse to tell them the
truth when it comes to the coal industry or do anything
to support them, and that is what the Liberal and
National parties did when they were in government.
Now let us look at this current Labor government.
Yesterday the Premier and his Labor ministers were
bragging in question time that they had nothing to do
with Hazelwood shutting down and that this was solely
a decision of the company, with no government
intervention. Today the Premier mentioned that they
did not take any policy on retiring coal to the 2014
election and, sadly, this is mostly true. But it should not
have been like this. The government should have
shown leadership and taken some control and
responsibility for our future energy needs rather than
leaving everything to the market and to multinational
coal companies. Victorians should decide what kind of
energy we have for our future, not people in
boardrooms in Paris and in Tokyo.
By privatising our energy sector in the first place,
governments abdicated responsibility for our future
energy needs and for our response to climate change.
They abdicated it to multinational foreign-owned coal
companies and it has wreaked havoc in the valley in
terms of job losses and it has gutted that community.
Sadly the Labor government seems to think that this
approach of leaving key decisions about Victoria to the
market is the right one, and they are continuing with it.
Even though we know that governments have the tools
to control our energy system, governments, including
this Labor government, seem completely unwilling to
use these tools.
Now we know, as has been mentioned by government
members today, that Labor has taken some action in
regard to Hazelwood, and they should be commended
for their response to the mine fire. They did respond to
the community’s calls for health studies, for reports, for
monitoring and for action. That is good. They also did
in fact increase brown coal royalties, but this increase
was quite small in the scheme of things and coal
companies themselves have said it was so small that it
had no impact at all on their decision to close
Hazelwood. Clearly, this was not a policy designed to
reduce our reliance on coal, but actually just one to gain
extra revenue for our continued, ongoing use of brown
coal in Victoria.
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In fact Labor has shown a complete unwillingness to
plan for the inevitable end of coal, just like the Liberal
and National parties. Labor is also desperate to win the
seat of Morwell, so rather than being honest with the
local people by telling them that they actually knew that
Hazelwood would close, they kept telling the media
and the public that no decision had been made. They
have failed to invest in the new industries that Morwell
needs ahead of time, even though the government knew
that Hazelwood’s closure was coming. In fact anyone
could see it coming years and years ago.
Labor is also completely silent on Victoria’s other coal
plants. What will now happen to our other dirty, old
polluting brown coal plants like Yallourn, Loy Yang A
and Loy Yang B? Will Labor just let them keep
polluting well into the future, thus ruining any
opportunity we have of averting the worst impacts of
catastrophic climate change? Will they leave it to the
market to decide, as they did with Hazelwood? This
would be a terrible idea. It would be terrible for our
climate, because the dirtiest coal plants could close last
and also there is no guarantee that coal plants will close
at all, while we still have a chance of averting the
effects of climate change. But it is also really bad for
people, because companies will decide when to leave
based on what is best for their bottom line. They may
close with no notice and leave the people of the Latrobe
Valley yet again with no plan for jobs. Governments
must put in place plans to retire our dirty, old coal
power stations. Unfortunately no government has had
the courage to do this yet, including this current
Victorian Labor government. The Premier talks a big
game on renewables, but it means very little if he also
refuses to address the main source of our carbon
emissions, which is in fact brown coal.
On support for the Latrobe Valley community, yes,
Labor has invested some money in the community but
they needed to be pushed to do so. Voices of the
Valley, environment groups, the Greens and unions
have all been calling for real funds for a just transition
for more than two years, some for much longer than
that. It was advocacy from these groups, especially the
local groups, and the threat of losing votes in Morwell
that finally made Labor act. Yet still the government
have only committed $40 million in their budget for a
transition, but it is unclear whether this will be spent in
the valley or just spread across Gippsland on projects
the government already wanted to build. They left all
the other major announcements until after Hazelwood’s
closure was announced, meaning significant new
industries will not be in place when the community
needs them before the plant closes. This is just not fair
to local communities. The government should have
taken it more seriously and done something before
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Hazelwood closed rather than just mopping up at the
11th hour.
I did notice last week that the Premier announced a
transition authority for the Latrobe Valley. This is in
fact a Greens policy that I announced around a year
ago. At the time it was pooh-poohed by the government
and ignored by others, but now we see the government
taking up the idea. That is good. I am glad to see good
ideas implemented wherever they come from, but it
should not have taken this long.
Finally. I would like to say thanks to all those who have
worked on the campaign for Hazelwood in the last 10
to 15 years. It is something that I have been involved in
for more than 10 years myself, and climate change is
one of the key reasons I got into politics. That is no
secret. The real reason that Hazelwood closed is that the
French company Engie decided to get out of coal
globally due to public opinion and pressure both here
and around the world. Well done to those who created
this pressure for a safe climate. Retiring brown coal is
good for our climate, our health and future generations,
which is obviously something I have more of a stake in
now that my baby is due in February. I am just really
sad that it was not done in a way that properly
supported communities ahead of time.
Hazelwood really should have been retired in 2005,
when it came to the end of its life, but the Labor
government at the time extended its life — now by
12 years. That is a hell of a lot of carbon emissions that
have been released in that time. I just hope we have
enough time left to save us from the worst impacts of
climate change. While Labor did very little to cause the
closure of Hazelwood, there is still time to show
leadership on this issue. The next test is the coal policy
that the government says is due before the end of the
year. Science tells us that to avoid catastrophic climate
change, all fossil fuels must be left in the ground,
especially the worst ones like brown coal. So I really
hope Labor has the courage to do what is necessary on
this important issue, even in the face of the intense
politicking and terrible behaviour from the Liberal and
National parties over many years on this issue.

WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) — In returning to debate
on the Working with Children Amendment Bill 2016, I
say that the highest priority of any government and
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certainly the highest priority of members of Parliament
is community safety — the safety of the people in
Victoria. Up there with that is the safety of children. In
terms of working with children checks, that really is
going and has gone to the heart of trying to create a
situation where children are protected, and rightly so.
Sexual offences against children are the most abhorrent
and disgusting offences. All children are vulnerable.
They are trusting, they seek guidance and advice, love,
comfort and engagement from adults. What they do not
know about and what they do not expect are offences
and abhorrent behaviours from those adults that they
trust.
Working with children checks have always had the
child’s rights and the child’s safety and the child’s
protection at the forefront, and trust is therefore needed.
This bill goes further towards strengthening that. I think
as parliamentarians, as legislators, our job is always to
look, to listen and to identify areas where we can
strengthen legislation that protects people and most
certainly protects children.
In terms of implementation of the national model for
strengthening legislation around working with children,
obviously the Parliament of Victoria, in terms of the
government and the opposition, would be interested and
keen to make sure that we fit in with that national
model, as is the requirement for us and as is the
requirement for other states and territories. Also, for
issues such as where kinship comes in — in any care
situation where people are involved in caring for
children, in working with children — making sure that
those checks are implemented for these people as well
is obviously important.
I think in a changing world, in a changing society, we
see obviously a much greater emphasis on technology,
electronic communication and communication with
children that is not person-to-person in reality but may
be person-to-person through technological means and
electronic means. Therefore in making sure that our
children are secure and safe when interacting online
with those that are teaching or interacting with them in
a professional capacity as well, and in a caring capacity,
be it online or through technology, making sure that
those people also go through the working with children
checks is vital because we live in a world where, whilst
electronic technology is fabulous — it enables us to do
amazing things — technology can also be used for evil,
and that evil can be predatory behaviour towards
children. Therefore, in the same vein as
person-to-person contact, whether that be teaching, at
creches, at kindergartens or at kids groups or
organisations where interaction with children occurs,
we need to make sure that those safeguards are in place
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for people who are interacting with those children in a
professional capacity through technological and online
means.
The other thing is, I think, the enforcement. Having
come from a healthcare background myself originally
but also as an auditor of organisations across the board
and certainly organisations that impact children,
knowing that those checks and balances are in place is
often an assurance and an insurance for children. But I
guess something that I have wondered about from time
to time is the adequacy of those checks in their ability
to delve further as needed on those checks — to make
sure that there is possible identification of someone
who may be a predator or, as may be the case, may be
involved in suspicious behaviour or activities where
others may be concerned. The ability to compel further
information to be provided, I think, is a positive step
absolutely in terms of making sure any further inquiries
and further assurances can be provided in the name of
safety and protection of our children.
Being a mother, you always try to see the good in
people. Certainly with those people who teach your
children, who provide care to your children and who
interact with your children, as a parent you want to be
sure. You want to know that the people who are
interacting with your child are actually pure in the sense
of not having any ulterior motives in that. Whilst we
give other people the benefit of the doubt, I guess what
you are always looking for is some protection, and I
think as legislators it is our job to make sure that
vulnerable people are protected in that sense and are, if
you like, firewalled from the behaviour of those who
might actually seek to harm their kids.
The scars that people endure we certainly saw through
the Betrayal of Trust report and certainly through the
hearings of that inquiry, and I expect it is similar with
the commonwealth royal commission. There are
heartbreaking stories of children who have been
exposed to those who have groomed them or to those
who have offended against them sexually and have
perpetrated horrid and abhorrent crimes upon children.
Children need protection. Our job, where society is not
always able to offer protections, is to actually step in
and legislate and to step in in a proactive way, from a
preventative perspective. Certainly working with
children checks have been put in as a preventative
program — as a preventative check and balance to
make sure that those who may interact with children are
actually vetted properly beforehand.
I guess one thing that has also not concerned me but
that I have queried in my mind are the ongoing checks.
In between those working with children checks, if there
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is an opportunity or if a person has undertaken an abuse
of a child or an abuse of trust in any circumstance, how
does that information then actually come back to the
employer? I guess it is one of those conundrums that
we look at and say, ‘Okay, for a period of time, when
you need to report, as well as producing further
evidence that there have not been any wrongs in the
first place, we must make sure that anything might be
picked up in a timely manner’. At the end of the day, as
I said earlier, prevention is what we aim for. Working
with children checks are about prevention, and we must
protect our children.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — One of the
Parliament’s greatest duties is to protect our children
from predators who often spend decades hiding their
motives and manipulating access to the vulnerable.
There is no fail-safe system, but the failure to act can
deliver dire results. Abused children bear a sense of
guilt and shame, like shadows that blight their lives. A
horrendous consequence is that perpetrators often
remain unrepentant while some victims do not survive.
These were some of the conclusions I came to when we
analysed what had happened in the inquiry into the
handling of child abuse by religious and other
non-government organisations, which produced the
landmark Betrayal of Trust report. Looking at that in
context, I note that it was this report that was partly
instrumental in triggering the royal commission that has
looked at these issues on a national basis.
Going back to the insight that we had at the time, I note
that the view was that we needed to raise the awareness
of organisations about the importance of regularly
reviewing the status of working with children
compliance by personnel and the need to adopt a range
of screening tools and not to overly rely just on the
working with children checks. So this is an issue that
we have to continue to monitor and continue to move to
check, because this is an issue where there is always
vulnerability. So I really want to acknowledge and
congratulate the Attorney-General for expediting the
process here with this piece of legislation and
acknowledge that it has bipartisan support. I think that
that has been really important right throughout this
process and will need to continue.
In terms of this bill before the house, as the
Attorney-General said, the Working with Children
Amendment Bill 2016 is small but it is important —
and I agree with that proposition. We need to evolve,
and we need to be vigilant. It seeks to ensure the safety
of children in our community continues to remain a
paramount consideration when assessing a person’s
eligibility to work with or care for children. The direct
reference for this bill is the royal commission’s
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recommendations from August 2015, tabled in its
report, Working with Children Checks, in the
commonwealth Parliament. It made
36 recommendations for strengthening and improving
the effectiveness of working with children regimes
across the country. Two aspects that were key were that
the commonwealth government facilitate a national
model and that consistent standards for working with
children checks be adopted by all states and territories.
That is one thing that when we were examining it in the
state jurisdiction of Victoria we saw as well: we need to
have uniformity, because what we found out of course
was that people were being moved around between
different jurisdictions when they were under suspicion.
This was one of the most appalling systemic problems
we were trying to address — that people were being
moved to innocent parishes or schools and to innocent
families. This was one of the really horrendous
propositions that had to be addressed and called out,
with remedies put in place. So I am glad the Victorian
government has acted to take the steps aimed at
strengthening protections afforded to children and has
committed to improving the Victorian working with
children checks scheme to provide further safeguards.
The bill identifies a number of recommendations that
can be implemented independently of other
jurisdictions. I think this again has been the right
strategic position — let us get on with it; let us put the
safeguards in place. The bill makes a number of
miscellaneous and technical amendments to improve
the operations of the act and, as I say, I think these will
continue over time as we try to refine what needs to be
done and what different loopholes are found by
predators, because that is the unfortunate reality of what
we have to face with this behaviour.
The bill seeks to implement the royal commission’s
recommendations that do not rely on
cross-jurisdictional cooperation, demonstrating
Victoria’s commitment to strengthening the working
with children check scheme. I think that is an important
initiative. We are not waiting for others to catch up. We
are implementing what needs to be done.
The royal commission identified a key limitation in
Victoria’s scheme — that unlike other jurisdictions
Victoria does not consider non-conviction charges; nor
does it exchange this type of information with other
working with children regulators. Non-conviction
charges are those charges that have been finally dealt
with by a court other than by way of conviction or
finding of guilt. So key amendments put forward in this
bill bring Victoria into line with other states and
territories through the introduction of an ability to
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consider non-conviction charges for the purposes of
working with children check assessments. This was
another important proposition — that if someone had
not been convicted, the pattern of behaviour may not
have been disclosed. So I think this is an important
amendment.
The main purpose of pre-employment screening is
where possible to identify demonstrated behaviours that
pose a likely future risk to the safety of children. It is in
the determining of those patterns that we can actually
try to get to better protection. What the Betrayal of
Trust inquiry found was that on average it takes more
than 20 years for children to actually disclose or even
be able to address what has happened to them. So that
time lag is something that allows perpetrators to
continue, and that is something we have had to make
these amendments to guard against.
In terms of the main purposes of this bill, the
behaviours are currently limited to orders and
obligations under sex offender registration legislation,
charges, convictions and finding of guilt for certain
offences as well as disciplinary findings of the
Victorian Institute of Teaching and the out-of-home
care suitability panel. The amendments extend the
matters that can be assessed as part of a working with
children check to charges that are finally dealt with
other than by way of conviction or a finding of guilt. As
I say, I think that is an important amendment. As a
non-conviction charge is material that, in and of itself,
may be less credible in nature than a conviction or
finding of guilt, the amendment restricts the use of
non-conviction charges to the most serious offences
that are listed in the clauses. This is the lowest threshold
category, under which the presumption is that a
working with children check will be granted unless the
Secretary to the Department of Justice and Regulation
is satisfied that giving the working with children check
would pose an unjustifiable risk to the safety of
children, having regard to the various risk-assessment
criteria under the act.
This is important — that where we have to make the
fine judgement, the balance should always fall the way
of protecting our children. Their voices were not heard
and they have had very little power in these power
relationships, and it is about how we block the
loopholes or guard against systemic failures or
oversights and how we determine this pattern of
behaviour at its earliest and address that. That is what
we have to have a constant vigilance to pursue.
The Victorian government’s working with children
check is amongst the most comprehensive and robust
schemes in the country, and I applaud the Andrews
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government for bringing these amendments to the
Parliament so that we have a bipartisan response and
we can get these safeguards in place. But we must still
be vigilant and be ready to evolve as circumstances
change, because unfortunately that is the nature of these
heinous crimes.
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) — I rise to make
a brief contribution to the Working with Children
Amendment Bill 2016. As my colleagues have
indicated, the opposition will not be opposing the bill
that is currently before the house.
This bill is seeking to implement five of the
recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. It is
important that we place on the record as a matter of
history that the royal commission stemmed from work
that was being done by the Victorian Parliament on a
bipartisan basis with the parliamentary inquiry that was
conducted by the Family and Community Development
Committee, of which I was a member and the member
for Broadmeadows, who spoke before me, was a
member as well. Certainly there was tremendous work
that was done by our committee in identifying and
putting in place solutions to ensure that we provided a
safer system for children within our state. The royal
commission, auspiced by the federal government, has
made a series of recommendations, and this bill will
seek to implement five of those recommendations with
respect to the operation of working with children
checks.
It is important that we put in place strong systems when
it comes to working with children. But as was identified
through the work of our inquiry, many of the
perpetrators of the crimes that came before our inquiry
would have actually had a working with children check
clearance, because they had in fact never been caught.
They had never been prosecuted. So as far as the
community was concerned, those persons would have
had a clean working with children check. Putting that
issue to one side, we do know that working with
children checks play an important role in our
community, and it is imperative that we strengthen their
operation to protect the most vulnerable in our state,
being children.
In the main provisions of this bill clause 4 will seek to
implement recommendation 7, which will broaden the
definition of ‘direct contact’ with children. Clause 6
will seek to implement recommendation 9 to remove
exceptions from the working with children check
scheme for supervised contact with children. The bill
will also give revocation powers to the Secretary of the
Department of Justice and Regulation if a person fails
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to provide certain information. It will implement
recommendation 33 to confer a new power on the
secretary of the department to compel the production of
relevant information for compliance monitoring. It will
also implement recommendation 12 by requiring
kinship carers, who are family members caring for
children, to make applications for volunteer checks if
the Department of Health and Human Services has
given care to them under the relevant Children, Youth
and Families Act 2005. It also seeks to implement
recommendation 17 by expanding the definition of
category C applications to include non-conviction
findings.
These changes are important. These changes are
focused on strengthening protections for children,
particularly with the operation of working with children
checks. We need to be mindful, though, that the
changes do not have an onerous impact, particularly in
the area of kinship care. I just want to place on the
record that with those changes requiring a kinship carer
to have to undertake a volunteer check, it is a value
judgement. We need to ensure that children are being
protected, whilst at the same time we do not want to
potentially knock out family members who could be
caring for a child and who, for a reason, will not be able
to do so. We know that it is difficult to get kinship
carers. We also know that it is difficult to find adequate
carers for children who are vulnerable, and often
kinship carers are the only people in the community
that will care for children.
Having said all that, it is important that we treat the
protection of the child as being paramount. We do not
want a situation where a child in a vulnerable family
situation is put into an equally vulnerable family
situation through a kinship care arrangement. I think
that would be a great travesty to perpetrate on a child if
placing them in the care of another person in fact did
not provide the care that that child so desperately
needed.
Having said that, again I wish to place on the record
that we just need to be mindful of how the volunteer
check is going to impact on the area of kinship care. I
think it is important that in its implementation there is
clear monitoring and there is a clear understanding of
the impact on kinship carers. What we do not want to
do is put another system in place — another check,
another balance — where kinship carers say, ‘This is
too hard. I’m not going to take on the role of caring for
my niece or my nephew’, or a grandson or a
granddaughter, which is often the case. We need to be
working with families but, again, understanding that we
need to be ensuring that we do have a system in place
that is focused on protecting children.
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If we have got problems with the working with children
check and if there are ways in which it could be
enhanced or improved, then I think we all agree that
that should occur. But we need to make sure we are
mindful of some of those changes. Having said all of
that, I do believe that the bill overall is going to be
providing improvements for the system, and therefore I
believe it is imperative that we support these changes.
That is why the coalition has adopted the view that we
will be not opposing the bill before the house. I am
pleased to see the bill before the house, and I trust that it
will improve the protection of children in our
community.
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — It is my pleasure
to rise in support of the Working with Children
Amendment Bill 2016. There are few issues in this
place that evoke the kind of response than any issue
involving the care of children does, particularly those
that stem from things like the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. We
have had a number of topics or pieces of legislation
presented in this place that touch on these issues, and I
know every one of those pieces of legislation has
brought about some really passionate contributions
from members in this place that have touched on
matters that are dear to all of us.
As I have mentioned, this bill implements a number of
recommendations made as part of the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse final report on working with children
checks. The five recommendations of that report that
are implemented in this bill are recommendation 7,
expanding the definition of child-related work beyond
physical contact; recommendation 9, removing the
element of supervision from the definition of
child-related work; recommendation 12, expanding the
working with children check scheme to include kinship
carers; recommendation 17, including non-conviction
charges in working with children check assessments;
and recommendation 33, giving the Secretary to the
Department of Justice and Regulation the power to
compel relevant information for the purposes of
compliance monitoring of working with children
checks. The bill also facilitates minor miscellaneous
and technical amendments to improve the operation of
the Working with Children Act 2005.
On 11 January 2013 the commonwealth government
established the Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sexual Abuse, and as part of that
investigation the royal commission examined working
with children checks, having identified these
pre-employment screening processes as a key element
to ensuring that an organisation is child safe. I think we
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are all aware in this place of how important working
with children checks are as part of a range of measures
that are undertaken within our community organisations
and the operation of our workplaces et cetera to ensure
the protection and safety of our children.
In August last year the royal commission’s report on
working with children checks was tabled in the
commonwealth Parliament. The royal commission is
due to release its final report in December next year, but
it has advised that its report on working with children
checks contains the final recommendations in respect of
those checks. In its report the royal commission
recommends that the commonwealth government
facilitate a national model for working with children
checks and that jurisdictions amend their working with
children check laws to implement common minimum
standards.
To achieve this the royal commission made
36 recommendations requiring state and territory
governments to adopt common minimum standards
through legislation. Thankfully, and I think it is
probably a source of great pride to many in this place,
the Victorian working with children check scheme is
amongst the most comprehensive and robust schemes
in the country. Many of the royal commission’s
recommendations represent the existing arrangements
in Victoria, and therefore these particular parts do not
require further action. That being said, in working
towards national consistency there are a number of
recommendations that also cannot be progressed
without the cooperation and agreement of the
commonwealth and other working with children check
regulators.
In relation to the royal commission’s recommendations
I want to touch on a few of the issues that are being
addressed through this bill. One of those is around the
expansion of the definition of child-related work. A
recommendation of the royal commission called for the
expansion of contact with a child to include physical
contact, face-to-face communication, oral
communication, written communication and electronic
communication. With the growing use of technology,
which I am sure we are all familiar with, the means by
which contact with children can occur are increasing,
and I think in this day and age we are increasingly also
seeing or reading about or seeing covered in news
coverage incidences of children being contacted or
groomed by technological means, whether that be
through social media or other internet platforms, so it is
important that our legislation reflects these new waves
and new technologies.
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The bill amends the current types of direct contact
under the Working with Children Act to separate
face-to-face contact from oral communication and to
include written and electronic communication as an
addition. In terms of what sorts of additional types of
work will be captured within these changes, roles such
as phone counselling services for children and online
blogs directed at children may be captured by the
expansion of the definition of direct contact. It is noted
that section 9(1A) of the Working with Children Act
seeks to constrain the types of roles that may be
considered child-related by providing that work is not
child-related work by reason of only occasional direct
contact with children that is incidental to the work. This
is a pretty standard and commonsense approach to
ensure that the regulatory burden of applying for a
working with children check is not imposed on those
people whose contact with children is not related to
their work. I think this is a commonsense approach. We
want to ensure we are absolutely protecting children but
also not imposing too great a burden on organisations
doing what their core business is. It is a bit of a
tightrope to walk, but I think we are striking the right
balance in the legislation before us today.
In terms of our move to remove the element of
supervision, the royal commission recommended that
working with children checks should be required
irrespective of whether or not the contact with the
children is supervised. The bill gives effect to this by
removing the element of supervision from the Working
with Children Act and thereby establishes that for the
purposes of obtaining a working with children check, as
well as assessing the risk of a person with a relevant
criminal history, supervision of that person’s contact
with a child is irrelevant. This also serves to make
simpler the interpretation of the working with children
check requirements in those situations where it may
previously have been somewhat unclear as to whether
or not a person’s contact with a child was supervised.
In my capacity as Parliamentary Secretary for
Volunteers this has been something that has been raised
with me. This is one kind of check that many volunteer
organisations have their volunteers undertake, and
sometimes it is not clear cut whether people are actually
working with children or not. Sometimes it is not the
core focus of an organisation’s work but nonetheless
volunteers in that organisation might find themselves
coming into contact with a child, supervised or
unsupervised.
I also note that there are some changes to kinship care.
The bill adds a requirement for all kinship carers to
obtain a working with children check by including
kinship care as a type of child-related work. Most of us
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here would be aware of what a kinship carer is, but for
those who may not be kinship carers are family
members or members of a child’s social network who
have the care of a child or a young person pursuant to a
court order or a voluntary child care agreement under
the Children, Youth and Families Act.
Kinship carers are a really important part of our
protection of children scheme because while we often
hear about children in foster care and other
arrangements or children in out-of-home care or
residential care, kinship care is a really important
alternative to those options and one that I know is often
preferred if a child has a family network that is able to
support them.
Kinship carers will be required to obtain a volunteer
working with children check that will be free of charge.
It obviously does not strike anyone as very fair to
impose an added burden on those who are fulfilling a
really important role in our community, so again this is
about trying to address that balance and ensure that we
are both doing the right thing in protecting children but
also minimising that burden on those required to
undertake these checks wherever possible and the
organisations involved as well.
All in all I think this bill strikes a good balance. It is
part of strengthening an important scheme to protect
children now and into the future. I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr BROOKS (Bundoora) — It is a pleasure to be
able to contribute to this debate on the Working with
Children Amendment Bill 2016. This is a very
important bill. In fact the Parliament debating
protections for children is probably amongst the most
important things that we do in representing the views of
our society.
This piece of legislation comes to this place after
considerable work both by the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses into Child Sexual abuse and,
preceding that, the work of a parliamentary committee
of the Victorian parliament, the Family and Community
Development Committee, and its Betrayal of Trust
report, which, from memory, was tabled in this place in
2013.
In tabling the Working With Children Checks report in
the federal Parliament in August 2015 the royal
commission ran a very fine-toothed comb over the
different working with children check programs across
each of the different states and territories. It is a very
useful report in terms of identifying the disparities and
some of the shortcomings of jurisdictions and
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identifying a number of ways forward. Principal among
those was to develop a national model or a nationally
consistent set of working with children checks
standards. It is a shame that we have not yet seen the
commonwealth move that along, but we remain hopeful
that that will occur in the near future rather than further
down the track because this is an important issue.
In the meantime, as the Attorney-General set out in his
second-reading speech, there are a number of
recommendations in the royal commission’s report to
the federal parliament on these jurisdictional changes
that can be implemented in the interim period in
Victoria. It is worth noting that most of the substantive
recommendations of that report are already in effect in
Victoria, so we can take some comfort that the working
with children check program here in Victoria is among
the best and most rigorous in the country, but there is
always room for improvement and it is always
important to consider the findings of these sorts of
reports and improve as best we can the protections
afforded to children through working with children
checks.
One of the key views of the royal commission in its
report to the federal parliament that is worth noting is
that it is important to remember that working with
children checks (WWCCs) are one part of a larger suite
of strategies that organisations need to use to better
protect children. I will quote from the report:
… an over-reliance on WWCCs can be detrimental to
children’s safety. They can provide a false sense of comfort to
parents and communities, and may cause organisations to
become complacent due to the belief that people who have
undergone WWCCs do not pose any risks to children — this
is not the case.

The report talks about a whole range of other things that
an organisation is meant to be wary of, such as
screening and other things, to ensure that children are as
safe as possible. This is one important tool in that
toolkit.
The royal commission found that the different
territories and states each has its own scheme, that each
of the eight schemes operates completely independently
of others, that there is inconsistency, that the schemes
are complex and that in some cases there is unnecessary
duplication across the schemes. Again, I quote from the
report.
Each scheme defines who needs a check differently, such that
you might require a WWCC in one jurisdiction but not in
another despite engaging in the same type of work.
Aside from criminal history, there are no mechanisms to
share information between jurisdictions for the purposes of
assessing WWCC applications.
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People are able to ‘forum shop’, whereby a person with
adverse records in one jurisdiction may be able to obtain a
clearance in another jurisdiction where the adverse records
are not available.

These are serious matters that require, as I said earlier,
that national approach, so we call on the federal
government to take action and move this important
piece of work along.
In relation to the specific measures in the bill before us
today, and I do commend the Attorney-General and the
Minister for Families and Children for moving this
piece of legislation forward even in the absence of
commonwealth action, there is an extension of the
definition of the term ‘direct contact’ in the Working
with Children Act. This ensures that people who are
engaging in child-related work that involves physical
contact, face-to-face contact, written or oral contact or,
importantly, electronic communication, are all required
to undergo working with children checks. This is
important given the royal commission’s report and
other findings about the use of technology by some
people — unfortunately — for the purpose of grooming
or to engage in unsavoury contact with children.
The bill also removes references to supervision from
the Working with Children Act. The supervision of a
person’s contact with a child is relevant. This ensures
that there is a greater level of scrutiny on all people,
whether or not they are supervising a particular
workplace or activity as well, and that is a very sensible
move.
The bill also ensures that a range of non-conviction
charges will form part of a relevant criminal history for
the purpose of a category C working with children
check assessment. This ensures that, for example,
charges that might not have been pursued or that were
dropped because of a technicality — those sorts of
instances where there is still a serious matter afoot —
can be taken into account when a working with children
check is considered.
The other important area of amendment ensures that the
working with children check scheme is expanded to
include the kinship care work that so many people do. It
is important to note the significant benefits of kinship
care to so many children. This is a form of foster care
where family members or people close to children take
over the care of children who cannot be cared for by
their parents. The government is obviously very
mindful of the fact that we need to ensure that we do
not place unnecessary burdens on people who are
accepting the role of providing kinship care for a child.
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The information I have to hand is that in March 2016
there were some 8529 children in out-of-home care,
including foster care, and of that number some
5975 children were in statutory kinship placements.
That is a significant proportion of children who are in
out-of-home care or kinship care arrangements. Of that
5075, 1023 were children from an Indigenous
background.
We do need to be mindful that when we put these
stipulations in front of people and ask them to apply for
a working with children check that they are also at the
same time, in most cases, people who are taking on a
great responsibility. It is something that we should
thank them for as a Parliament. They are taking on the
care of children who need that care. Of course it would
be the view of the government and, it seems, all
members of this house that it is important in terms of
protecting children to apply the working with children
check scheme to those people providing kinship care.
I am very pleased to note that the government has
provided an extra $8.73 million for flexible support to
those people providing both foster and kinship care to
help cover the extra expenses they incur in looking after
children, such as child care, transport costs and the
therapeutic needs of the child — maybe counselling,
education-related costs or health expenses. This is a
practical way that the government is supporting people
in those kinship and foster care arrangements. This is
on top of an additional $2.12 million for a combined
foster and kinship carer training strategy. This provides
a range of different ways of assisting foster and kinship
carers to better navigate the systems that are available
to assist them and help them out. This is an important
part of the way in which we look after children.
The working with children check is another protection.
It is a very important piece of legislation that we are
debating today, and it is great to know that it is
supported not only by the government but also
members on the other side of this house in this debate.
It is very pleasing to note also that this piece of
legislation was first introduced in 2005 by a Labor
government. I am certainly pleased to commend it to
the house.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to
join this debate today. The bill before the house today
builds on work from other parliaments, other
jurisdictions and other members. I have spoken in the
past on the work and contribution made by people such
as the member for Broadmeadows, and I think the
member for Ferntree Gully indicated that he too
participated on the committee that wrote the Betrayal of
Trust report. I do not underestimate for a moment just
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what a daunting task that must have been for those
members to have exposed themselves to that testimony,
to have worked with victims and to have digested that
information to produce that report. I imagine that would
have taken quite a considerable toll on many of those
members who participated. But we as a Parliament are
richer for the contribution they made because that has
built on the reforms that are before the house, in the
same way the royal commission that was
commissioned by the former federal government has
also identified some of the problems, challenges and
issues that confront our nation in terms of tackling this
shocking scourge.
The legislation before the house looks at making sure
there is a national model in place. It is quite interesting
in some respects because national models are
important. Those on this side of the house have always
had a bias and desire for strong national models
because they provide a safety net to ensure that there
are minimum standards in place so that you are in a
position where you can absolutely make sure that a
child has the same level of safety and comfort and
protection in country Victoria as they would in outback
New South Wales, Queensland or Western Australia.
That is not to say, for example, that you do not
encourage innovation in other jurisdictions. There is
what is called ‘positive deviance’, which is a statistical
term where a particular organisation or program by any
objective measure is delivering suboptimal
outcomes — poor outcomes — but they actually do
things really well. A case in point, for example, might
be a school where you have families from a low
socio-economic background: you might have a high
level of trauma amongst the children, you might have
quite a culturally and linguistically diverse community,
but they get really good outcomes. So when you are
looking at having national minimal standards it is about
making sure there is a safety net but there is no ceiling
in place. So where you have positive deviance doing
really exciting and innovative work, having that
capacity to disseminate that information to
cross-pollinate and think about why this organisation is
doing particularly well is really important.
I have spoken on many occasions about my interest in
early childhood development. I remember seeing a brief
video of a child’s brain. I think the child might have
been three or four years of age and had grown up in a
normal — I use that term advisedly — and functional
household with a degree of engagement of the child by
its carers. They put these probes on the child’s head to
test the electric impulses of the brain. What we saw in a
child of three who was stimulated, engaged and
involved is like watching fireworks — all the synapses
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start connecting. To capture this visually is
extraordinary. That level of development, and the first
1000 days of the child’s life, is so important. It was
bright and it was exciting. You get the sense that here is
the child that clearly is loved, clearly is cared for and
would do the very best. Certainly the parents have
given the very, very best start to that child so they will
reach their potential.
Similarly there was a presentation shown of a child who
had not come from such a household. They had come
from a dysfunctional household. They had not been
engaged with, and they may well have been a victim of
sexual abuse or other forms of abuse or trauma. You
could see the brain just shut down. You could see that
there was not a great deal of electrical impulses or
activity in terms of the child’s brain development. The
child had been traumatised, and the child’s response to
that was to shut down — to lock down to try to prevent
the trauma hurting them anymore. What you then find
is that those children do not reach their potential
because they have been traumatised.
Harold Mitchell, in an article recently published in the
Age, talked about studies that found that where a child
is behind and is significantly behind — and it is fair to
say that if a child has been traumatised at a young age,
there is that real risk that they will be significantly
behind their peers; that is called the achievement gap —
and starts primary school significantly behind their
peers, there is something like a 25 per cent chance they
will not be in either employment or training by the time
they are 24.
It reverberates through a child’s life and it leads to such
dreadful and tremendous impacts upon the life of that
child. From a human capital perspective, you would
think we must miss out. Think for a moment; if every
child who has been a victim of sexual abuse shuts down
parts of their brain so that they are not able to reach
their potential, how many great inventions have we
been denied as a society? How many books have not
been read; how many songs have not been written; how
many great inventions that would have made for a
fairer, greater and better society have not been
produced as a consequence of trauma, as a consequence
of a child not achieving their potential?
That is the positive side. Think about the negative side.
If a child becomes an adult who is not working, who
has stopped studying, who might be an IV drug user,
who might through force of circumstances engage in
criminal activity, who presents themselves at accident
and emergency on a Saturday night because they are
self-medicating through alcohol and they have fallen
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over and hurt themselves, the cost to our system, the
cost to us as a state, is enormous.
When a bill like this comes before the house it comes
from a strong evidentiary base. The work that was done
by the former Family and Community Development
Committee in the 57th Parliament helped set us on a
course. If we look at the work of the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child
Sexual Abuse, we are now in a position to say, ‘Well,
we’ve listened to the experts, we’ve received evidence,
we’ve heard from the victims and we understand some
of the problems that the victims have confronted and
faced in their lives, and we can now, on the basis of
that, weigh up that evidence and determine what is the
best and most appropriate policy response’. As a
consequence of that, we are now in a position to come
to this place to bring forward a piece of legislation — a
bill — that builds on that work. It is based on evidence,
hard work and careful consideration so that we can try
and make sure that we have got the best possible
response to this scourge which has robbed so many
individuals of a happy, functional and fulfilled life; that
has robbed our society and our community of untold
riches and greatness because of the actions of a few.
This is a really important piece of legislation. Again I
commend those who have come before me, who
identified this as a problem earlier and who sought to
right what has been an horrific wrong in our
community. I am delighted that the torch has been
passed to the 58th Parliament for us to get on and try to
address some of these issues. With those few words I
commend the bill to the house.
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — I am also very
pleased to rise to make a contribution to the Working
with Children Amendment Bill 2016. I note that this is
one of a number of bills brought to this house under this
government to improve safety for children, and I think
that is a really important thing to note, because there is
nothing more important that a government can do than
to introduce legislation to protect our children and
indeed to prevent abuse of children.
We have heard some very remarkable contributions in
relation to this bill from government members this
afternoon, and I want to particularly acknowledge the
member for Wendouree, from Ballarat, whose
community has clearly endured some significant
consequences from the sexual abuse of children over
many, many years. That has resulted in much harm to
those people, who are now adults, and indeed I pay my
respects to those who have been involved in that. As we
know, there have been a number of suicides as a
consequence of the sexual abuse in that community.
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This is a really important bill because it recognises the
very unique position of trust that is held by individuals
who engage in child-related work, and I would like to
compliment and thank all of those workers who work in
the child protection sector — and indeed those who
work in out-of-home care and all of those who work
with children who are from disadvantaged backgrounds
and who have very difficult situations to deal with. It is
not an easy job, and the fact that they do it and do it
with great enthusiasm is a testament to their profession.
In 2006 the former Attorney-General, the Honourable
Rob Hulls, introduced the working with children check,
which was a landmark introduction of a piece of
legislation. Since 2006, 1.93 million working with
children checks have been issued.
However, currently here in Victoria we are the only
jurisdiction that does not require kinship carers to
obtain working with children checks, and this bill
actually rectifies that situation. I want to focus, if I can,
on the kinship carer part of the legislation, because they
are indeed an important part of looking after children.
They are family members or members of a child’s
social network who have the care of a child or young
person because of a court order or indeed through a
voluntary childcare agreement under the Children,
Youth and Families Act 2005. Kinship care is a very
unique arrangement. It is private or domestic in
character, and it has therefore previously been excluded
from the definition of child-related work under the
Working with Children Act 2005, so unlike foster
carers, kinship carers have not previously been required
to hold working with children checks.
Requiring kinship carers to obtain working with
children checks will involve a minimum standard of
screening; it is not the full suitability assessment. The
Department of Health and Human Services will retain
oversight of kinship carers, including assessment of the
appropriateness and suitability of kinship carers to
provide such care, and it will also continue to ensure
that carers are supervised and supported during
placements. The department will also retain the power
to exclude carers for matters not relevant to the working
with children check, such as drink-driving offences.
This is an important part of the bill because it adds a
requirement for all carers to obtain working with
children checks by including kinship care as a type of
child-related work, whereas previously it was not
included under that banner. It will also be in addition to
the checks currently undertaken by the Department of
Health and Human Services. These include a
preliminary assessment and mandatory safety screening
of the carer and other adult members of the household,
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including national criminal history checks and child
protection database checks.
I am chair of the Family and Community Development
Committee. We recently handed down a report on our
inquiry into abuse in disability services. One of the
particular recommendations made in that report is in
relation to people working with people with disability,
particularly those who are vulnerable, potentially
including young children with disability. The
recommendation was to broaden the screening process
to include a working with vulnerable persons check. It
is a very significant recommendation because it would
actually broaden the scheme beyond the checks that are
currently available, and the recommendation was to
make it a national check as well as international.
These of course are really important matters when it
comes to the prevention of abuse, and not only abuse in
the disability sector but also in terms of the youngest of
our citizens, our children, the most vulnerable people
that we know. This is a really important measure. The
working with children check, as I said, now regards
kinship carers as being in child-related work. Kinship
carers will be required to obtain volunteer working with
children checks, so it is not actually at a cost to the
kinship carers. The Department of Justice and
Regulation is working very closely with the
Department of Health and Human Services to ensure a
smooth transition to these new requirements because it
is anticipated that the requirements will start in May
next year for all individuals commencing as kinship
carers.
While I have a few moments left, I would like to
remind the house that this government takes the safety
and protection of our children very, very seriously. As
of May this year more than 200 new child protection
workers had been hired in Victoria over the previous
year. That is about making sure that our children and
young people are kept safe. This was an important
milestone, which was a direct result of the state’s
biggest ever boost to the child protection workforce,
which was included in the 2015–16 budget, and it
actually goes above and beyond the initial target of
148 workers. We anticipate that these new workers will
meet the recent growth in child protection reports.
Some of the increases in child protection reporting go
directly to the increased reporting of family violence in
our state. I am very proud that the government has
made a great investment in family violence prevention
measures. Many children are subject to abuse directly
as a consequence of being involved in family violence
situations. The $87 million investment in family
violence support services by this government in the last
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budget was the largest ever such investment in our
nation, and there was a $23.9 million investment to
hold family violence perpetrators to account and to
support victims. This is a really important investment,
as I said, because many children are caught up in those
family violence situations. That is often where the
abuse of young children is first reported, and then
intervention needs to happen, so those measures are
really important.
In terms of the child protection workers, the hiring blitz
brought on 18 child protection workers and
32 advanced child protection workers, including
12 new family violence specialist child protection
workers, which of course was another important
measure; 4 dedicated child protection practice leaders
to identify children at risk of sexual exploitation; and
6 additional child protection workers in the after-hours
child protection emergency service. This was about
ensuring that our child protection workers have the
resources and indeed the personnel required to meet the
growing demand not just in child abuse associated with
family violence but also child abuse more broadly.
Acting Speaker, I think that if you read through the rest
of this legislation, you will see that it is absolutely an
important part of making sure that we as a government
are putting in measures that directly prevent the abuse
of children. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms WARD (Eltham) — Thank you, Acting Speaker
Carbines; it is great to see you in the chair this
afternoon. A couple of weeks ago I went to Eltham
South Preschool, where I sent my own children, for its
50th anniversary celebration. There were families
whose children had attended the preschool going back
generations. There were people like Norm Williams
who had helped set up the kindergarten, and there were
lots and lots of children.
With kids — and you know it with your own kids, but
you are reminded more so when you are speaking with
other people’s children — when you kneel down and
you start to talk to them, you really understand or are
reminded of that concept of trust, and you recognise
how small children trust adults implicitly, for the most
part. It is very unusual to see a small child not do what
an adult asks them to do, especially an adult they do not
know. Children want to please. Children want to do the
right thing. Children want to be good. It is so easy for
the wrong person to take advantage of that trust, to see
the advantages they can take of that trust and see how
children can inadvertently, through their own trust and
goodwill, allow themselves to be hurt. It is not for
children to protect themselves; it is for adults and for
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governments to protect them. It is the role of adults to
do everything they can to protect our children.
It is excellent that we are going to implement five of the
recommendations made by the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse in this
state, and that we are going to make our already
excellent working with children checks even better than
they currently are. I will refer to the royal commission
response in a moment. A few weeks ago the member
for Dandenong referred to the parish priest who was in
her electorate but who was also in mine — Father Bill
Baker. He was the parish priest in our area when I was
growing up, and he was a very strange man. He was a
man who most people did not connect well with. He
was a man who said that he had his own individual
language with God. He saw himself to be in a very
privileged position in my community, and he put
himself into a position where he abused the trust of
many people in my community, as well as in
communities across the state.
I know that the church was informed that people in my
community had grave fears about this priest and about
how this priest behaved, and that those views were
ignored. He was in our community for a very long time,
and such was the distrust of this priest that in my
year 12 he was not welcome at my Catholic school. He
was not welcome to say mass at our school. He was not
welcome to come to our final year graduation. We had
priests come from elsewhere. So at an institutional
level, at a high school level, there was an understanding
that this man was not a safe man, yet the Catholic
Church did nothing about it. It is important that
institutions, like government, like the churches, that
have the ability to hold people to account, that have the
ability to temper people’s behaviour, do so. It is
absolutely imperative that we do so, and this
government is working even harder to protect the safety
of our children.
We will not incorporate all of the recommendations,
and one of the reasons we will not is that we have
already got them here. We have a number of the
recommendations already active in Victoria in the
legislation that has been around since 2005. I think it
goes to the heart of some of Labor’s values, which are
fairness and protecting vulnerable people, and this
includes children. It was a Labor government that first
brought this legislation in, and it is a Labor government
that is refining this legislation even further. It is a Labor
government that understands the importance of our
children, and the importance of the role that
government plays in protecting them.
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I do wish that our colleagues in the federal space also
had the same commitment. I understand that the federal
government has been sitting on these recommendations
for about 15 months, that it was hoped that it would
have its response done within 12, but we are yet to see
it. Instead what we see are divisive politics. We see yet
again arguing over things like marriage equality, which
are important, but so is the safety of our children. If the
federal government put the energy that it is putting into
marriage equality and the repeal of section 18C of the
Racial Discrimination Act 1975 into protecting our
children, I think we would be a lot better off. I do hope
that our colleagues opposite also put pressure on the
federal government to step up and to put into place the
national framework which has been recommended by
the royal commission and which is needed across this
country.
Victoria often leads the way, and it often leads the way
under the stewardship of Labor governments. The
federal government would do well to learn by our
experience and by our leadership and would do well to
implement a national scheme that we can all work on
together, so that as a nation we can help make our
children safe and so that we can ensure that a child who
lives in New South Wales or the Northern Territory is
as safe as a child who lives in Victoria. I call on the
federal government to step up, to stop playing games, to
stop gazing at its navel over issues like section 18C and
to actually work on real legislation that will help change
people’s lives and will help make their lives better.
I note the member for Essendon talked about the
absolutely damaging effects that child abuse can have
on children. He is absolutely right; it is completely
damaging. It can take people years to recover, it can
take them almost a lifetime to recover and some people
never do recover. The damage that sexual abuse does to
children is almost impossible to measure; it is that big.
The distracting effect that it has at school, the
challenges that it creates for their learning — —
Mr Dimopoulos — Their self-esteem.
Ms WARD — The challenges that it creates for
their self-esteem, member for Oakleigh, you are
absolutely right. The challenges that it creates for them
building their own relationships, and the flow-on
economic cost that this causes is incredibly difficult to
measure. It is huge. It is great that this government has
been active, has been proactive, and it is putting
forward these five changes to our legislation. It is a
shame that the federal government has not yet
organised itself enough to do this. It has not got its act
together so that it can in fact focus on this and create a
national framework. I do not understand why they do
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not think this is important. You have the chair of the
royal commission, Peter McClellan, saying that the
loopholes in our national system of working with
children checks is a national disgrace. Why would you
drag your feet in trying to address a national disgrace?
Why would you let that continue?
Why would you not push forward? Why would you not
put to the side your silly quibbles with unions and your
arguing over section 18C of the Racial Discrimination
Act 1975? Why would you not put them to one side and
put your energy into looking after our children and
creating this national framework and recommendations
for the working with children check? They could fix
this easily. The royal commission wanted this response
to be happening within 12 months, yet we do not even
know where it is up to. How can they be so slow to
respond to this? How can they care so little about our
children that they cannot bring this together? It is not
good enough.
While I am frustrated with the federal government, I am
very happy about the Andrews government, and I am
happy about the work that we are doing in our space to
look after our children. We have strengthened the role
of the Commission for Children and Young People, we
have increased the transparency for the safety of
children and young people in out-of-home care, we
have amended the Crimes Act 1958 by clarifying and
modernising it in relation to sexual offences against
children and child pornography, and we have recruited
300 new child protection staff. We have put
$2.1 million towards identifying children at risk. We
have brought in new child safe standards for
organisations.
Child safety is everyone’s responsibility. It is
something that every adult in this community has a role
to play in, and it is something absolutely the
government has a role in providing leadership for —
and this government is providing the leadership. I call
on the Turnbull government to get its act together, to
stop carrying on like a two-bob watch and to actually
get up and create legislation that actually matters to
people and has meaning for their everyday lives —
create this national framework and have a national
agreement on working with children checks. It is
absolutely important, and it is disgraceful that they still
have not got this together. I commend the bill to the
house.
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) — I am pleased to rise to
speak on the Working with Children Amendment Bill
2016. Firstly I want to congratulate the
Attorney-General for his work in reducing the risk of
children being exposed to predators who attempt to
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work with them. The working with children checks
have been in place now for about 10 years, and that is
thanks to the Attorney-General of the day, the
Honourable Rob Hulls.
I worked in the youth field when working with children
checks first came into operation, and I remember the
relief that was expressed within the sector that
something was finally being put in place to prevent
these predators from getting into positions where they
could easily access children. A lot of those workers that
I worked with throughout the Geelong region had some
experience of working alongside a suspected predator.
They knew about it, and the whole sector eventually
knew who these people were, but when the predators
were reported, often the workers who were doing the
reporting were victimised. They were bullied out of
their jobs, or nothing ever happened about the concerns
that they raised.
There were a number of stories from Geelong back in
that time of where these suspicions were reported and
nothing was done by the management of the
organisations. In fact those people were proven later to
be convicted of sexual abuse of children. It was quite
disturbing at the time that there was nothing in place to
genuinely protect children from workers or volunteers
who were in those positions of trust. As I said, these
stories got around Geelong and people knew who those
people were, and eventually, from what I can gather
and my experience at the time, they were driven out of
the sector and obviously went to other places.
In working with young people we often had the
experience of young people disclosing the sexual abuse
that they had experienced, whether it was in a sporting
club, a religious group or another activity that was
predominantly for children. They disclosed that abuse
to their youth workers on regular occasions, and they
also disclosed abuse in out-of-home care, which was
also a major concern for the sector at the time. Often
young people had experienced abuse for a large
proportion of their lives. Some young children were
abused when they were removed from home and went
into another family member’s home or to foster care or
to some sort of institutional care. Often they
experienced sexual abuse, and they would often
disclose that to the workers. We heard a lot of awful
stories about children who had been abused on and off
over a period of up to 10 years in some cases.
We have also heard the horror stories of abuse in
institutional care and the abuse of people with
disabilities in care and many other areas and of the
damage caused to those people who were subjected to
those hideous sexual crimes against them. As the
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member for Bendigo West indicated earlier, during the
inquiry into abuse in disability services we heard from a
number of people who had a disability and who had
been living in care for very long period of time. I recall
one woman telling her story that she had been abused
as a child right through to her adult life. These sorts of
things are very disturbing, so I agree with the member
for Bendigo West and her comments about the
recommendations from that report.
I know that in my electorate my constituents welcome
these improvements, given that Geelong institutions
featured strongly in the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. There
are many, many people in Geelong who were affected
during those years of abuse. I have spoken to many of
those people who gave evidence to the royal
commission and heard their stories and the impact on
their lives.
As we have heard from other members today, people
who have been abused as children have significant
issues as they grow into adulthood because they have
been exposed to predators and were victims of abuse.
Many people have taken their own lives. I think a lot of
members in this place were involved in hearing that
evidence and felt very disturbed by the stories that
came from that. In fact I think there were a number of
people who actually did commit suicide during that
inquiry. That was just horrific for them to have to live
through that experience.
There are many good workers and volunteers in our
community who do the right thing — there is no doubt
about that — and they provide a safe and caring
environment for children, but we also know that
predators are there to seize on any opportunity.
Amendments are being made to the Working with
Children Act 2005 to implement a number of
recommendations made by the Royal Commission into
Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse. This bill
implements the following five recommendations of the
Royal Commission. It will expand the definition of
‘direct contact’ in the Working with Children Act to
ensure that people engaging in child-related work that
involves physical contact, face-to-face contact or oral,
written or electronic communication are required to
obtain a working with children check. As we have
heard in this house today already, the growing use of
technology can give predators access to children,
whether it be through phone counselling services or
online services. The risk that predators may groom
children and potentially set up ongoing contact or
meetings with them is very real for those children.
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The bill will also remove references to ‘supervision’
from the Working with Children Act to establish that,
for the purposes of determining whether a person
requires a working with children check, the supervision
of a person’s contact with a child is irrelevant. To
ensure consistency, the bill also removes the element of
supervision from a number of the risk assessment tests
within the Working with Children Act. The working
with children check should be required irrespective of
whether or not the contact with children is supervised.
There should be no risk to children in any setting.
The bill will create a new occupational category of
child-related work, being kinship care. The amendment
will require family members and other persons of
significance to a child who provide out-of-home care to
obtain a working with children check. We know that in
some cases children can be at risk from family
members or family friends, and I am pleased that we
are addressing this. Clearly it is best for children to be
cared for by the family, but where there is a risk to
children they must be protected. We must do
everything possible to ensure that children who are
amongst the most vulnerable are not placed in the care
of individuals who pose any risk to them.
This bill will also ensure non-conviction charges form
part of a relevant criminal history for the purposes of
category C working with children check assessments
and will enable the Secretary to the Department of
Justice and Regulation to compel the production of
certain information for the purposes of compliance
monitoring. This information is critical in ensuring we
protect children from any risk where there has been a
non-conviction charge, such as charges that have been
withdrawn, charges that have been discontinued, a
conviction that has been quashed on appeal and a
charge that has led to an acquittal.
The sexual abuse of children is deplorable, and we must
do everything possible to prevent predators accessing
children. People working with children, whether as a
worker or volunteer, are given a great trust by not only
the community but the children themselves, and the
children must be given the protection they deserve. I
commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms HUTCHINS
(Minister for Local Government).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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HOUSING AMENDMENT (VICTORIAN
HOUSING REGISTER AND OTHER
MATTERS) BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 26 October; motion of
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing).
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — I rise to provide a
contribution on the Housing Amendment (Victorian
Housing Register and Other Matters) Bill 2016, and I
state for the record that our position on this bill is to not
oppose it. As the second-reading speech outlined, the
main focus and objective of this bill is to provide
statutory authority to the director of housing to
establish, administer and operate the Victorian Housing
Register. This will combine the existing public housing
and community housing waiting lists into one process,
as they are currently separate, to be known as the
Victorian Housing Register (VHR). It will also provide
for decisions to be made in relation to eligibility and
priority categories that will sit underneath that register.
This is something that I wish to provide some further
commentary on a little later in my contribution. The bill
will also allow for information sharing to occur
between the director, registered housing agencies and
designated service providers around the needs of social
housing applicants.
This new approach to public housing, as the minister
has described it, provides us with an opportunity and an
environment for change, particularly when we are
considering the detail around the criteria of the VHR
being established. So while this bill does provide the
overarching framework for decisions to be made on
eligibility and priority, it also allows the current
eligibility and priority systems that we have in place to
be reviewed and, in cases where they can be improved,
to be improved.
There remains, I guess, a concern that not all public
housing is being used by those most in need. This has
been a matter that has been constantly raised by the
public tenants association and also by various other
housing groups, and I would hope that when the criteria
are established and put in place for the new VHR, we
will also have a process that better checks the eligibility
of clients in public housing on an ongoing basis —
those clients, in particular, whose circumstances may
have changed.
I have had several issues raised with me as the shadow
minister, and I am sure the minister himself has
received considerable correspondence on these, that
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include scenarios where public housing tenants have
had significant changes in their income — they might
have had changes not only to their personal income but
perhaps to their household income — and also where
concerns have been raised over situations where we
have seen subletting take place. So we now have
situations where the person who is the allocated tenant
of public housing is subletting bedrooms within their
homes due to a change in their circumstances. It may be
that they have raised their family who have since
moved away and see this as a way to supplement their
income. This is not the intention of public housing in
this state.
I am sure no-one in this chamber would disagree with
the fact that public housing needs to be occupied by the
most needy in our community, so consideration needs
to be given to the eligibility and overarching criteria to
ensure that people most in need are in our public
housing. We also need to improve the monitoring of
eligibility for public housing.
It is true that the new VHR will have its benefits. This
includes that applications will only need to be made
once. So a tenant who may have previously had to
provide his details to public housing, gone through the
process and then had to go through the same process
with a different community housing organisation will
now only have to provide them once. That is certainly a
positive, but we also have with this reform the
opportunity for change. The coalition was very pleased
that in its term in government from 2010 to 2014 it
reduced the number of people on the public housing
waiting list in Victoria from over 41 000 to under
35 000. This was brought about by significant state and
federal contributions, but to reduce that public housing
list by approximately 6000 in those four years of
government is something that we were pleased to
deliver.
This year’s budget papers show an increase in social
housing dwellings of 222. That is the total increase. Of
these dwellings, 130 were set aside for what we might
call emergency situations relating to family violence.
These were certainly needed and supported. There is
absolutely no argument with that. But if you remove
those 130 dwellings for family violence victims from
the overall figure of 222, it means that only 92 extra
dwellings were provided to tackle the public housing
waiting list of over 32 000 people. Adding 92 dwellings
to the general system does not keep pace with the
ongoing demand. If we are to continue that downward
trend that we have seen in the public housing waiting
list over recent years, we are certainly going to need a
greater level of investment than that. Since this
government came to office we have seen the public
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housing waiting list continue to decline; that is true. But
it is a fact that we are going to need a greater level of
investment than is currently being provided if this is to
continue.
I just want to make a few comments in relation to that
declining public housing waiting list. As the minister
would be well aware, I asked him relatively recently a
question on notice relating to the declining number of
applicants on the public housing waiting list and I was
informed that there had been, for the want of a better
description, a cleansing of the public housing waiting
list. In his answer the minister advised that the main
reasons applicants were removed from the public
housing waiting list fell generally into three categories:
they had moved into public housing, they no longer met
the eligibility criteria or they were unable to be
contacted.
This information obviously came through from the
department to the minister. I asked the minister
specifically how many people fell into each of these
categories. For instance, I wanted to know if the
waiting list had primarily dropped under this term of
government because people had actually been put in
homes or whether it had dropped simply because
people could not be contacted in the time frame that
was provided. Unfortunately, despite requesting that
level of detail in my question on notice, it was not
provided. So we still do not know, whilst the public
housing waiting list has declined in the term of this
government by roughly 2000, give or take, the reasons
for it. With an increase of only 92 dwellings provided
for in the last budget I can only assume that the decline
in the waiting list in recent years has been because
people could not be contacted. If that is the case, I think
that should be put out up-front and we should know.
That information would be available from the
department, and I think it is something that we all
should know.
Apart from new housing, we also need to continue to
invest in the upgrading of existing public housing. In
line with this the coalition made a significant
commitment in this area in 2014. We committed more
than $1.3 billion over five years for major upgrades and
refurbishments. The reality is that 42 per cent of public
housing is over 30 years old, and that is a very good
reason for there to be a significant investment in
maintaining that stock. We certainly need investment in
new public housing and renewal of public housing but
we also need significant investment in the maintenance
of existing public housing. This is perhaps one of the
reasons that we see a number of public housing
residences sitting idle and unoccupied. We constantly
receive correspondence about public housing homes
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that have been sitting unoccupied not for weeks, not for
one or two months but for periods of six months or
more.
I can only assume that there is a very good reason for
this being the case. We live in a world of increasing
OHS standards and livability requirements, for want of
a better description, and we need to make sure that
dwellings are fit for occupancy. But we need to address
this gap, this time frame that is far too long, where
houses sit idle without being occupied. I do not know if
it is a lack of investment in the maintenance of public
housing but when we have a waiting list of over
32 000 people and we have got dwellings dotted around
the state that are not being occupied for periods of
months, I am assuming because some relatively small
level of work has to be done, I do not think that is
acceptable to anyone in the public domain. We need to
get these homes repaired or fixed quickly, whatever it is
that needs to be done, and get them occupied by some
of these families on the waiting list.
There is another area that I just want to touch on. This
bill does very little to identify the reasons for the
problem I have just outlined. Whilst we have these
homes that are sitting unoccupied, we actually need
some form of register within the department to
document why these houses are unoccupied and what
the work schedule is and to have better information on
time frames for when they will become available to
have families put in them. I would hope that the
minister would see an opportunity for something like
that to be incorporated under this new Victorian
Housing Register structure. There is no good reason for
these homes to be vacant for so long.
I would also hope that in allocating public housing
there is consideration of things such as whether the
appropriate amount of housing is being allocated to
people who fall within certain demographics.
Unfortunately we have seen the number of people with
disability who need supported accommodation or who
fall under the mental health banner who need supported
accommodation grow, and with the establishment of
the Victorian Housing Register perhaps we can have a
look at those clients with special needs, disability or
mental health problems and make sure that we have the
appropriate percentages of suitable houses being
allocated to people who fall within those demographics.
This change to the VHR, whereby we are going to one
waiting list, provides us with an opportunity to measure
those things more accurately, to have a better
understanding of the people who may fall within those
categories and to make sure that we are providing the
commensurate level of support to those people.
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Another issue of concern is ensuring that public
housing is maintained appropriately. I am not talking
about houses that are sitting vacant; I am talking about
houses that are occupied. I believe that an allocation of
social housing comes with it a very, very strong
responsibility to look after and maintain that property to
a standard that Victorian taxpayers would expect. There
are too many reports of damage to and a lack of respect
for public housing amongst some tenants — certainly
not all, and I know the vast majority would be grateful
for, welcome and respect the opportunity to be in public
housing. But it is clear that there is a small percentage
who hold the underlying view that, ‘It’s not mine. I
don’t own it. I’m not going to care for it like it is mine’.
We need to tighten up our procedures and make sure
that there are more regular inspections of public
housing that is tenanted to ensure that appropriate
maintenance is being carried out and respect is being
shown to having that privilege.
While having this register certainly has its benefits, we
also need to look at other areas. One area we need to
look at more generally is housing affordability. Some
decisions have been made in the last two years that I
believe have had a significant, detrimental impact on
housing affordability in this state, and they have been
new taxes or increased taxes that have put pressure on
household incomes. One of these taxes is the massive
increase in the fire services levy. That has put enormous
pressure on low-income families in being able to meet
their household bills. There is no doubt these taxes put
pressure on household budgets.
Another one that comes to mind is the additional funds
that are required to turn on our desalination plant. That
$26 million will go directly onto the water bills of
Melbourne water users when our storages are 70 per
cent full. These increased taxes and charges put
enormous pressure on housing affordability and
therefore put increased pressure on the public housing
waiting list. If we are going to talk about improving
public housing, we need to look at improving housing
affordability in this state, and we have to look at some
of the wider decisions we make in relation to taxation
and charges that put pressure on working families in
this state.
It would be remiss of me to speak on a housing bill and
not raise this point. On the front pages of newspapers
we have seen reports about the current squatter
situation. As the minister has rightly said — and I fully
support his comments — there are families who have
been on waiting lists and who are waiting to go into the
homes in question who have done everything right in
relation to filling out their applications. The minister
was spot-on when he said that these homes should be
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allocated to these people. What we have not seen is a
resolution of this situation. It has been dragging on for
too long. The sort of behaviour that has been on show
should not be tolerated to the extent that I believe it has
been, and we certainly need a stronger arm in this area
to make sure that the people who have done the right
thing and who are respectful and legitimate potential
occupiers of these residences are placed there.
We also have the problem of increasing homelessness
on the streets of Melbourne. Several months ago the
minister announced the formation of a task force
involving various agencies to look at the increasing
number of people who are sleeping rough on city
streets. Since that time anecdotal evidence suggests that
the problem has continued to get worse, and I think that
is probably in line with the slightly warmer weather
conditions. What I would like to hear from the minister,
given that he appointed this task force in July, is a
progress report on the work that that task force is doing
to address this problem. When we go on the Christmas
break from this house in three sitting weeks time —
there are two more after this one — it will be close to
six months since the minister set up this task force. I
think it is appropriate that before Christmas we receive
some summary, outline or update on what steps have
been taken and what steps will be taken to combat this
worsening problem.
In finishing up, I would just like to say that the
introduction of the Victorian Housing Register, which I
believe is to come into effect on 17 August next year, if
not before, provides us with a fair window of
opportunity to look at a number of the issues and items
that I have raised in this contribution. I would hope that
we would use the time before the introduction of the
Victorian Housing Register to improve in a whole lot of
areas and to address a whole lot of the outstanding
issues. I look forward to further announcements,
commentary on or commitments to these areas before
the scheme rolls out next year so that we can turn over a
new leaf and address some of the more recent issues
that have popped up in the last two years in the areas of
homelessness and public housing.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I am pleased to make
a contribution on the Housing Amendment (Victorian
Housing Register and Other Matters) Bill 2016. I would
like to start by thanking the constituents in my
electorate of Ivanhoe, particularly in the 3081 postcode
that covers the suburbs of Heidelberg West, Heidelberg
Heights and Bellfield. I am reminded every day that the
privilege of serving in this place is in large part due to
the very significant support that I receive and that the
Labor Party receives from that 3081 postcode. Without
their support and ongoing determination to be
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advocated for in this place by a Labor representative, I
do not believe I would be here, so I take matters of
public housing in my constituency very seriously.
In my contribution I want to make a few points in
relation to public housing policy during the term of the
previous government, under both Premier Baillieu and
Premier Napthine. For the first time in Victoria we saw
a net decrease in the number of public housing
dwellings. That is what we saw under the previous
government. Public housing dwellings actually went
backwards; there were actually fewer public housing
dwellings available in Victoria under the previous
government. It was the first time ever that we actually
saw the public housing availability for people in
Victoria going backwards, and the previous
government stand condemned for that.
In relation to some comments from the previous
speaker about idle and unoccupied dwellings, can I say
that I know the Stokes Penola redevelopment site in
West Preston well as a former student of Bell Primary
School in West Preston. We spent a lot of time around
the Penola and Stokes estate. Can I say that nearly
60 units were bowled over in 2011 by the previous
government, and they never had any plan to replace any
of those properties. There were no plans. Nothing
happened. They were probably hoping to get re-elected
and flog it off. Fortunately the Victorian public saw
through that, and we now see under the leadership of
the member for Albert Park, the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing, a funded plan to build some
68 dwellings on that site. That is about making sure that
we are making commitments that the previous
government did not. They were pretty keen with the
wrecking ball to knock over public housing; they were
not very keen to invest, develop, expand and grow
public housing dwellings in Victoria.
Going further on that matter, I can also touch on what
has been referred to as the Olympia housing initiative,
and it is about one postcode in my electorate. Certainly
in opposition I tried to hold the previous government to
account on these matters. It was of course an
opportunity, over a 10-year plan as outlined by the
previous government, to build some 600 public housing
dwellings out of a budget of $160 million. But of
course they had no plans to invest any public funds into
that project; it would purely be a self-funded project
from the sale of public housing dwellings.
All we really saw or were able to get information on in
relation to that matter when we were in opposition
under the reign of the previous government was of the
most desirable blocks of land that were owned by the
public being subdivided and sold off. The only people
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who were making a profit were real estate agents and
developers, fly-by-nighters who would come into 3081,
find a quick deal and subdivide public housing blocks
and dwellings — and it was always the big corner
blocks that the previous government were keen to sell
off. There was very little action when it came to
actually finding dwellings that had money reinvested
and new dwellings being built.
What we did see, of course, was a lot of dwellings
sitting idle for a long time when people moved on. The
deal would be, ‘We’re going to invest through the
Olympia housing initiative in new dwellings’, but all
we really saw was a lot of ‘for sale’ signs going up, a
lot of dwellings being sold to private developers and
very little in the way of expansion, investment or
reinvestment of that money into public housing. What
was made very clear to me was that there was no extra
money to go into this project, with the Heidelberg West
community having to fund that out of the sale of their
own properties — and of those properties that were
being sold, all we were seeing were private real estate
agents, private developers and private dwellings being
built and not enough when it came to reinvesting in the
most desirable locations throughout the suburbs in
3081 public housing dwellings.
I am pleased to report that as at about May this year
some 133 dwellings have now been completed. This is
largely due to a supercharging of the project under the
leadership of the housing minister, the member for
Albert Park, to make sure that not only are we being
accountable and transparent on which properties are
being sold, we are also being transparent and
accountable to the community about where these new
dwellings are being built — information the previous
government kept secret and would not make available
in an attempt to show that this was somehow protecting
people’s privacy.
The public and the community of Heidelberg West
have a right to know what public housing dwellings are
being sold and where new public housing dwellings are
being built, and if you do the work, you can find this
information out. I am very pleased that the minister for
housing in the Andrews government has made sure that
we have been transparent, open and accountable about
the way in which properties are being sold, money is
being reinvested and new properties are being built so
that the community can have confidence in those
processes.
Also the previous government stands condemned for
politicising the process of that Olympia housing
initiative in appointing a failed candidate for Jagajaga
back in 1996, Michelle Penson, a member of the
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Liberal Party, to chair that community consultation
group, instantly politicising the work of that body and
using vulnerable people in my community and getting
them engaged, unbeknownst to them, for the best
interests of the community, in the political activities of
the Liberal Party in the Ivanhoe electorate. I was very
pleased that one of the first things we did when we
came into government was scrap the position of chair
and get rid of the meddling from the Banyule City
Council representative on that committee as well,
because all that was happening was that matters were
getting bogged down and politicised and we were not
getting transparent and productive outcomes for people
in my community.
I am very pleased that what we see now is a
supercharged initiative. We are seeing that more houses
are now being built, we have been transparent about
where those properties are being built and what is being
sold, and we are making sure that people are given the
commitment that when they express an interest in this
project and they want to be able to move, they are being
included in those discussions and they are being
provided with opportunities to upgrade their properties.
We see that now with the Perth Street redevelopment
complete. I know many of the tenants who have had an
opportunity to move in there, and Minister Foley was
able to come out and officially open that facility.
We have Tarakan Street under construction now, which
is going to be a really good development, on the corner
of Kokoda Street in Heidelberg West. Then what we
will be looking at is Tarakan estate itself. There is the
Bell Bardia estate. There are many significant
opportunities through this initiative, run transparently
and openly and in consultation with the community, to
make sure that we get the best outcomes. What we saw
under the previous government was that there was no
way they were ever going to meet their targets for these
600 new homes. There was no money getting out the
door, the process was going backwards and it was being
politicised. I am very pleased that the 3081 residents
group was able to work through those housing issues,
was able to be inclusive and was able to provide plenty
of information for the community so that this project
has community confidence, transparency and the
opportunity to be the success that it deserves to be.
I can also point out that under that initiative we have
seen now some 199 households who have actually
moved, we have seen some 80 properties sold, and as of
May 2016, 133 properties have been completed. We
have also seen something like half of those 870 tenants
who indicated an interest in wanting to move now able
to take part in the project. That is also a plus.
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What we have seen is an opportunity to scotch the
opportunities of those opposite to not invest in public
housing — to have these self-funded initiatives that are
secretive and that probably see the best land sold off to
private developers for private development in the 3081
postcode. We have put a stop to that. Under
Minister Foley we have seen not only transparency but
the supercharging and an investment from government
in public housing in 3081 to make sure that we get the
best outcomes for my community.
It is not only about rehousing those who are in
substandard accommodation. It is also about making
sure we get people off the waiting list and providing
opportunities for those people to have a roof over their
heads. It is not just about looking busy, as the others
did, trying just to rehouse people who already had a
roof over their head. That is the work that this
government is doing, and I commend the bill to the
house.
Mr WATT (Burwood) — I rise to speak on the
Housing Amendment (Victorian Housing Register and
Other Matters) Bill 2016. It is a fairly non-contentious
bill, which is why we are not actually opposing the bill.
The main objective of the bill is to provide a statutory
authority for the director of housing to establish,
administer and operate the Victorian Housing Register,
which will combine the existing public housing and
community housing waiting lists into one, to be known
as the Victorian Housing Register. I do not disagree
with the concept — many people have said to me that
they do not know why they have to fill out two forms to
go on two different waiting lists, so I will not go too
much into that aspect of the bill.
I will, however, follow up on something the member
for Ivanhoe just stated. During his contribution he
talked about waiting lists, and he talked about getting
people into public housing. I do want to note that as a
member of the former government I am extremely
proud of the work we did in public housing. As a
former public housing tenant I am extremely proud of
the work we have done in public housing, especially
when I think about the fact that from August 2010 the
public housing waiting list dropped from 41 000 to
34 500 in December 2014. In just over four years we
had a decrease in the public housing waiting list of
7500.
Mr Wynne interjected.
Mr WATT — I want to acknowledge the Minister
for Planning here. I will get to him pretty soon. What I
will also talk about is the fact that in 2014 we had a
$1.3 billion commitment over five years to upgrade and
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refurbish public housing. In relation to the Elizabeth
Gardens public housing estate in my own electorate I
note that there was some investment in there to upgrade
those particular facilities. It is a public housing estate
for older people, and I know that they particularly
appreciated the investment that was put in. I also want
to pay tribute to the workers in the office of housing
and in the Department of Health and Human Services. I
do want to pay tribute to the workers, because I know
how difficult this area is. It is not necessarily easy to
work in this area, and I want to pay tribute to all of
those housing officers who do a great job in my
electorate and all those who do a great job across the
state.
The other thing I want to pay tribute to is to the
Victorian Public Tenants Association, but more
particularly I want to pay tribute to the Ashburton,
Ashwood and Chadstone Public Tenants Group, headed
up by Natalie Rabey. They are a fantastic group of
people who are very disappointed with some of the
things the government is doing. One of the things they
are particularly unhappy with is funding for their group,
but we will not go too far into that.
One of the things I do want to talk about though, noting
that the Minister for Planning is here, is the Markham
estate. The Minister for Planning knows the Markham
estate very well. I raised this in the house yesterday,
and I was quite astounded to note that the Minister for
Housing, Disability and Ageing did not actually realise
that there is less public housing going into that estate as
a result of the development that is going on there.
People opposite might shake their head — and I can see
advisers up in the corner shaking their heads — but let
me make this very, very clear: there will be 62 units
where there were 56. Yes, that is an increase in units,
but when we are talking about 15 single-bedroom units
and 47 two-bedroom units, as compared to 56
two-bedroom units, we are talking about fewer
bedrooms and fewer tenants.
Mr Wynne interjected.
Mr WATT — We are talking about fewer tenants
getting into public housing as a result of this
development. It is very, very simple: 112 bedrooms as
compared to 47 doubles — that is 94, plus 15, making
109. So there are actually fewer bedrooms, fewer
tenants, fewer people being able to get into public
housing because of this particular development. The
Minister for Planning should go and speak to his
advisers, because you know I am right. Forty-seven
times 2 plus 15 is not more than 56 times 2. It is fewer
public housing tenants.
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That is not even the worst thing, though that is pretty
disgraceful in and of itself. I sat here before and listened
to the member for Ivanhoe talk about selling off public
land. Well, we are talking about subdividing the
Markham housing estate and then selling 190
private-sale units — 190, private sale — that is what
this government is doing, what this planning minister is
intending to do, without consultation.
Then we listen to the member for Ivanhoe talk about
consultation. You know what? There is no consultation.
I will tell you what this particular planning minister
thinks consultation is. It is, at 7.30 this morning at
Alamein train station, handing out a few brochures. On
Monday morning he has a couple more people going
down to the Ashburton shopping strip to hand out a few
brochures there. Apparently that makes up for
consultation. Next Wednesday night they are going to
hand out a couple more brochures at the Ashburton
library, and on Saturday week they will go back to the
Ashburton library and hand out a couple more
brochures. They call that consultation, acknowledging
in all of the documentation that there is no room for
tenants, for the public tenants group, for the local
community, for the local member or for any person —
there is no room for consultation or discussion around
the number of units. Two hundred and fifty-two units is
much larger than anybody ever expected, but 252 units
is the minimum this government is going to put on that
site. So any consultation — and the documentation
makes this very clear — is based on at least 252 units.
On 774 ABC radio back in March this year, the
planning minister talked about seven storeys. It was the
first time anybody in my electorate had heard about
seven storeys on this site. Well, you know what? The
minister was right. It is seven storeys. It is seven storeys
when the adjoining houses all have a neighbourhood
residential zone with an 8-metre mandatory height
limit. So you have an 8-metre mandatory height limit,
and here you have this minister planning to put a
7-storey building right next door. Thank you for
coming.
There is no consultation. There is no room to consult.
The minister is not willing to enter into discussion on
this, and it is very clear in all of the documentation that
I have seen that this is not up for negotiation. Now you
can stand or sit there and talk about consultation as
much as you like — —
Mr Wynne interjected.
Mr WATT — It is tish — no consultation at all.
What my residents want is a government to seriously
consult with them.
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Just before the last election I actually doorknocked the
entire area and had consultation, my own conversations,
with residents. All of the residents that I spoke to said to
me that it was a public housing estate and they were
willing to accept the public housing estate. They had no
issue with the public housing estate. They had no issue
with a slight increase in the number of public housing
tenants that would be accommodated on that site. That
is not an issue for any of my residents, because it has
been a public housing estate for a very long time. There
is no issue around public housing on the site.
There was discussion around that time of I think
80 public housing units and 114 for private sale, but the
Labor Party at that time completely denied that there
were any plans for anything of the sort on that
particular site. I have got to say that, yes, I was wrong.
It was not 194 units, of which 114 would be for private
sale. It is 252 units now. It has grown over time. Every
time we have asked, it has grown.
I note that in September last year I put in a freedom of
information request asking for things as simple as a
design document, any conversations or briefings and
maybe some documents relating to conversations the
minister may have had with any developers. If I look at
what I asked for, I see:
Documents which detail the negotiations between the
Victorian government and the developers …

Interestingly, one of the things that I got back from the
freedom of information request was, ‘What is a
developer?’. I found it interesting that the freedom of
information officers did not even know what a
developer was.
I have got to say that I have asked a number of times. I
put in the application on 9 September last year. I got a
letter on the 18 September acknowledging it. I then
contacted them again, on 28 October, asking essentially
for a follow-up. I received a letter asking for
clarification on 4 November from a Melissa Zarif.
There were some more conversations with her about
my particular request. I note that in January this year
my staffers had a conversation with Danielle Kelly for
the FOI commissioner, about clarification around some
things like: did I want all documents or just some
documents? When I say ‘all documents’ I kind of figure
I mean I want all documents.
I followed that up again in February with another email
to Danielle Kelly. Danielle Kelly followed up in May.
Strangely enough, it took her three months to follow
that up. I note another one later in May, an email from
Laura Flanagan for the FOI commissioner, basically
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acknowledging that I was complaining about the fact
that it was taking so long to get this.
I got a letter from senior freedom of information
adviser Bronwen Wareing — once again, about my
complaint. I note that we spoke to somebody at the FOI
office, Stephanie Hamilton, who said that the person we
were dealing with was no longer working there. I note
once again that back in October:
… DHHS acknowledges the delay but is not able to provide a
time frame — —

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Blandthorn) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — Booming
population growth means Victoria is facing an
increasing challenge in responding to homelessness and
disadvantage. I am delighted to say that under the
Andrews government Minister Foley made a recent
announcement of $120 million in additional investment
for programs and projects aimed at boosting Victoria’s
supply of social housing. The $152 million housing
blitz announced earlier this year is another great
investment to help shelter more victims of family
violence — a scourge in the community that this
government has taken national leadership to address.
The Premier is to be absolutely commended for that
vision and commitment. That is to help families so that
they do not have to choose between homelessness and
returning to an abusive relationship. Of course this is
particularly for women who find themselves caught in
the incredible dilemma about how they take care of
their children and also take care of themselves. So this
is a critical social reform of national and international
significance.
Building and leasing properties for vulnerable
Victorians is a crucial part of the response to the
challenges faced in housing. What this bill does is
create a framework that will ensure that the system and
the people are able to coordinate in a better way and to
expedite the process. Putting together all social housing
on one list makes the housing system simpler and fairer
in distributing housing. Having one consistent system
expedites the process and saves time with applications.
Instead of applying a dozen or so times to different
housing agencies, one form applies to all the relevant
agencies, of which I think there are more than 40.
This is a proposition that is welcome. As the member
for Broadmeadows, I know that this is a constant issue
that I have to address in my electorate. Part of that is
because social housing is predominantly for people
who are poor or people who may have English as a
second language and are newly arrived, migrant
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families who have come to pursue a better life, which is
one of Australia’s greatest gifts to the world: you can
have a second chance in this great community. It is the
story of my family’s commitment to Australia as well. I
grew up in a housing commission home in
Broadmeadows, and there was a great community that
was established. There was a great sense of looking out
for each other.
How it has expanded is that in Victoria now we have
about 65 000 public housing units and approximately
210 000 community housing units. As I said, this is
predominantly for people who are on low incomes and
those who have recently experienced homelessness or
family violence or have other complex needs.
The issue of complex needs is important to know and
understand. If you are a recent arrival, if you do not
speak English, if you have had some trauma in your life
that you are having to deal with — if you are struggling
to get work — these are the complexities that make life
difficult and should never be misunderstood. If you
have a look at some of these areas that have evolved —
and I do cite Broadmeadows — you see they have been
critical in underwriting prosperity for the rest of the
state for generations.
The Housing Commission of Victoria acquired
5000 acres of land in the 1950s to build a model city,
and, as the formal history of Broadmeadows put it,
Broadmeadows has been grappling with the problems
ever since. It is about how you actually recognise it,
how you put social housing in the right place and how
you provide the jobs for the community and then put in
the social infrastructure that is absolutely required.
I quote from the 1956 Report of the Royal Commission
to inquire into the Operation of the Housing Acts of
Victoria and the Administration of the Housing
Commission:
Poor housing conditions result directly in physical illness and
indirectly in tensions and dissatisfactions which cause broken
homes, drunkenness and juvenile delinquency, leading to vice
and crime. In this connexion, poor housing conditions do not
necessarily mean small frontages, leaking roofs and lack of
facilities. It may involve a solid structure, put up in the wrong
place, without thought to the requirements of life other than
mere shelter.

This is a critical point to know and understand about
how we develop communities. You do not just put
people isolated and marginalised at the end of the line,
which has been a recurring theme in Victoria’s history.
Despite this finding from the 1956 royal commission,
row upon row of pastel-coloured, concrete homes were
built in Broadmeadows. Sixty years later, still almost
2000 of these homes remain in the City of Hume, with
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about 1500 in Broadmeadows itself and the
surrounding so-called postcodes of disadvantage.
These are 13-square concrete homes on valuable blocks
that are each almost a quarter of an acre, and rather than
repairing them on a costly ad hoc basis I think there is a
great opportunity to change the face and the social
dynamic of Broadmeadows by implementing a public,
private and social housing regeneration.
We have a successful proof of concept, and this is the
Mews estate, which was converted to the Valley Park
development. The current Minister for Planning, as the
former Minister for Housing, was instrumental in this
project under the Brumby government. It has revitalised
this community. This was a smart way of dealing with
how you change the mix with public, private and social
housing. I think that was really important. You do not
just put all the people who are new arrivals or who are
struggling into the one place and then let them fend for
themselves. I think the mix is a really important
proposition, and I think here is a real opportunity in
Broadmeadows.
When you think through what Broadmeadows offers, it
is only 16 kilometres from the central business district
of the world’s most livable city. We have the
infrastructure in place with two train lines into the
community, and there is a spur into the Ford site, which
of course offers a wonderful opportunity to create a
new dynamic hub for industries and jobs. We have the
Tullamarine Freeway that the Andrews government is
expanding. We have the ring-road, and we have the
curfew-free international airport at the back door. I
think that here is a chance to make a real change and
provide a fantastic opportunity for more affordable
housing in a community where it is needed most. If we
can harness that with new industries and new jobs, I
think this has the chance to re-vision Broadmeadows,
redevelop it and set it up for the generations to come.
I commend the bill to the house. I think what the
minister is doing here is a good initiative to streamline
the current system. I know that this will be of great
benefit to a lot of families in my electorate. I do also
call for the government to take the big picture look at
what the opportunities are. Here is a transformative
proposition that we can look at as a government to
provide more affordable housing, to link it in with new
industries for the future and to make sure that
particularly those blue-collar workers — who through
their muscle, sweat and manufacturing nous have
underwritten prosperity for generations — have a better
future and can transition. Let us not just say, ‘Oh, we
are in transition’. Let us say, ‘Here is where we will
transition to. Here are the new jobs of the future’. This
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will be of major significance and of economic and
social benefit to Victoria, and I think that it is a one-off
opportunity. I think that we should pursue this issue to
see if we can deliver such a result.
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — It is my pleasure to
speak to the Housing Amendment (Victorian Housing
Register and Other Matters) Bill 2016. The Greens will
be supporting this bill to create a centralised Victorian
Housing Register for the benefit of those seeking
affordable housing. We are really glad to see a process
that will combine the previous public housing waiting
and transfer lists with over 40 community housing
waiting lists into one streamlined process. It is
something the Greens called for in our policy before the
2014 state election, and it is really great to see the
government implement it. I would like to commend the
government and the Minister for Housing, Disability
and Ageing on this initiative.
It will, as others have mentioned, make it fairer for
everyone. People will not have to constantly shop
around and apply for different systems to get a place in
affordable housing. Hopefully it means that more
people who are of greatest need at the top of the waiting
list are chosen first for both public and community
housing spaces. Obviously, though, this alone will not
solve Victoria’s public housing crisis. The only thing
that will do that is a significant increase in public
housing stock and a significant investment in
maintenance. There are simply not enough public
housing places for people who need them at the
moment.
We know there are over 33 000 applicants for social
housing and 6000 applicants for transfers on the
waiting list at the moment, so that is more than
35 000 people and families who are actually eligible for
a public housing spot, who need a home, but who have
not yet received one. These numbers really do indicate
a crisis. It is disappointing to see that this government,
after two years, has not managed to get this crisis under
control. The total number of people waiting for a home
or a transfer has not improved over the two years of this
government. I agree with government members who
have talked about the previous Liberal government
doing nothing to solve the problem apart from perhaps
kicking people off the waiting list unnecessarily, but we
do still spend less here in Victoria per capita on public
housing than any other state.
I have also heard some concerning rumours and reports
that the Labor government might be intending to pass
the buck on this crisis by privatising a large portion of
public housing in Victoria by transferring a large
amount of public housing to the private or non-profit
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sector. Large-scale transfers or the privatisation of
public housing are really not the answers to the public
housing problems. Community housing providers do
invaluable work. I have worked with many of them and
visited many of them. They should be supported, but in
addition to public housing, not instead of it. Every day
my office sees people who are languishing waiting for a
house or waiting for a transfer or waiting for
much-needed maintenance. They are mums and dads
who are just after a safe place for themselves and their
families to live. Some of them are single applicants
who simply do not have a support network to turn to
and are really, really struggling.
As we know, having suitable housing affect all parts of
somebody’s life, and it has significant flow-on impacts
for the government, from the healthcare system to
employment and the justice system. So it really is
important that we get this right and that we keep public
housing as an essential government service.
Governments — especially Labor governments, I have
to say — really should not wash their hands of their
responsibilities when it comes to public housing. While
we will be supporting a common housing register, we
will also continue to advocate for more support for all
forms of affordable housing, including policies like
inclusionary zoning, which we were promised by the
government but which has not yet been delivered. We
will especially continue to stand alongside the
community in calling for more public housing and
better services and maintenance in existing public
housing.
I very much look forward to the government’s housing
policy, which is due — like many other policies —
before the end of the year. I really hope that it does not
let down the people who are on the public housing
waiting list or those who may need it in the future.
Instead I hope that it really seriously improves the
situation that we have with public housing in this state.
If it does, I would be really happy to work with the
government to help solve this problem.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — Is it not interesting?
The Greens are always here to allegedly lend a hand.
They are incapable of speaking for their full time, and
they just give us a lecture. Of course the member for
Melbourne exits the stage, as is her wont, having given
us the world according to Greg, volume 3. I am
disappointed that the member for Melbourne has left
the chamber because despite her claims on the public
record tonight that she supports community housing,
what she told a rally on the steps of Parliament House
on 20 October was: ‘The government has this idea to
sell off public housing and transfer it to community
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housing providers or the private sector. The Greens are
firmly against these larger scale sell-offs and large site
transfers to private organisations. Public housing must
remain in public hands’. What absolute nonsense!
How dare the member for Melbourne criticise
wonderful organisations like the Port Phillip Housing
Association and Yarra Community Housing, which do
a fantastic job servicing people from my community
who are in desperate need of refuge and
accommodation. How dare the member for Melbourne
on the one hand get out on the front steps of Parliament
House and attack community housing providers, yet
then come in here and say, ‘Oh well, look, they do sort
of all right, but it really should be in public hands’. That
is absolute nonsense.
As Deng Xiaoping said, ‘It doesn’t matter whether the
cat is white or black as long as it catches mice’. What I
would say to the member for Melbourne is: it does not
matter whether it is public housing or housing run by
community housing organisations. As long as we have
public housing and housing available to house people
who are in need, then that surely must be the priority. I
cannot for the life of me understand why people like the
member for Melbourne want to denigrate and run down
the contributions made by outstanding providers like
the Port Phillip Housing Association and Yarra
Community Housing. It is just an outrage.
I heard the part of the member for Melbourne’s speech
in which she was critical of the government for not
doing anything. What I would say to the member for
Melbourne is that my electorate — the magnificent
electorate of Essendon — was recently the beneficiary
of a $30 million injection to rebuild the Flemington
public housing estate. If the member for Melbourne
thinks that public housing is some sort of idealised
utopia, I would suggest that she might want to come
with me and have a look at some of the walk-up flats
that are going to be demolished by this investment.
These are old, decrepit structures — relics from the
1960s that are not relevant and that hold no place in
terms of providing modern accommodation solutions to
people in need.
Again I would say to the member for Melbourne:
compare and contrast these walk-ups which are
going — and only going as a result of the Labor
government — with what you see out at Ashburton and
the wonderful development at the Markham estate,
which is being done by the Port Phillip Housing
Association. It is a modern, sleek, beautiful structure
available for people with a disability — and, Acting
Speaker Blandthorn, I know you have spoken in the
past about the importance of making sure that people
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with a disability have safe accommodation — as well
as single parents and the elderly. At the end of the day it
is about providing dignity to people who may be
asylum seekers or through no fault of their own may
have fallen on bad times or bad luck. They have a
decent and reasonable housing solution available to
them that enables them to live safely and comfortably.
If I look at the Flemington public housing estate, on the
west side of Victoria Street, Flemington, I see
million-dollar homes on Flemington Hill, some of them
quite beautiful. On the east side of Victoria Street you
have these miserable, decrepit, three-storey walk-ups
from the 1960s that are just awful. They are absolutely
awful. The reality is that Adam Bandt, who has been
the federal member for Melbourne since 2010, has
delivered not a single dollar of public housing stock to
his community in six years. He has done nothing. It is
only a Labor government that actually delivers for these
communities. We are the ones who roll up our sleeves
and get on with it. We are the ones who deliver for
these communities. We are the ones who care.
I was walking through one of the four tower blocks at
120 Racecourse Road recently. I pay tribute to the
Minister for Planning because when he was the
Minister for Housing in 2006 he started a process of
upgrading these high-rise apartment blocks. I walked
through all 22 floors. I did a bit of doorknocking and
said g’day to a few people. You walk on a floor that has
not been upgraded, and it is dark, it is dingy, it is dirty
and you do not feel safe. You walk around there and
you think, ‘Geez, this isn’t flash’. You walk past the
laundry, and you are not quite sure what you are going
to see. Then you go down one floor and you find it has
been upgraded and modernised.
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for Melbourne is good at photographs. She has an
excellent social media strategy; I will commend the
member for Melbourne for that. But while she has
engaged in these stunts, people like me have been
working tirelessly on behalf of our constituents and
communities to get a better outcome. That is why you
see these sorts of investments happening in Flemington.
On this side of the house we just get on with it. There is
no fanfare. We are not out on the steps of Parliament
House with a bunch of Trots, railing against the Labor
Party or the Liberal Party. No, we recognise the great
obligation and responsibility that has been bestowed
upon us, and we acknowledge and appreciate the fact
that we may not be here for long but for the time that
we are here, we will get on with it and do something
about it.
It is sometimes disheartening when you have people
come in to your electorate. I reckon 50 per cent of my
constituency work would be done for people in public
housing. Either they are homeless and they want public
housing or they are in public housing and it is not safe
or else public housing is not appropriate for their needs.
Look at the Somali community. I cannot imagine how
hard it must be to have four or five children and two
parents living in a two-bedroom flat in Ascot Vale.
That is tough.
However, I took the view when I came here that I was
going to work hard to try to increase the level of public
housing and social housing in my electorate. I wanted
to try and have them living with the private renter and
the private owner. Why? Because I take the view that
the broadacre public housing estates of the 1950s are
demonstrations of failure. They have failed. They have
failed generations of people who have been forced to
live in ghettos.

Again, this was a program that was commenced by the
now Minister for Planning, the former Minister for
Housing under the Brumby government, and it is
beautiful, it is bright, it is airy, it is clean, it is neat and it
is decent. It provides a decent housing solution for
people who need it. This did not happen because of the
Greens. It did not happen under a Liberal government.
It happened under a Labor government. It may have
been continued under a Liberal government, although at
what rate I could not assure you. It happened under a
Labor government, and it is only a Labor government
which makes these sorts of investments that provide
dignity to people who need it.

You have to try to find ways to ensure that people who
are poor, people who come from a culturally and
linguistically diverse background have the opportunity
to mix with and work with others. The house next door
to mine is public housing. A single mum from Eritrea
lives there and she has six children, one of whom is
severely disabled. Her boy did not do too well in
year 12 — he loved his footy, he wanted to play AFL. I
saw him afterwards working at Woolworths. I said to
him, ‘This is no good. You’ve got to get on with it.
We’ve got to try to get you into a course’. Nahom is
now studying at Victoria University.

The member for Melbourne was photographed on a
beanbag in Bendigo Street, Richmond, having a cup of
tea with various protesters earlier in the year. This was
housing which should have gone to the Salvation Army
to support women fleeing family violence. The member

Why do I say this? I say this because I know Nahom. I
have known Nahom since he was a boy. I have known
him for 10 years. He is a fine man; he is a great man.
He will make a fantastic contribution to our society in
the decades to come over his life’s journey. But I would
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not have seen him if he had lived on the broadacre
estates. I would not have known him. He would have
been just another public housing resident. Maybe
Nahom would have come and seen me in my role as the
member for Essendon, but he certainly would not have
seen me in my past job. We have to create better
capacity in these communities. Condemning people to
living amongst themselves in abject poverty and misery
where they are not provided the tools with which to
advance themselves is no answer. I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) — I to rise this
afternoon to speak on the Housing Amendment
(Victorian Housing Register and Other Matters) Bill
2016. As seems to be the habit, I follow the member for
Essendon following his usual wideranging view of
public housing and the many, many achievements, in
his eyes, of the current government. Through his glossy
rose-coloured glasses and in the blue suit he has given
his presentation today, I would remind him that while
he thinks it is a great achievement in two years to lower
the public housing rate by 2000, I would point out that
figure is well into the 30 000s as a result of Labor
having the Treasury benches for all but four of the years
since 1999. They have not really managed to achieve
many of the objectives that he has so keenly pointed out
as core Labor values. I would have thought that with
the commitment and desire and the views that his side
of politics have on this issue that that is barely an
achievement to speak too highly of.
Mr Pearson — I am just warming up.
Mr RIORDAN — I am sure you are just warming
up, but you will need to because it has been a fairly
slow start. Having said that, we can actually see some
good in the legislation that is being put here. As a
person who believes in simplifying things and making
access to public housing easier for people, clearly the
concept of a single register is a good idea. It adds
dignity to the whole process. For those people who are
often caught in the public housing malaise or in the web
of trying to get their lives back in order through
government agencies, healthcare agencies, community
agencies and others, it can be a very degrading and
sometimes dehumanising experience. Anything that
simplifies that experience can only be a good thing. But
one of the clear objectives stated in the second-reading
speech for this bill is about making public housing
more accessible and more participatory for all sorts of
people in our society and community. I think we then
have to look further at what other things need to go
along with that.
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It is all very well to have a simplified list, but if a
simplified list is just simplifying a system that is broken
in so many other ways, then there is still much that can
be done. In my own community — I am new to this
job — public housing issues, apart from potholes in
roads, are the next most important issues that come
across my desk. It is disappointing when families are in
houses and they have to go to their local member of
Parliament to get what would seem very basic and
simple improvements to both the safety and livability of
their homes. I would cite some examples, such as a
young family in aged public housing with very large
and inappropriate gum trees that are a clear danger to
both the house and children in the back garden. The
system is totally unable to process and manage that
situation without a member of Parliament being
brought in and having to have meetings with directors
of the Department of Health and Human Services and
other agencies in order to get what should be a basic
and commonsense piece of maintenance done to the
house.
I also had the experience of another elderly public
housing tenant who had been in a modest little flat for
the last 25 years. It was new to her when she moved in.
She has maintained it as well as she possibly can with
her own resources. Of course a house built in the 1970s
is not designed for the way we live now in the 2000s. It
was something as simple as buying a fridge: she could
no longer buy a fridge that would fit in the space that
the apartment allowed. Once again common sense and
departmental management were not able to facilitate a
simple thing like putting a modern new fridge into a
house for this lady. It seems disappointing that an
elderly person in the twilight of her years and who uses
a Zimmer frame has to dismount from her frame to
walk around a fridge that she has to leave in her
hallway because no-one in public housing is able to
organise the simple modification of her old fridge space
for a modern fridge. When we hear stories like that we
wonder how seriously the government is concerned
about public housing, when simple management issues
cannot be dealt with.
It also raises another big issue in a community such as
mine, which is the quality and age of the stock. The
member for Essendon made much of some of the
wonderful developments he has seen in his area. I
would say that I only wish I could say the same in my
community, where much of the public housing is very
old. I think the average age of public housing in
Victoria is something like 35 years old. I would
imagine that most of the public housing stock in my
community is on the far side of 35, helping to keep the
average down. Not only do we have some older stock
but there is a large amount of abandoned stock. I think
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at last count there were nearly 20 empty public housing
homes on large blocks in our community.
I have had an endless procession of people through my
office looking for public housing, and they ask the
simple question: ‘Why is this house at this address or
that house at that address sitting idle? Why can’t I move
into that house?’. The question is really quite
unanswerable. Why is it the situation where simple
renovations and modifications cannot be made quickly
and simply to free up housing stock the government
already has? That is on top of a process that seemed to
exist where we removed public housing altogether and
kept the land, which then aggravated the situation of the
government still owning and controlling land in a
neighbourhood, minus houses. I think there is much we
can still do to make public housing accessibility so
much better for everybody.
Another concern when trying to manage public housing
and make it an environment in which people can still
have some dignity and self-worth is about what
happens sometimes when we branch out and try to do
what the member for Essendon suggested in terms of
mixing our public housing up, putting it in other
neighbourhoods and moving it around, which I
generally agree with and think is a great idea. When we
do this it is also important that we work with those
families that get the opportunity to take advantage of
those homes and encourage them to work in with the
neighbourhood and make themselves a welcome part of
that community, rather than working against their own
interests and those of the government in trying to
provide a mixed source of public housing.
It is disappointing when we see the collapse of some
homes that have been very neglected. It works against
the greater public benefit of getting greater acceptance
of public housing in all sorts of neighbourhoods, but it
also provides a very poor role model for the children
and the people who may be in those homes, because if
they are not encouraged to maintain their properties and
look after them, we can expect that the next generation
will not know any better. So there is an obligation on
the government to help on the one hand but also to
guide and work with families and people in public
housing to make sure that they are getting the best
benefit from that opportunity.
Social and public housing should not be solutions on
their own. There is an opportunity with public, social
and community housing to provide a foot in the door
and a start in life for many people so that hopefully —
and ambitiously — they get the opportunity one day to
move into their own home. It is also important in
providing more housing stock and more opportunity for
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everybody that might need public housing that we
continue to monitor and work with those families so
that when the opportunity arises they can take it up,
move on and free up space and housing stock — that
those opportunities are taken advantage of and
managed so that the best possible benefit for all that
need help and assistance in our community can be
assured.
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — It is a
pleasure to speak on the Housing Amendment
(Victorian Housing Register and Other Matters) Bill
2016 and to follow the member for Polwarth, who
seemed to have an interest in this area. But I need to
remind members opposite that they can get up and talk
with some level of concern about the issue of public
housing and community housing, but they will really be
talking with forked tongues, because actually their
record is one of slashing funding and support for public
and community housing. Indeed the Royal Commission
into Family Violence actually pinpointed the fact that
the Liberal Party, in government, took out $330 million
in support for housing, with investment in acquisition
and renewal falling from $462.8 million in 2009–10 to
$131 million in 2014–15.
It is a disgusting record for those opposite. When you
are talking to your mates in Canberra, have a word to
Malcolm and Barnaby about this matter, because they
have not lifted a finger in this space in a long time — in
fact they were trying to walk away from the national
system that we had in place where the states and the
federal government shared responsibility for the
provision of community housing. They washed their
hands of that, walked out the door and, frankly, have
left thousands of people on the waiting list. That is why
this bill is so important.
The one thing I do agree with the member for Polwarth
about — and other people have raised this — is the fact
that the issue of public housing is one of the most
complex and difficult issues that you have to deal with
when people come to the door of your electorate office,
and a lot of that is to do with the fact that there are so
many people on the waiting list. It is very daunting for a
constituent to come in and say, ‘I’ve been told that I
may have to wait 10 years, and I am actually in dire
need today’. It is also very complex and perplexing for
your constituents. They say they went down to the
housing office and put their name down. Then they
moved house because their rent went up, so they had to
move. They had a family violence crisis, or their kids
changed school for some reason, so they moved out of
the area; therefore they did not get the letter to say that
their housing application had been reconsidered and
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they had been put on another list or that they have to
move to another area to get on another list.
This is a very, very complex system, and often people
get mucked around and left out of the loop. They move
down on the public waiting list, finding themselves way
back from where they think they should be. Their needs
are urgent, and yet they have gone backwards, through
no fault of their own in many cases. So the need for this
single register, where people can go in and register
what their housing needs are is really paramount in
making a success of how we deal with public housing
in Victoria.
There are a lot of people on the list, as I have said, but
there are also a lot of homeless people out there. This is
a very big issue for us as a government and as a
community, I have to say. It is a community and
government response that is required here. You only
have to walk down Bourke Street to see people that
have half a household out on the street with them. As a
community and certainly as a government — and I
know that the Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing is acutely aware of their needs — we have to
say that we require further investment in this sector so
that people can have a roof over their heads. After all,
having a house or shelter is a basic human right. It
actually says that in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. As a community and as a
government — and indeed the government is investing
record amounts in social housing — we should be
making sure that we have a full-on attack on this
problem.
I said before that those opposite really do speak with
forked tongues, but I have to say they speak with
hypocrisy. I refer to the recent council elections. I have
to say the Kingston City Council area is one where
there is some concern about where people are going to
live. It is a nice area to live in; we all understand that.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Ms GRALEY — The member for Mordialloc is
well aware of that. He is also well aware of the fact that
there was an abhorrent campaign run during the
Kingston City Council elections. It is shameful. I refer
to a flyer that was distributed: ‘Important Kingston
council election information for Dingley Village
residents’, it reads. It has a number of dot points on it,
but I am going to refer to a couple of them. One of
them is about a person that I do know well. He used to
work for me, and I know him to be a very talented,
committed person, as well as a very dedicated
councillor. It reads:
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Cr Staikos has been a longstanding supporter of social/public
housing and as a member of the Labor Party would be
required to follow party policy to densify our suburbs.

And the next dot point is:
Cr Staikos facilitated the building of social housing on the car
park of the Kingston town hall, bypassing planning laws and
ruining a multimillion-dollar community asset.

That is wrong, wrong, wrong, but they are right in
saying that Cr Staikos is a member of the Community
Housing Federation of Victoria. It goes on to say:
Both Crs Staikos and Barth are committed to the local
provision of social, subsidised housing …

Well, for me, that is a reason to vote for Cr Staikos, and
when did it become such a terrible thing to work for a
non-government organisation that is out there providing
social housing? I actually think that it is a badge of
honour to go and work for an organisation like the
community housing association to address the need for
community housing and to address the issues of
homelessness, and we as a community should be
saying, ‘Well done, Cr Staikos’. But, no, this is a dirt
sheet put out by — let me read who authorised this:
Authorised by Cr Paul Peulich (retiring) and Dingley Village
resident, 58 Golfwood Close, Dingley Village 3172.

I do know that this is Paul Peulich, son of upper house
member Inga Peulich. I would have thought Paul’s
mum could have had a word to her son and said, ‘This
is not on. This sort of electoral material is not
acceptable’. All it does is create fear and division, and it
is in very bad taste in a democratic election situation.
But, above all, what it does is demonise people for the
fact that they may need social housing and that
Cr Staikos is actually going out of his way or doing his
job in making sure that people who want to live in that
local area have reasonable housing to live in.
I think that people looked at this and thought, ‘What a
disgusting little item this is’, and actually they must
have, because as I recall Cr Staikos did very well at the
last election. In fact he bolted in. So, for the snobs
opposite, that sort of election campaign material, I have
got to suggest to you, is not only unacceptable — in
fact quite filthy — but it does not work either. People
can see through it. I commend hardworking, dedicated
councillors, and I must say too members of Parliament,
who support social housing and community housing —
that is, the provision of housing for people who are
fleeing family violence, are facing hard times, have just
lost their jobs, all the sorts of reasons that many people
find themselves in social housing. These people do not
need to be demonised and vilified and have their
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politicians looking down their nose at them. Quite the
opposite: they need to be supported.
We actually should have a whole-of-Parliament
approach to this issue in saying that is a good space for
government to be in. It is a good space for government
to be spending its money in, making sure that people
have shelter over their heads where they go after a day.
I commend this legislation. I commend the minister that
brought it to the house, but I certainly say that there is a
lot to be done in making sure that people get on the
waiting list and get houses sooner rather than later.
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — I rise this evening to
speak on the Housing Amendment (Victorian Housing
Register and Other Matters) Bill 2016. The bill does a
number of things, and most of them seem quite
pragmatic when you look through various clauses of the
bill. Some of the things it does are provide for the
establishment and administration of the Victorian
Housing Register for the purpose of registering
applicants for tenancies in social housing and
facilitating the allocation of tenancies in social housing.
It also enables the director to determine matters in
relation to the Victorian Housing Register and the
allocation of tenancies in social housing, and it talks
also about information sharing between the register and
also those disadvantaged Victorians who require public
housing or social housing.
Firstly can I say, like probably many other members of
this chamber, I grew up in an area in Traralgon which
probably does not have the best title or nickname —
that being the Bronx. Many good people obviously
grew up there, and lifelong friends were made in Allen
Crescent, Traralgon, and it is a shame in many respects
that that term is used, because, as I say and repeat,
many good people have done some great things in
terms of their lives and have come out of public
housing and social housing.
It is imperative that every Victorian is given the chance
and the opportunity to have a roof over their head, and
it is a difficult space in trying to find the balance
between the number of units and apartments in
particular areas as against making sure that we do
provide that housing and a roof over the heads of many
vulnerable Victorians.
Within the Morwell electorate we do have a number of
properties that are public housing and social housing.
Unfortunately a lot of that is aligned to the fact that we
do have a number of unemployed people within our
municipality, many of whom simply cannot afford a
private rental or to purchase a house. As I have said
over the last couple of days, indeed over many months,
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one of the challenges that we do have in the Latrobe
Valley has been a significant increase in unemployment
over time. Over a period of years we have seen an
increase in public and social housing within the Latrobe
Valley. One hopes that, given the events of the past
week, that does not increase further over the next period
of time.
As I said before, one of the challenges is trying to find a
balance between putting a roof over the heads of
vulnerable Victorians and making sure that their
neighbours and people within apartment complexes are
respected. Unfortunately in 2011 we saw the
construction of a 40-unit complex in Gwalia Street,
Traralgon, which unfortunately has caused no end of
grief. I do not say that necessarily just for neighbouring
residents, but many, many tenants who live in that
complex who are good, decent people have had to
endure what I would say is some very unsavoury
activity over a period of time. It is an issue for the
police, it is an issue for the emergency services and it is
an ongoing issue for many good tenants who live in that
complex within Gwalia Street, Traralgon. It is also an
issue for neighbouring residents and for many aged
people who live in this particular area.
I am all for public housing and all for community
housing, but there are so many people within our
community, including council, who are now saying, ‘I
told you so’. This was built under the Rudd-Gillard
social housing program in an area where we have the
Margery Cole hostel that supports older people within
our community who have some challenges and issues.
It is an area and a precinct where we have a number of
private aged-care units. Indeed all of these people and
organisations have ongoing concerns. In fact we are
having another meeting next week about how we
address the issue. I feel terribly sorry for those who
work at the department of housing, because they do
their best. I am sure that they try to make sure that they
place appropriate people in appropriate locations, but
this is an example of an ongoing issue of the local
context that needs to be fixed and resolved and of again
having that balance of appropriateness in terms of
capacity.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question
is:
That the house now adjourns.

Mr Angus — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
I raise a point of order in relation to an adjournment
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matter that I raised on 18 August 2016, to the Minister
for Roads and Road Safety. Pursuant to standing
order 33(3) I request that you have the Speaker follow
that up because I have not had a reply to that
adjournment matter.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will do that
for the honourable member for Forest Hill.

Emerald Secondary College
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — (11 971) My
adjournment matter this evening is to the Minister for
Education. The action I ask is for confirmation of an
allocation of funds for a STEM centre for Emerald
Secondary College. STEM is science, technology,
engineering and mathematics and has been identified as
the focus of an area of learning at Emerald Secondary
College for the 21st century and going forward.
Emerald Secondary College would like to equip itself
with a learning facility and make sure it is in the
community and building jobs and building for future
generations.
They have got a fantastic program running up at
Emerald, and the changes that the new principal up
there, Jodie Doble, has made have been fantastic in
engaging young people so that the school can get the
best out of them. When Jodie first came to the school I
think she put straight on the line exactly how she would
like to see the school operating in the future, and we are
seeing those changes within the facilities there at the
moment.
I have met with the Minister for Education before, and
the government have put some money on the table at
the moment for some upgrades at Emerald, and I thank
them for that. I went up there and met up with the
minister and put on the record that that was not
something that opposition members committed to, but it
is something that is fantastic for the local school.
Particularly it was around students with special needs.
Where the school is focusing now is we have got a lot
of young people with employment issues up through
the Dandenong Ranges. It is an ongoing issue, and we
want to make sure that the kids up there have the same
opportunities they could have anywhere else in the
state. Emerald is one of those areas where they could
have opportunities. It is not just for the local students —
others in the surrounding area could come into the
school — and it also builds the relationships between
the school and the community around it.
The current facilities at Emerald were designed in the
mid-1980s, and funding other than what they have got
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recently for investment in capital has been minimal
over the last 30 years — obviously with myriad
governments in between. They have got very old
traditional-style classrooms. What they are looking for
is a facility that takes away the old chalkboards and
puts in something that the children can be more
engaged in and get better results out of. Their current
facilities have obsolete machinery, including pipework
that has resulted in some of the science room having to
be decommissioned for want of access to gas, water and
extraction fans, and therefore the students are missing
out on opportunities going forward.
As I said, the action we are asking from the minister
today is some funding, particularly in the next budget,
to go towards the STEM centre and a discussion with
Jodie Doble and her school community so they can get
the best outcomes for the students in the future.

Kingsbury and Bundoora ambulance services
Mr BROOKS (Bundoora) — (11 972) I want to
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Health. The specific action that I seek from the minister
is for her to visit my electorate and meet with
ambulance paramedics working at the Kingsbury and
Bundoora ambulance stations. We all remember the
crisis in the ambulance service that was left to us by
those opposite when they were in government —
response times were blowing out, people were waiting
longer and longer for ambulances and ambulances were
queueing up at emergency departments. I remember
one example, which I think I have mentioned in this
place before. An elderly Greensborough resident
contacted me because he had rung for an ambulance
and was left waiting for over 2 hours for an ambulance
to arrive. His wife had fallen over in the driveway and
had, I think, broken her hip.
Thankfully we have seen, through the good work of this
minister and the investment of this government, an
effort to speed up ambulance response times. Part of
that has been reducing waitlists at hospitals, freeing up
emergency departments at hospitals and an investment
of $335 million to reduce elective surgery waiting lists.
We have now got 10 000 less people waiting over the
last 12 months than we had in 2013, which I understand
is a 17-year low. Ambulances are arriving the fastest
they have arrived in five years.
I know that a large part of this — so much of this — is
due to the great work of our ambulance paramedics,
particularly those who are located in my electorate at
Kingsbury and a couple of doors up from my electorate
office at Bundoora. They are great people who are so
dedicated and committed to serving the Victorian
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community and providing emergency medical care to
them. It would be great for the minister to come out to
thank them for their hard work but also to hear from
them firsthand how we can further improve the
ambulance service.

Water policy
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — (11 973) I raise a matter
for the Minister for Water. The action I seek is for the
minister to implement wet season rules for carryover
water. Carryover water in Victoria is a child of the
millennium drought, adjusted for normal years, and is
of benefit to the irrigators in my electorate. In 2016 we
are having the wettest spring in decades and seeing the
highest river in 20 years. In fact the Murray River is in
flood. Under the existing rules, carryover water is lost
when the Hume storage spills, and the Hume has spilt. I
contend that in times of flood the river is a storage — a
moving storage — and, as such, spilt water is in storage
in the main channel and should be available to irrigators
who have carried it over until the flood has passed their
pumps.
A flood also presents opportunities to store carryover
water in regulated lakes mid-system. The Euston lakes
offer an opportunistic storage for the current in-channel
floodwaters comprised in part of carryover water.
These two lakes are associated with the Euston weir
pool and can be surcharged at the time of flood and
post-flood water releases via a regulator into the Euston
weir pool for further regulation downstream. There is a
real opportunity to use these lakes to partially return
spilt carryover water to those who invested in it.
The Menindee lakes are also filling and have passed the
threshold to move from New South Wales-controlled
Murray-Darling Basin Authority control, which means
that Victoria has a share of the stored water. The current
state of the southern connected basin could allow for
some of the Menindee lakes water to be used to offset
some of the carryover that has been spilt.
Finally, if the minister will not utilise any of the above
options, then she should refund the storage charges
imposed on irrigators who have lost their carryover
water. Irrigators made a sound business decision based
on advice from government agencies, including the
Bureau of Meteorology, about what the 2016–17 water
season had to offer, but then things changed. We had a
wet spring, and a lot of money has been lost. The very
least the minister can do is refund the fees for carryover
services not rendered in this wet season.
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Equal opportunity legislation
Ms WARD (Eltham) — (11 974) My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Equality, and the action I
seek is for the minister to come to my electorate and
speak with my community about the Andrews
government’s equality agenda. The Andrews
government has been unapologetic about wanting a
fairer and more equal Victoria. This has been driven by
our own culture as Labor Party members, but it has also
been informed by the Royal Commission into Family
Violence, which found that one of the drivers of family
violence itself is gender inequality. I quote from the
findings of the royal commission:
There is no doubt that violence against women and children is
deeply rooted in power imbalances that are reinforced by
gender norms and stereotypes.

The report also states:
The challenge is to direct our attention to all the risk factors
for all forms of family violence, while ensuring that people
from particular communities are not stigmatised …

This is especially relevant when we consider today’s
US election.
The Andrews government has listened to these findings
and has worked on many areas of reform to strengthen
Victoria’s journey towards equality. This is because an
equal society is a fairer society. Regrettably the federal
government has not taken such a principled position on
equality in our community, wedded as it is to seeking a
plebiscite that asks 15 million Australians to have their
say on the value of LGBTI relationships and to decide
by vote whether LGBTI people are worthy of the right
to be married. I ask the minister to come to my
electorate of Eltham and speak with my community
about Safe Schools, about respectful relationships and
about marriage equality and how these actions will
contribute towards a fairer Victoria.

Lilydale West Primary School
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — (11 975) My request for
action is directed to the Minister for Education. The
action I require is for the minister to reassess needs for
maintenance at local schools in my electorate of
Evelyn. I am referring to the 2016 maintenance
program by the Victorian School Building Authority
and in particular Lilydale West Primary School. I spoke
roughly a year ago in this house about the need for
extra funding for Lilydale West Primary School. A year
ago I was told that the anticipated total maintenance
needed would cost around $1.9 million, but in this
year’s maintenance program the school will only
receive $122 000.
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When I visited Lilydale West Primary School with the
member for Ferntree Gully in his capacity as shadow
Minister for Education last year, we were shown the
school had a water leak, causing it to lose 700 litres of
water an hour, which was accelerating due to old,
eroding pipes. It was anticipated that the next water bill
would be in the vicinity of $10 000. Water was also
spotted leaking through light fittings, with the potential
for staff and students to be electrocuted. Other rooms
had black mould, which can aggravate asthma and
allergies in vulnerable children. The school had also
suffered a gas leak as a result of the original gas
heating, which has not been upgraded since 1973.
I ask the minister to look again at the funding
requirements for my local schools and to ask whether
he considers in particular the funding allocated to
Lilydale West Primary School to be enough to cover
their maintenance needs. All the primary schools in my
area are great, and I want to thank the teachers and
school communities for making such a positive impact
to children’s education. However, despite the energetic
and happy atmosphere in classrooms and playgrounds,
my schools need help in building and facilities funding.
The infrastructure is ageing, and if maintenance is not
done on a regular basis, it will continue to deteriorate
and inevitably cost more.

Northern Community Legal Centre
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) — (11 976) My
adjournment matter is for the Attorney-General, and I
ask: can the Attorney-General please provide details on
how funding for a family violence project at the
Northern Community Legal Centre will assist Yuroke
residents?
I know the Attorney-General shares my commitment to
the vital work that community legal centres do for
people in need right across Victoria. I saw the
importance of this work when I was a volunteer
solicitor at the Broadmeadows Community Legal
Service, the predecessor to the Northern Community
Legal Centre. At a recent meeting with the CEO of the
centre, Jenny Smith, it was terrific to get an update on
the important work that this expanded service provides
for residents right across the northern suburbs.
Noting that family violence continues to be a significant
issue in the Hume local government area, I look
forward to receiving advice from the Attorney-General
on how this important project will assist Yuroke
constituents and others who rely on the Northern
Community Legal Centre.
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Belfast Coastal Reserve
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — (11 977) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Racing, who
I am pleased to see in the chamber today. The action I
seek is for the minister to meet with the Belfast Coastal
Reserve Action Group, the Victorian National Parks
Association and BirdLife Australia about the
commercial horse training that is threatening breeding
sites of the hooded plover on beaches between
Warrnambool and Port Fairy.
The Belfast Coastal Reserve area has the second largest
population of threatened hooded plovers in Victoria,
which number only 560 in total across the state. The
hooded plover is a threatened species under both
Victorian and national laws. The Belfast Coastal
Reserve area provides habitat for around 10 per cent of
the total Victorian population. Therefore this population
is critical to the survival of the species.
The hooded plovers nest in shallow scrapes on the high
side of the beach between August and March.
However, this same area is now being used for
commercial horse training, with upwards of 60 horses
galloping through the soft sands each morning. This is
heavily impacting the hooded plovers as well as
inflicting harm on other local species and native
vegetation, despite the fact that under the Wildlife Act
1975 molesting and disturbing protected wildlife is an
offence. The commercial training of racehorses on
these beaches also affects local people, who are now
unable to use the public beaches for fear of being run
over or trampled by a racehorse, and it is a significant
safety concern.
We do need the government to act on this issue and
ideally to convert the reserve into a coastal park so that
Parks Victoria can provide regulatory oversight that
would prevent the misuse of this precious resource. We
do not allow race cars to practise or race on our public
roads; similarly we should not allow commercial
racehorses to train on public beaches. Instead they
should be required and supported to move to a
purpose-built racing facility away from public beaches,
where they can train without damaging wildlife or
affecting the public.
It is my understanding that concerned locals have met
with the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change but are now seeking a meeting with the
Minister for Racing given his jurisdiction over these
matters. So I ask the minister to meet with the groups
involved to hear their concerns and help us solve this
important problem.
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Calder Freeway bike path
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — (11 978) My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety, and the action I seek is for the minister to
meet with me and a delegation from Bike Safe
Macedon Ranges and VicRoads to discuss a missing
section of bike path along the Calder Freeway. A
number of residents in my electorate are members of
the Bike Safe Macedon Ranges cycling group, as are
many residents in the member for Macedon’s
electorate. I have met with this group, which has
expressed great concern regarding this missing section
of bike path connecting Kings Road and Organ Pipes
Road in the reserve on the north side of the Calder
Freeway.
The group has prepared a proposal to fix the problem,
with reasoning around the removal of the need for
cyclists to ride in the slip lane and merging lane at
Calder Park Drive and also provide separation for
cyclists heading towards Melbourne, protecting them
from a multitude of hazards, of which there are many
examples. It is quite dangerous for cyclists to actually
have to ride on the Calder Freeway rather than use the
safer bike path. This will also eliminate the need for
northbound cyclists to cross four lanes of freeway
traffic and then turn right and do a U-turn at the
intersection with Organ Pipes Road. The group states
that all of these improvements will not only look after
the safety of local cyclists but help encourage people to
engage in active transport rather than driving, helping
of course to reduce congestion.
The Andrews government is committed to providing
access to a range of transport modes, and cycling is a
wonderful form of physical activity and a great way to
get around. I just heard the member for Bundoora
murmur, ‘Hear, hear!’ and I want to congratulate him
and Labor in Lycra for the $5600 they raised on
9 October in the ride Around the Bay. I am sure that the
member for Bundoora would like to see this bike path
completed so that he too can come out and have a ride
along the Calder Freeway. Once again, I ask the
minister to convene a meeting with a delegation from
Bike Safe Macedon Ranges and VicRoads to discuss
this missing section of bike path.

Kinglake-Whittlesea Road, Pheasant Creek,
bus stop
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) — (11 979) I have an
adjournment item for the Minister for Public Transport.
The action I seek is for her to provide a bus shelter at
the bus stop on Kinglake-Whittlesea Road near the
corner of National Park Road in Pheasant Creek. I ask
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the minister to work with local government, in this case
the Murrindindi Shire Council, to get this bus stop
upgraded with an appropriate shelter.
Specifically the bus stop is opposite the Pheasant Creek
post office and the Flying Tarts, which is a great little
business up there in the ranges. The bus stop is a very
busy stop; I think perhaps it is the busiest stop in the
Kinglake Ranges. It doubles as a public bus stop for the
Kinglake–Whittlesea bus and also for a number of
school buses. There are school buses going to Diamond
Valley College, Whittlesea Secondary College, Yea
High School, Assumption College, Plenty Valley
Christian College and Marymede Catholic College in
South Morang.
At times there could be 30 students at this bus stop
compared to 2 or 3 at other bus stops on the main road.
This is a problem, particularly in poor weather, and that
is why a shelter is absolutely necessary. The weather in
the Kinglake Ranges is challenging. There is often very
heavy fog and poor visibility. It has been raining quite a
lot and it also gets very windy. These weather
conditions pose a lot of safety hazards because children
do not stand at the bus stop — they make other
arrangements, so we have a very dangerous situation
where some children are waiting in sheltered areas
across the road and when the bus arrives they dart
across the road. As I said, sometimes it is very foggy as
well as wet and windy, and this is particularly
dangerous, so we do not want students doing that.
Equally dangerous is that students wait in their parents’
cars, so what you have along the main road is a whole
line of cars parked on the side of the road. That
impinges a little bit on the actual road, so this is in fact
a very dangerous situation. It is a concern for the
students, the parents and the emergency services
organisations, including the police. I think it is very
important that we look to minimise the risk and make
the safety of not just the students but all those who use
the public bus a priority by installing a protective
shelter at that location in Pheasant Creek. It is on the
south side of Pheasant Creek opposite the shops, the
Flying Tarts and the post office. I ask the minister to
work hastily with local government to support the
younger people and public transport travellers in my
electorate along the Kinglake Ranges.

Banyule City Council
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — (11 980) My
adjournment item is directed to the Minister for Local
Government. The action I seek is for the Minister for
Local Government to investigate the use of authorised
material distributed in the 2016 Banyule City Council
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election by the Griffin Ward Residents Association. I
draw the minister’s attention to a recent article in the
Heidelberg Leader headed ‘Fury over election
mystery’, and I quote:
An elusive residents’ association that endorsed a sitting
candidate and claimed to have supported residents for years,
was registered just five days before the Banyule election.
And an angry Ivanhoe resident, Julie Stafford, says voters
have been misled and she is going to report it to the Victorian
Electoral Commission (VEC).
The Griffin Ward Residents Association mailed out
‘how-to-vote’ flyers supporting council candidate Jenny
Mulholland and claimed to have advocated ‘on behalf of
residents for a number of years’.
However, a Consumer Affairs Victoria search by Leader
revealed the organisation was only registered on 17 October,
days before the election on 22 October.

What this draws attention to is the fact that there could
be fraudulent activity here to register organisations with
Consumer Affairs Victoria so that the names of those
registered organisations can be used to authorise
election material designed to influence voters. I do not
want to get caught up in the claims that people might
make in authorising material; what is important here is
that people who authorise material, or organisations that
seek to do so, need to be genuine. They need to be real
people, and they need to be real organisations.
We cannot have a situation where candidates,
potentially for their own benefit and gain, seek to
register an organisation or an association and then
potentially slander, libel, criticise or attack other
candidates in an election through a fraudulently
established, non-existent group registered with
Consumer Affairs Victoria that is allowed to make
claims simply because they have met the criteria to
have their material authorised. That is what I am
seeking that the Minister for Local Government
investigate.
It is not about what claims are made. We need to make
sure that the authoriser is a real and genuine person or
organisation. If that cannot be established because this
organisation was established only five days before the
election and no-one can track down the people whose
names have been ascribed in the Consumer Affairs
Victoria material, I would say that is potentially
fraudulent behaviour. To register an organisation and to
then authorise material in an election in such a way is
contrary to Victorian Electoral Commission rules. I ask
that these matters be investigated so that we can get to
the bottom of exactly what has gone on here in trying to
mislead voters and go against the laws in Victoria in
relation to the Electoral Act 2002. I look forward to an
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investigation of these matters by the minister’s
department.

Responses
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — In response to
the member for Yuroke, I want to thank her for raising
the matter in regard to the Northern Community Legal
Centre (CLC) and commend her for the work that she
did during her time as a volunteer for the
Broadmeadows CLC. Northern CLC provides legal
assistance to many vulnerable and disadvantaged
Victorians across a significant catchment, and this
government supports the vital work done by our
community legal centres. Sadly the commonwealth has
indicated that from 1 July 2017 our vital CLCs will
receive a 30 per cent cut in commonwealth funding,
which is very disappointing and something that I have
raised with the federal Attorney-General, Senator
Brandis, on many occasions.
In response to the member’s adjournment matter, I
would say that in the last budget we allocated almost
$24 million to strengthen the justice system response to
family violence, including $4.5 million for the
expansion of specialist family violence legal services to
respond to high demand. We created a new $1.3 million
grant round for Victorian-based CLCs and Aboriginal
legal services to deliver more family violence-related
services. A couple of weeks ago I was with the member
for Ivanhoe at West Heidelberg CLC to announce that
28 legal assistance providers would receive grants
under the Community Legal Centre Family Violence
Fund, and the Northern Community Legal Centre will
receive a $47 577 grant to support a project that will
look at better linkages between family violence lists in
the Magistrates Court, in particular Broadmeadows, and
family dispute mediation. That project will be carried
out in partnership with the Family Relationship Centres
and will mean Victorians affected by family violence,
including those in Yuroke, will get the legal and
non-legal support they need as early as possible and
throughout the court process. I thank the member for
raising this matter.
In regard to the adjournment matter raised by the
member for Melbourne, I want to start by clearing up a
misconception. The member for Melbourne indicated
that Belfast Coastal Reserve Action Group (BCRAG)
had met with the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change but that I as the minister with
responsibility should participate in that. I am the
Minister for Racing, and as such I have made some
supportive comments on local trainers and supportive
comments about the need for a balanced approach to
the matter of training on local beaches, whether they be
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in the Shire of Moyne or in the City of Warrnambool.
There are a number of beaches that fall within the
Belfast Coastal Reserve and indeed beyond it, including
Lady Bay in the City of Warrnambool. But as the
Minister for Racing I do not have portfolio
responsibility in regard to who can use the local
beaches. That is not within the portfolio responsibility
of the Minister for Racing, in the same way that if
someone drove a racing car onto the beach, as you
indicated, it would not be the responsibility of the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety.

Reserve is indeed a matter for the minister for the
environment, and that is why she and her agency have
been leading the community consultations. I am going
to assert that I have dispensed with the matter raised by
the member for Melbourne.

However, having said that, the minister for the
environment, the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and I
met a couple of weeks ago to discuss all of the issues in
regard to the Belfast Coastal Reserve, Lady Bay and the
Warrnambool Racing Club in order to try to find a
solution which would protect the natural environment,
protect the breeding area of the hooded plover, protect
Aboriginal heritage and protect what is a very lucrative
industry for Western Victoria, which is the local
training industry. It is well known that the
Warrnambool Racing Club produced last year’s
Melbourne Cup winner through the training efforts of
Darren Weir, and racing in the Western District is a
major economic development generator and a major
jobs generator.

The member for Bundoora raised a matter for the
Minister for Health seeking a meeting with ambulance
paramedics in his electorate. I will pass that on.

But we as a government recognise that the use of
beaches for the training of horses needs to be done in a
balanced way. That is why a couple of weeks ago
Minister D’Ambrosio, Minister Hutchins and I released
a joint statement where we said that Helen Vaughan
from the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning would lead the community consultations to
find a balanced solution, and that is exactly what
Ms Vaughan has been doing. She, along with
Minister D’Ambrosio, has met with BCRAG. She has
also met with the South West Owners and Trainers
Association, the Warrnambool Racing Club, the Shire
of Moyne, the City of Warrnambool and all of the
relevant interested persons and is in the process of
developing an outcome that the government believes
will strike the balance that I have talked about between
protecting the natural environment, protecting the rights
of residents, protecting Aboriginal heritage and
protecting what is a very important industry in western
Victoria.
I thank the member for the adjournment matter she
raised. I should also add that the member for
Melbourne has indicated that she thought Parks
Victoria should ultimately have a degree of
responsibility for the Belfast Coastal Reserve. They do.
That is exactly why the question ultimately of what
uses are allowed on the beach and at the Belfast Coastal

In regard to the other matters, the member for
Gembrook raised a matter for the Minister for
Education seeking funding for a science, technology,
engineering and mathematics centre at Emerald
Secondary College. I will pass that on.

The member for Mildura raised a matter for the
Minister for Water seeking that she implement
wet-season rules for carryover water. I will pass that on.
The member for Eltham raised a matter for the Minister
for Equality seeking that he speak with her community
about the equality agenda. I will pass that on.
The member for Evelyn raised a matter for the Minister
for Education seeking that he reassess needs
maintenance of local schools in her electorate. I will
pass that on.
The member for Sunbury raised a matter for the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety with regard to a
missing patch of bike path on the Calder Freeway. I
will pass that on.
The member for Eildon raised a matter for the Minister
for Public Transport regarding a bus shelter at Pheasant
Creek. I will pass that on.
The member for Ivanhoe raised a matter for the
Minister for Local Government seeking that there be an
investigation into some material used in the 2016
Banyule local government elections. I will pass that on.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house is
now adjourned.
House adjourned 7.30 p.m.
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